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Summary: Intervention and Options
Rationale for intervention, objectives and options
What is the problem under consideration? Why is Ofgem intervention
necessary?
The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) found that domestic customers were
paying significantly more for their energy than they would do in a fully competitive
market. This is driven by market failures that hinder competition including information
asymmetries, perceived and actual switching costs, and brand loyalty. These factors
mean that some consumers are not responsive to price and suppliers are able to earn
above-normal profits.
The CMA recommended a package of remedies designed to improve competition, which
are being implemented, but many of these market-based measures will take time to
take effect. Intervention is necessary to protect consumers in the meantime until the
market-based interventions take effect.
Ofgem has already put in place price protection in the form of a safeguard tariff for over
four million customers with prepayment meters (PPM) from April 2017. The safeguard
tariff was then extended on 2 February 2018 to almost one million vulnerable customers
who are recipients of the Warm Home Discount. Government considers that without
further intervention less active customers not eligible for these tariffs will continue to
lose out.
In July 2018 Parliament passed legislation for the introduction of a temporary cap on
standard variable and default tariffs (‘the default tariff cap’). The Domestic Gas and
Electricity (Tariff Cap) Act created a new duty for Ofgem to design and implement the
cap as soon as practical after the Act had passed.
What are the policy objectives and intended effects including the effect on
Ofgem’s strategic outcomes?
The objective of the default tariff cap, as provided for by the Act1, is to protect current
and future customers who pay Standard Variable Tariffs (SVTs) or default tariffs.
In complying with this objective, the Act states that Ofgem must have regard to the
following matters:





1

the need to create incentives for holders of supply licences to improve their
efficiency;
the need to set the cap at a level that enables holders of supply licences to
compete effectively for domestic supply contracts;
the need to maintain incentives for domestic customers to switch to different
domestic supply contracts;
the need to ensure that holders of supply licences who operate efficiently are
able to finance activities authorised by the licence.

The Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Act, Page 1.
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What are the policy options that have been considered, including any
alternatives to regulation? Please justify the proposed option (further details
in Evidence Base)
The Act creates a duty for Ofgem to design and implement the temporary default tariff
cap. Our consideration of options is therefore restricted to those relating to the design
and implementation of the default tariff cap, rather than alternative mechanisms to
protect customers or a ‘do nothing’ option.
In designing the default tariff cap, we have considered a wide range of options relating
to each element of design. Decisions on these options, and their rationales, are detailed
in our May consultation and this statutory consultation.
This impact assessment focuses on options relating the level of the default tariff cap.
This primarily relates to the level of headroom applied over and above the efficient cost
benchmark, which directly impacts the overall level of the default tariff cap. Throughout
this document we analyse the impact of the proposed cap level and the higher and
lower cap levels considered compared to the baseline of no default tariff cap.
We also consider options for the apportionment of costs relating to different payment
methods (payment method uplift). However, these do not affect the aggregate impact
of the cap, only the distribution of these impacts across consumers and suppliers, and
are therefore considered as sub-options.
Table A11.1: Policy options
Cap level option

Cap level
(Direct Debit
TDCV2)

Cap level
(Standard
Charge TDCV)

Weighted average
cap level (TDCV)

Option 1

£1,094

£1,175

£1,118

Option 2
(proposed option)

£1,136

£1,219

£1,161

Option 3

£1,164

£1,245

£1,188

Option 2b

£1,151

£1,183

£1,161

Source: Ofgem analysis

The proposed levels of headroom and payment method uplift (option 2) have been
chosen with the aim of meeting the objective of the Act, whilst having regard to the four
matters set out above.
Under option 1, default tariff customers would achieve greater savings than in option 2,
but there would be a greater risk of reductions in customer service levels as a result of
suppliers seeking to cut costs in response to lower revenues and profits. Furthermore,
by reducing the headroom allowance, there would be a greater risk that efficient
suppliers would not be able to finance their activities, generating a risk of market exit
by a number of suppliers, potentially including those operating efficiently. A lower cap
Based on Ofgem’s Typical Domestic Consumption Values (TDCV) median consumption estimates of 12,000
kWh of gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity.
2
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level would also be expected to have a greater negative impact on the incentive for
customers to switch as a result of the smaller price differential between default and
fixed tariffs. This would increase the likelihood of price convergence across the market
which would mean less price competition among suppliers.
At a higher cap level (option 3), default tariff customers would receive less protection in
the short run and there would be less of an incentive for suppliers to improve efficiency,
resulting in less benefit from such efficiencies to future default tariff customers in the
long run. In the short run, there would be less of a negative impact on consumer
engagement and the incentive to switch.
Under option 3, suppliers would see less of an impact on their revenues and profits
compared to option 2. This would result in less risk of exit by suppliers, and combined
with the lower impact on engagement and incentives to switch, could mean more
suppliers continue to compete under the cap with lower fixed tariff prices. However, our
proposed cap level has been set at a level where we consider that efficient suppliers will
be able to finance their activities. Furthermore, it is set at a level which we consider will
allow some suppliers to compete under the cap. At this level, we expect there to
continue to be some fixed-tariff deals priced significantly below the level of the cap,
meaning that consumers will have a financial incentive to switch.
We therefore consider that option 2 best meets the objective of the cap and balances
the matters to which we must have regard.
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Proposed option - Monetised Impacts (£m)
Business Impact Target Qualifying Provision

Qualifying

Business Impact Target (Equivalent Annual Net
Direct Cost to Business in 2014 prices)

£916m

Net Benefit to Ofgem Consumer

Direct only:

Direct consumer NPV figures represent the direct
impact on default tariff customers.

£2,088m

The net impact (direct + illustrative indirect
impacts) includes the illustrative indirect impact of
potential changes to tariff prices below the cap level
in order to offset the negative revenue impacts of
the cap. It does not include the redistribution
impacts of protecting vulnerable customers from
higher bills, which contribute to the benefits.

Direct + illustrative indirect
impacts:
£1,010m to £2,109m

Wider Benefits/Costs for Society

Direct only:

Direct wider impacts include the direct revenue
impact on suppliers and administrative costs for
suppliers and Ofgem.

-£2,109m

The net wider impact (direct + illustrative indirect
impacts) includes the illustrative indirect impacts on
suppliers, third party switching services,
Government and Ofgem, and on the environment.
It does not include the non-monetised impacts on
efficiency and competition.

Direct + illustrative indirect
impacts:
-£2,122m to -£1,035m

Net Impact

Direct only:

The overall net benefit includes the net impact on
all relevant stakeholders.

-£21m
Direct + illustrative indirect
impacts:
-£13m to -£25m

Explain how was the Net Benefit monetised, NPV or other (e.g. NPV in 2015
financial year prices covering the period from 2016 to 2020).
NPV in August 2018 prices of impacts estimated for the period from January 2019 to
December 2020.
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Proposed option - Hard to Monetise Impacts
Describe any hard to monetise impacts, including mid-term strategic and
long-term sustainability factors following Ofgem IA guidance
This impact assessment quantifies the estimated monetised impact of the default
tariff cap on: customer bills and supplier revenues, including through impacts on
prices of uncapped tariffs, customer switching rates and energy consumption;
administration costs; VAT receipts and greenhouse gas emissions.
In addition to these monetised impacts, the default tariff cap is expected to have
distribution impacts, and impacts on customer engagement, competition and
innovation in the domestic energy market which we are unable to monetise.
The objective of the default tariff cap is to protect current and future default tariff
customers. Whilst we consider it possible that the cap could result in bill increases for
fixed tariff customers, there will be redistribution benefits from this that are not
reflected in the monetised impacts. Customers on default tariffs are more likely to be
vulnerable and on lower incomes. When considering the welfare impacts, we would
put a greater weight on the social value of savings to these customers compared to
those of higher income groups, who tend to be more engaged customers. The
monetised net customer bill impact does not adjust for this distributional weighting
and therefore underestimates the benefit to consumers.
Customer engagement could be impacted by the reduced price dispersion between
capped and uncapped tariffs, as well as through a ‘protection factor’ whereby the cap
causes customers to believe there is no need to switch supplier or tariff. Any such
‘protection factor’ could, though, increase consumer confidence and engagement in
the energy sector longer term.
If the cap results in reduced switching rates, consumers who would otherwise have
switched to cheaper deals will be financially disadvantaged. We have monetised this
impact, but have not attempted to monetise benefits from the avoidance of switching
costs that consumers would otherwise have incurred. Also, we have not monetised
the potential effects of the price cap on non-price competition. These are potentially
ambiguous: on the one hand, the price cap could reduce overall engagement and lead
to lower incentives for suppliers to compete in any area; on the other, the reduced
scope for price competition could encourage firms to compete in other ways, such as
through customer service.
We have not monetised potential effects of the price cap on supplier efficiency, entry
and innovation. We would expect the cap to incentivise suppliers to improve efficiency
in order to compete, but the effects on entry and innovation are more ambiguous.
The cap could encourage suppliers to innovate more rapidly to remain competitive,
and encourage the entry of firms with innovative new business models. But it could
also reduce incentives to enter the market because of reduced opportunities to earn
super-normal profits.
Longer term, beyond the period of the cap, there should be benefits to customers of
suppliers becoming more efficient as a result of the cap. However, there may also be
potential longer term negative impacts when the cap is removed due to legacy effects
on engagement and competition.
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The cap will be removed when it is judged there are effective conditions for
competition, or at the end of the 2023 at the latest.3 However we note that effective
competition itself may take some time to develop.4
Beyond the retail market, we have not monetised the impacts of the cap on
participants in wholesale energy markets. The system of updating the cap is likely to
affect how suppliers choose to hedge in the wholesale market, and lead to more
clustering of hedging strategies. This could result in reduced liquidity of some
wholesale market products at some times, and thus higher supplier costs of
purchasing wholesale energy on average.

Key assumptions/sensitivities/risks
The default tariff cap is likely to lead to complex market dynamics that are difficult to
predict. To reflect these dynamics, we have undertaken modelling of potential second
order impacts of the default tariff cap on suppliers’ pricing behaviour including
potential changes in prices of uncapped tariffs; as well as analysis of customer
behaviour including the impact on switching rates and energy consumption.
This is reflected in the supplier price response scenarios that we have presented in
our analysis. The range generated by these scenarios reflects the range of potential
impacts on switching, and linked to this, the impacts on fixed tariff prices.
In Chapter 8 we have presented a range of uncertainty around the switching impacts.
This suggests that if the switching impact was at the lower end of the potential range
(a 15% reduction in switching at our proposed cap level), suppliers would be at
greater risk of market exit as it would be less likely that they could increase fixed
tariff prices without losing a large number of customers through switching.
Conversely, if the switching impact was at the higher end of the potential range (a
40% reduction in switching at our proposed cap level prior to any fixed tariff price
changes), there would be a greater likelihood of price convergence among more
suppliers, meaning higher bills for fixed tariff customers but less of a risk to suppliers.
We have also considered the uncertainty relating to how long the cap will be in place.
This could affect the impact on market entry and exit and investment in innovation by
suppliers as a longer cap period would delay the relatively higher returns that may be
achievable following the removal of the cap.
In addition to these uncertainties, there are a number of potential risks and
unintended consequences of the default tariff cap. The most significant of these are
considered to be:
-

The risk of a reduction in customer service levels in response to reduced
supplier revenues and profits.

From 2020 we are required to produce a report to the Secretary of State for each year that the cap is in
place, on whether conditions are in place for effective competition. The cap will be removed once the
conditions for competition are considered to be in place, or by the end of 2023.
4
CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation. Page 59.
3
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-

The risk of higher energy bills for some default tariff customers, either as a
direct or indirect impact of the cap.
The risk of higher energy bills for fixed tariff customers.
The risk of market exit by suppliers making up a large proportion of the
market, leading to disruption to consumers.

These are detailed further in Chapter 8.

Will the policy
be reviewed?
Yes

If applicable, set review date: month/Year
From 2020 we are required to produce a report to the Secretary
of State for Business for each year that the cap is in place, on
whether conditions are in place for effective competition. We also
expect that in this report we will also look at the state of the
market with the cap in place.

Is this proposal in scope of the Public Sector Equality Duty?

Yes

Summary of impacts
The table below sets out the monetised and non-monetised impacts of a default tariff
cap set at different levels.
The monetised impacts presented below represent the NPV of estimated impacts of the
cap in 2019 and 2020 and take into account the current trends in default and fixed tariff
customers over time and the lag that will apply to any adjustment to fixed tariff prices.
Annex D presents a more detailed summary table of impacts in 2018 prices in net
present value terms.
The range of net customer impacts represents what we consider to be the limits of the
potential outcomes of the cap. For our proposed option we expect the impact to be
somewhere in the middle of the range. For option 1 we would expect to be closer to the
bottom of the range presented. For option 3 we would expect to be closer to the top of
the range presented for that option.
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Options

Direct impact on
default tariff
customers (NPV
in 2018)

Net customer
impact (NPV
in 2018)

Key considerations

Option 2
(proposed
option)

£2,088m

£1,010m to
£2,109m

- Significant direct savings to default
tariff customers, and distributional
benefits to vulnerable customers.
- Switching could see a reduction in
the region of 30% based on direct
impact on default tariff prices, due
to reduced price differentials.
- Reduced engagement could allow
suppliers to increase fixed tariffs in
order to offset lost revenue from
default tariffs.
- Even if fixed prices increase to the
cap, five of the largest suppliers
are expected to need to improve
efficiency in order to make normal
profit under the cap. If efficiency
gains are achieved, this would have
long term benefits to consumers.
- We expect some suppliers to
continue to price low to attract
engaged customers and gain
market share.

Option 1

£2,898m

£2,339m to
£2,949m

-

-

-

-

-

There would be greater short term
benefits to current default tariff
customers, but greater long term
risks.
Switching could see a reduction in
the region of 40% as a direct
response to a reduction in default
tariff prices and price differentials
across the market.
A greater reduction in consumer
engagement could allow suppliers
to indirectly increase fixed tariff
prices to a greater extent in order
to offset lost revenues from default
tariff customers.
Increased efficiency challenge to
suppliers. Some efficient suppliers
could be unable to make normal
profits under this option, for
instance because of their customer
bases.
Price competition in the market is
expected to be more limited than
under our proposed option.
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Option 3

£1,420m

-£148m to
£1,435m

-

-

-

-

Option 2b

£2,088m

£1,010m to
£2,109m

-

-

-

Savings to default tariff customers
would be lower under this option.
Switching would be expected to
see a smaller reduction in the
region of 15% as a direct response
to a reduction in default tariff
prices and price differentials across
the market.
This smaller reduction in consumer
engagement would mean
competitive constraints would be
maintained to a greater degree restricting the ability of suppliers
to increase fixed tariff prices
without losing customers due to
them switching to cheaper tariffs.
Indirect price changes could result
in a fall in switching of between
15% and 40%.
Suppliers’ revenues and profits
would be less severely impacted
Most suppliers should be able to
make normal profits without
significant efficiency improvements
if they are able to increase their
fixed tariff prices.
Price competition in the market is
expected to be less impacted.
Suppliers with a greater proportion
of standard credit customers will
see a greater negative impact on
revenues and profits than those
with more direct debit customers.
Standard credit customers will
make greater savings at TDCV
compared to direct debit
customers.
Standard credit customers are on
average more likely to be fuel poor
than direct debit customers,
meaning that there would be some
distributional benefits. However, in
absolute terms more direct debit
customers are fuel poor than
standard credit customers.
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1. Context
This chapter explains the context for the impact assessment, including the background
to the implementation of the default tariff cap and the policy objectives its introduction
is seeking to achieve.

Problem under consideration
1.1
In July 2018 Parliament passed legislation for the introduction of a temporary
cap on standard variable and default tariffs (‘the default tariff cap’). The Domestic Gas
and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Act created a new duty for Ofgem to design and implement
the cap as soon as practical after the Act had passed.
1.2
The Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Bill Explanatory Notes5 set out the
background to the energy market and context and rationale for the introduction of the
default tariff cap.
1.3
The Great Britain (GB) retail energy market6 “the market” is made up of
approximately 28 million electricity and 23 million gas meter points as on February
20187, with consumers spending approximately £30 billion8 on their gas and electricity
bills per annum.
1.4
Tariff prices change constantly over time. At the beginning of 2018, the weighted
average SVT across all suppliers was approximately £1,125. We expect that by the point
of implementation of the cap this price will have risen further due to increases in the
underlying costs of supplying energy, in particular, wholesale prices – which make up
the largest part of a customers’ bill – have increased by over 20% since April.
1.5
Suppliers have started reflect these cost increases in the prices they offer to
customers. The weighted average SVT has increased from £1,125 in May 2018, to just
over £1,210 based on suppliers’ latest announcements (as of 5 September 2018). We
would expect further increases in prices as higher wholesale cost are passed on to
customers.
1.6
The market features two distinct tiers: “default tariffs” (either a standard
variable rate9 tariff (SVT) or a default rate10 fixed tariff) and active choice fixed term
tariffs (“fixed tariffs”).11 As of April 2017, approximately 60% of customers were on

Parliament. 2018. Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Bill: Explanatory Notes
The GB retail energy market refers to the retail supply of electricity and gas to domestic customers in Great
Britain.
7
Ofgem: Retail Market. Record number of customers with small and medium sized suppliers. Ofgem: Retail
Market.
8
Ofgem: State of the market report 2017. Ofgem: State of the market report 2017.
9
“Standard variable rate” means a rate or amount charged for, or in relation to, the supply of gas or
electricity that is not fixed for a period specified in a contract.
10
“Default rate” means a rate or amount charged for, or in relation to, the supply of gas or electricity under a
contract that applies if the customer under a contract fails to choose an alternative rate.
11
Fixed energy tariffs are a type of gas and electricity tariff that provide a locked-in rate per kilowatt hour for
a designated term.
5
6
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default tariffs, despite fixed tariffs tending to offer lower prices to customers that
actively look for lower prices.
1.7
SVTs are the primary default tariff that will be impacted by the default tariff cap.
As of May 2018, the average price of the six largest suppliers’ SVTs stood at £1,138
based on the Typical Domestic Consumption Values12 (TDCV) for customers paying by
direct debit. The average SVT of all other suppliers in the market was approximately
£1,060.
1.8
The differential between fixed tariff prices and SVT prices suggests that
competition for engaged customers has kept competitive pressure on fixed tariff
prices.13 As of May 2018, the cheapest fixed tariffs offered by the six largest suppliers
stood at £963,14 while the average basket of the market’s cheapest tariffs stood at
£833.15
Figure A11.1: Tariff prices over time, 2015-2018
£1,200

Price at TDCV (£)

£1,100
£1,000
£900
£800
£700
£600
01/01/2015

01/07/2015

01/01/2016

01/07/2016

01/01/2017

01/07/2017

01/01/2018

Average standard variable tariff (Six large suppliers)

Average standard variable tariff (Other suppliers)

Cheapest tariff (Six large suppliers)

Cheapest tariff (All suppliers)

Cheapest tariff (Basket)
Source: Ofgem Retail Market Indicators

1.9
Figure A11.1 above shows SVT prices compared to the cheapest tariffs on the
market for the retail energy market since 2015. This illustrates changes to energy prices

Ofgem’s Typical Domestic Consumption Values (TDCV) medium consumption estimates of 12,000 kWh of
gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity, includes only tariffs paying by direct debit.
13
Ofgem. 2017. State of the Market Report: Page 31.
14
Based on Ofgem’s Typical Domestic Consumption Values (TDCV) medium consumption estimates of 12,000
kWh of gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity.
15
Based on TDCV.
12
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over time and the differential between energy prices paid by customers on different
tariffs.
1.10 On average, customers on SVTs are paying considerably more than those on the
cheapest tariffs, and those on SVTs offered by the six largest suppliers are paying the
most. In May 2018 the average SVT offered by six largest suppliers was approximately
£350 (44%) more than the cheapest16 available tariffs in the market. From January
2015 to May 2018 this differential averaged around £300.
1.11 More broadly, evidence suggests the domestic energy market is not working
optimally for all household consumers. In 2016 the Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) found that domestic consumers were paying more for their energy than they
would do in a fully competitive market.17 It estimated the detriment from excessive
prices to the domestic customers of the six largest energy firms to be in the region of
£1.4 billion a year on average between 2012 and 2015.
1.12 Through our own more recent analysis of the detriment to default tariff
customers, we estimate that in 2017, default tariff customers collectively paid £1.4
billion more than they would if suppliers priced at average efficient costs, reflecting a
potential competitive market outcome.18 This is based on our analysis of efficient costs,
as set out in this statutory consultation,19 and default tariff price data and is calculated
on a different basis to the CMA’s estimate.

Rationale for intervention
1.13 The two-tier market, and the fact that some customers are overpaying for their
energy, is considered to be a result of a lack of engagement in the market by a large
proportion of customers. Suppliers are able to charge these customers more because
they are confident that they won’t switch to an alternative supplier.
1.14 The underlying causes driving this lack of engagement were identified by the
CMA to be:20
a. the lack of quality differentiation of gas and electricity, which may reduce
interest in engaging in the market
b. a lack of awareness by customers about the amount of energy they use,
and the subsequent opacity of energy bills and

Ofgem Retail Market Indicators: As of May 2018, the differential between the average direct debit dual fuel
SVT of the six largest suppliers (£1,138) and the market cheapest tariff (£788) was £350.
17
CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation.
18
This is estimated based on the difference between average default tariff prices and our efficient cost
benchmark, at TDCV, in 2017 and customer numbers for 2018.
19
We estimate average efficient costs across suppliers to be equal to £967 at TDCV in 2017. See Overview
documents for more detail.
20
CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation.
16
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c. actual and perceived switching costs, including the time taken to switch
and a lack of understanding of what the best deal is.
1.15 These factors act as barriers to competition and allow, particularly large suppliers
with whom customers may have brand loyalty, to exploit their position through price
discrimination.21
1.16 While there have been some improvements in switching over the last few years,
with the number of customer accounts switching supplier increasing steadily from 1.9m
in Q1 2016 to 2.2m across Q1 2018,22 more than half of customers are still on default
tariffs.
1.17 We have been undertaking a co-ordinated programme of initiatives to address
barriers to engagement, including: reforms to the switching process; reforms to the
rules covering how suppliers communicate with their customers; development of a
disengaged consumer database service; and a programme to develop, test and
implement more effective prompts for customers to engage in the retail market.23
1.18

However, these measures will take time to have effect.

1.19 We have already provided temporary protection to a proportion of the market in
the form of a safeguard tariff for over 4 million customers with prepayment meters
(PPM) from April 2017 and the extension of this on 2 February 2018 to almost one
million vulnerable customers who are recipients of the Warm Home Discount (WHD).24
1.20 However, these protections are limited in scope. It is government’s view that
without further intervention less engaged customers not eligible for these safeguard
tariffs will continue to lose out before the benefits of our market-based initiatives take
effect.
1.21 Moreover, households on the lowest incomes are more likely to be disengaged,
and therefore more likely to lose out from uncompetitive pricing.25 The Government
considers that it is inequitable that 11 million households, many of whom are
vulnerable, remain unprotected and on poor value tariffs.26
1.22 The government has decided that a temporary default tariff cap is, therefore,
needed to protect these customers until the conditions for effective competition are in
place. Responding to this identified need, in October 2017 the Government announced
that it would publish a Draft Bill to put a price cap on energy bills. The Bill received
Royal Ascent in July 2018 to become the Act.

CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation. Pages 38-39.
Ofgem: Retail Market Indicators.
23
Ofgem: Increased Consumer Engagement.
24
Ofgem: Safeguard tariff (or 'price cap')
25
Ofgem, 2017. Consumer engagement survey.
26
Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS), 2018. Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff
Cap) Bill: impact assessment. February 2018.
21
22
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Ofgem’s role and objective in implementing the default tariff cap
1.23
cap.

The Act creates a new duty for Ofgem to design and implement the default tariff

1.24 The Act’s primary objective is that the cap should be designed with a view to
protecting current and future consumers paying default tariffs.
1.25 When setting the cap, the Act also requires us to have regard to four other
matters:


The need to create incentives for holders of supply licences to improve their
efficiency.



The need to set the cap at a level that enables holders of supply licences to
compete effectively for domestic supply contracts.



The need to maintain incentives for domestic customers to switch to different
domestic supply contracts.



The need to ensure that holders of supply licences who operate efficiently are
able to finance activities authorised by the licence.

1.26 Under the Act, the default tariff cap will be temporary, and is due to end in 2020.
In 2020 we must review whether the conditions are in place for effective competition,
and publish a report, including a recommendation on whether the cap should be
extended. The Secretary of State for the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) will then decide whether to extend the cap for an additional year. If the
cap is extended, we will repeat the review cycle in 2021 and again in 2022. If extended
in 2022, the cap will have effect for the year 2023 and will cease to have effect at the
end of that year.
1.27 The Act states that the cap will not apply to customers covered by the
prepayment meter (PPM) cap.27 The Act also allows us to exempt certain SVTs if they
appear to us to support renewable energy or vulnerable customers.

These customers will continue to be protected by the PPM cap. The PPM cap was designed by the
Competition and Markets Authority, and implemented and updated by Ofgem. It protects PPM customers on
non-smart (i.e. non SMETS2) prepayment meters, and ends at the end of 2020.
27
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2. Approach to the draft impact assessment
This chapter explains the purpose and scope of the impact assessment and our
approach to our analysis.

Overarching approach to the draft impact assessment
Purpose of this document
2.1
This draft impact assessment of the default tariff cap aims to identify and assess
the effects and impacts of the cap on customers, industry participants, Government and
Ofgem, and the environment.
2.2
In this impact assessment we present our analysis of the impact of a set of policy
options which have been considered in the design of the cap. This analysis has informed
our policy decisions relating to the design of the default tariff cap and our consideration
of the objective and matters set out in the Act.
2.3
A final impact assessment will be published alongside the final licence decision in
November 2018.
Overarching principles of the impact assessment
2.4
We have conducted this draft impact assessment in line with the proposed
approach we set out within Appendix 14 of our May consultation28 and taking account of
the consultation responses received. Further details on the responses received and how
we have considered these can be found in Annex A of this document. Since our May
consultation we have also undertaken further evidence gathering and analysis.
2.5
As we proposed in our May consultation, this impact assessment has been
conducted in accordance with the Ofgem Impact Assessment Guidance. 29,30 In
developing the impact assessment we have also drawn on the HM Treasury Green
Book,31 BEIS and Regulatory Policy Committee (RPC) impact assessment guidance32 and
the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) Competition Impact Assessment
Guidelines.33
Scope of the impact assessment
2.6
The Act places a duty on Ofgem to implement a price cap on default tariffs in line
with the objective and matters in the Act.

Ofgem (2018) Default Tariff Cap: Policy Consultation. Appendix 14 – Initial view on impact assessment.
Ofgem (2016) Impact Assessment Guidance.
30
We are conducting the impact assessment in accordance with the Ofgem Impact Assessment Guidance in so
far as that guidance is relevant and consistent with the distinct legal framework envisaged by the draft default
tariff cap legislation.
31
HM Treasury (2018) The Green Book: Central Government guidance on appraisal and evaluation.
32
RPC guidance.
33
CMA (2015) Competition impact assessment. Part 2: guidelines.
28
29
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2.7
Our impact assessment, therefore, assesses the relative impact of a set of policy
options relating to the design of the default tariff cap against a baseline market position
(the baseline scenario) in which no price cap is implemented beyond those price caps
already in place – namely the prepayment meter safeguard tariff and the vulnerable
customer safeguard tariff. This baseline scenario (where the default tariff cap is not
implemented) is not a scenario that could happen since the Act requires Ofgem to
implement the default tariff cap. Therefore, it is not presented as a policy option, rather
it provides the basis for the measurement of the impact of the options for the design of
the cap.
2.8
Our core analysis covers monetised and non-monetised impacts over the period
of the cap from January 2019 until December 2020.34 We also consider a scenario in
which the cap is extended at each review, which captures the impacts of the cap over
the full period the cap could be in place for, from January 2019 to December 2023.
2.9
We have also qualitatively considered the longer term impacts on the market,
beyond that of the two cap periods we consider. These impacts are set out in more
detail in paragraphs 2.30 to 2.35.

Consideration of policy options
2.10 Within our May consultation we sought views on a set of policy options relating
to the design of the default tariff cap, with minded to positions where we had them.
These comprise options relating to the calculation of efficient costs and how specific
categories of costs are included; updating the cap over time; the inclusion of a level of
headroom allowance and payment method uplift; and potential exemptions from the
cap.
2.11 Within this statutory consultation we have refined these options based on further
analysis and stakeholder responses.
2.12 This impact assessment focuses on a subset of these policy options, particularly
on the overall level of the cap and the corresponding level of headroom above the
estimated efficient level of costs.35 This is due to the decision between these options
being the key driver of the impact of the cap on suppliers and consumers, and therefore
this decision being significantly informed by the expected impact on these stakeholders.
2.13 Our estimate of the efficient benchmark is consistent across each of the options.
We have estimated this based on comprehensive assessment of supplier cost data and
have reached an objective best estimate of the cost to an efficient supplier of supplying
a customer. We therefore do not consider there to be any optionality with this element
of the cap, as we consider that other methodologies for setting this benchmark, which
may produce a different value, would not provide as reliable an estimate.

34
35

December 2020 being the first point at which the cap might end.
See Appendix 2 to this statutory consultation.
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Cap level options
2.14 In our May consultation we presented four illustrative scenarios for the headroom
allowance equivalent to £0, £35, £70 and £110 above an efficient benchmark, where
the efficient benchmark represented a benchmark based on suppliers with the lowest
costs in the market (the efficient frontier). These options each prioritised the objective
and matters to which we must have regard to differing degrees. For modelling purposes,
we used the PPM cap as of April 2018, adjusted for payment type (and excluding
headroom).
2.15 We set out in our May consultation our consideration that a headroom of £110
would provide savings to significantly fewer customer accounts than other levels of
headroom. We consider that at this level of headroom the cap would not meet the
ultimate aim of the Act to provide protection for customers. In this impact assessment
we therefore consider cap levels within the range of the options above the efficient cost
frontier. These are presented as option 1, option 2 and option 3, detailed in Table A11.2
below.
2.16 While we are only considering three discrete options in this impact assessment,
in practice, when making our policy decisions, we have not considered single levels of
headroom allowances. Rather we have considered a range of levels of headroom, and
therefore cap levels, and considered the Act objectives and matters in the round when
determining where within this range the cap level should be set.
2.17 Our proposed option is option 2, reflecting an allowance of £42 on top of the
direct debit efficient cost frontier.
Payment level uplift options
2.18 In this impact assessment we also consider options for the apportionment of
costs relating to different payment methods (payment method uplift). These do not
affect the aggregate impact of the cap, only the distribution of impacts across
consumers and suppliers. We therefore consider our alternative payment method uplift
option as a sub-option against our proposed overall cap level.
2.19 In our May consultation we considered three options relating to how we could
apportion costs related to bad debt, working capital and other associated administrative
costs between the two payment methods:


Two caps, with all additional cost categories allocated to standard credit
customers.



A single cap, that reallocates all three additional cost categories.



Two caps, with working capital allocated to standard credit customers, and the
other categories allocated between the two payment methods.
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2.20 In our May consultation, we consulted on different approaches to how we might
allocate or spread the additional costs of standard credit customers. We proposed
allocating working capital costs to standard credit customers only. We also proposed
spreading all of the costs of bad debt and administrative costs across all customers. Our
rationale was that we did not believe that standard credit customers who do not exhibit
characteristics of other customers in the group should be held solely responsible to bear
those costs.
2.21 The allocation of costs in this way results in a payment method uplift of £32.
This option is presented as option 2b.
2.22 Based on the consultation responses we received, we have also considered an
option that allocates all of the additional working capital costs to standard credit
customers, and spreads 40% of the additional bad debt and administrative costs across
all customers. This results in a payment method uplift of £83 and is our proposed option
(reflected in option 2).

Summary of policy options considered in this impact assessment
2.23 A summary of the options considered in this impact assessment is presented in
Table A11.2 below. The cap levels presented reflect the values at implementation of the
cap.
Table A11.2: Policy options
Cap level option

Direct debit cap
level
(TDCV)

Standard credit
cap level
(TDCV)

Weighted average
cap level
(TDCV)

Option 1

£1,094

£1,175

£1,118

Option 2
(proposed option)

£1,136

£1,219

£1,161

Option 3

£1,164

£1,245

£1,188

£1,151

£1,183

£1,161

Option 2b
Source: Ofgem

2.24 The cap level reported in this options table is a national average cap level. This is
the level that we use in our analysis of impacts. However, in practice the cap level
varies by region due to variation in network charges reflecting the costs of transporting
the energy from the generation source to the customer. We consider the impact on
customers, dependent on region in Chapter 5.
2.25 In this impact assessment we focus our analysis on the impact of our proposed
cap level (option 2), and accompany this with an assessment of how the impacts would
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vary with the alternative cap level options considered (option 1, reflecting a lower cap
level and option 3, reflecting a higher cap level).
2.26 We consider Option 2b, relating to the payment method uplift, in Chapter 4, as
part of our consideration of the impact on suppliers and in Chapter 5 as part of our
consideration of the impact on consumers.

Determining the baseline for assessment of impacts
2.27 As noted above, our impact assessment assesses the relative impact of a set of
policy options relating to the design of the default tariff cap against a baseline scenario
in which no price cap is implemented beyond those price caps currently operating in the
market.
2.28 We make assumptions about the baseline scenario in order to measure the
impact of the policy options considered relative to what would have happened had no
cap been implemented. This allows us to compare the relative impacts associated with
different policy options as well as to understand the overall impact of the proposed
default tariff cap.
2.29 Due to the complexity of the retail energy market dynamics, in order to estimate
the parameters of the baseline scenario, we need to make a number of simplifying
assumptions. We have based our assumptions on recent trends and our current view of
the market. Our assumptions are set out below:
Customer numbers (see Chapter 3 for more details)

36



Our estimates of default tariff customer numbers are based on the trend in
those customer numbers from June 2016 to April 2018 continuing forward over
the price cap period.



Our estimates of fixed tariff customer numbers are based on the trend in fixed
customer numbers from June 2016 to April 2018 continuing forward over the
price cap period.36



These estimates of customer numbers include an assumption of a continuing
upward trend in total retail energy customer numbers based on the trend from
June 2016 to April 2018 continuing forward over the price cap period.



Current non-smart PPM customer numbers will reduce over time as smart
meters are rolled out, and these customers would be subject to the PPM
safeguard tariff until 2020. We assume this reduction will be in line with the
expected profile of smart meter rollout based on projected smart meter rollout
profiles (see Appendix 7).

This is based on the trend in SVT customer numbers and total customer numbers.
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The number of vulnerable safeguard tariff customers (those in receipt of the
WHD) is assumed to stay constant over the price cap period. We assume that
they will be subject to the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff until December
201937 and that beyond this, in the absence of the default tariff cap, they would
be subject to longer term price protection, assumed to be at the equivalent
level as the default tariff cap.

Suppliers


Our analysis is based on supplier data provided by a combination of large,
medium and small suppliers for calendar year 2017 in response to our request
for information (RFI). This includes the six largest suppliers. We assume that
costs and revenues scale with projected changes in total customer numbers.
We adjust 2017 revenues and profits to take into account the estimated
revenue impact of the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff cap that came into
place in February 2018. We assume that suppliers’ profit margins would
otherwise be the same as in 2017 in the absence of the cap.

Tariff prices


Analysis of the impacts of the cap is based on baseline market data, including
tariff prices, from 2017.38 We have assumed that baseline tariff prices would
vary in line with efficient costs, as measured by the efficient cost benchmark,
over the period of the cap, and that the profile of customers across different
default tariffs would remain constant.



As the cap level will also vary in line with efficient costs, we assume that the
energy bill impact per customer based on the TDCV would remain constant over
the period of the cap. In practice we are aware that default tariff prices do not
closely track marginal costs. For example, we note that since 2017 default tariff
prices have increased at a slower rate than wholesale costs. However, we are
unable to predict future changes in domestic retail energy prices in the absence
of the cap, and changes relative to costs could be positive or negative. We
therefore assume the ratio of prices to costs remains the same as in 2017 for
the purposes of our analysis.

Switching rates


Our assumption of the number of customers on default tariffs includes an
assumption that the annual increase in switching would continue over the
period of the cap, equal to the average rate between June 2016 and April 2018.
This is not an explicit assumption but is reflected in the change in the relative
numbers of fixed and default tariff customers over time.

Government committed to extending the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff to a wider group of vulnerable
customers if the default tariff cap were delayed. However, given that this policy has not been developed and
we do not know what the cap level would be or how long it would apply for, we have not accounted for this in
our counterfactual.
38
Average across 2017.
37
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Key impacts and stakeholders identified
2.30 We have identified the expected impacts of the default tariff cap and those
stakeholders that will be impacted based on a combination of economic theory,
stakeholder consultation, empirical evidence from other price regulation in the UK and
internationally and evidence from wider relevant academic literature. Details of our
evidence sources can be found in paragraphs 2.44 to 2.45.
2.31 We have categorised the impacts of the default tariff cap based on type of
stakeholders affected. Below we set out a high level description of the nature of impacts
covered in this impact assessment by category. These impacts include direct impacts
and indirect impacts. Direct impacts are considered to be immediate and unavoidable
first round effects which occur as a direct result of the implementation of the default
tariff cap. Indirect impacts are considered to be second order effects that occur as a
result of reactions to the first round effects. Our full analysis of these impacts and the
evidence used to form our assessment are detailed in the sections noted below.
2.32

Impacts on suppliers (Chapter 4):



Direct impact: Suppliers will have to comply with the default tariff cap by
reducing the price of any default tariffs above the cap to the level of the cap.
This will directly reduce their revenues from these tariffs. At the same time
suppliers may incur additional costs, e.g. from the administration of
implementing the cap and the potential increase in the cost of purchasing
wholesale energy. These impacts combined will affect supplier profitability.



Indirect impact: Suppliers may limit their direct revenue losses by increasing
prices of fixed tariffs that would be priced below the cap in the absence of the
cap or by reducing operating costs. This would increase profits relative to the
direct impact. Supplier revenues will also be impacted by any changes to
customer switching or consumption as a result of changing prices.

2.33

Impacts on consumers (Chapter 5):



Direct impact: Default tariff customers currently paying more than the cap level
will be directly impacted by the change in suppliers’ pricing of default tariffs and
will see a fall in their energy bills. This will generate distributional benefits as
these customers are more likely to be vulnerable and on lower incomes.
Therefore, savings to these customers carry a greater weight when considering
welfare impacts.



Indirect impact: Reflecting the potential pricing strategy of suppliers, customers
that would, in the absence of the cap, pay less than the price cap level (either
on default or fixed tariffs) may see an increase in their bills if suppliers seek to
limit their direct revenue losses by increasing prices of fixed tariffs that would
otherwise be priced below the cap. As a result of suppliers looking to cut costs,
if suppliers reduce spending in certain areas, there is also a risk that customers
face a reduced quality of service.
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In addition, a reduction in the differential between default and fixed tariff prices
could reduce switching rates and general customer engagement. This could
generate a loss to customers who, in the absence of the cap, may have
switched to a cheaper tariff. However, reduced engagement could stem from
customers feeling protected under the cap and could lead to increased
confidence in the energy market longer term. Furthermore, there could be a
benefit to customers from not feeling the need to spend time searching for
cheaper deals.



To the extent that the default tariff cap increases energy consumption due to
lower tariff prices, particularly among low income groups, there would be
expected to be welfare benefits such as improved health outcomes from better
heating.

2.34

Impacts on competition and innovation (Chapter 6):



There may be indirect impacts on competition and innovation in the domestic
energy market. As noted above, through its impact on price dispersion the cap
may reduce price competition and reduce customer engagement as there is less
gain to be made from comparing prices and switching.



In addition, the impact on supplier profitability could put some suppliers in
financial distress which could generate a risk of exit from the market. At the
same time, reduced opportunities to achieve super-normal profit may deter
market entry.



The cap could encourage suppliers to innovate more rapidly to remain
competitive, and encourage the entry of firms with innovative new business
models. But it could also reduce incentives to enter the market because of
reduced opportunities to earn super-normal profits.



Longer term, beyond the period of the cap, there should be benefits to
customers of suppliers becoming more efficient as a result of the cap. However,
there may also be potential longer term negative impacts when the default
tariff cap is removed due to legacy effects on engagement and competition.

2.35

Wider impacts (Chapter 7):

There will be wider direct and indirect impacts on other stakeholders in the market and
more widely. We consider the following impacts within the scope of the IA:



Wholesale market: The system of updating the cap will impact how suppliers
hedge in the wholesale market. This is likely to affect the cost incurred by
suppliers, as noted above.
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Third party switching services and supplier service providers: these
stakeholders may be indirectly impacted through reduced revenues as a result
of any reduction in switching resulting from the cap.



Government and regulators: Ofgem will incur direct costs in implementing and
monitoring the default tariff cap. There is also expected to be an impact on
HMRC’s VAT receipts as a result of changes in customer bills. Government
corporation tax revenues could also be impacted through any reduction in
suppliers’ profits as a result of the cap.



Environment: Any change in energy consumption levels will impact the
associated greenhouse gas emissions.

Methodology
Principles of our approach
2.36 In developing our methodology, we have, where sufficient data and evidence
allows, sought to assess impacts quantitatively, assigning monetary values where
appropriate.
2.37 We consider that the direct impact of the default tariff cap can be estimated with
a reasonable degree of certainty, though is subject to the assumptions outlined in
paragraph 2.29 above, in particular, changes to customer numbers and tariff prices in
the absence of the cap. However, there is significant uncertainty surrounding the
indirect impacts. These indirect impacts will depend on the response to the cap by
suppliers and consumers, and the subsequent market dynamics.
2.38 Therefore, whilst we have sought to assign monetary values to the indirect
impacts where possible, the quantification of these impacts should be seen as indicative
only. We set out our approach to dealing with uncertainty in paragraphs 2.46 to 2.51.
Overarching quantitative methodology
2.39

We take the following overarching steps in our quantitative analysis:
a. We gathered market data for 201739 relating to customer numbers by
tariff, energy consumption, supplier revenue, costs and profit.
b. We analysed this data from 2017, to estimate the impact of the cap in
2017 based on the 2017 initial baseline cap value. We have assumed the
impact of the cap, in terms of the differential between the cap level and
what suppliers’ prices would have been in the absence of the cap, remains
constant over time. In practice there will be variation in this differential

39

See Appendix 2 to this statutory consultation for more details on the sources of data used.
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over time, in both directions, as default tariff prices do not always
perfectly track costs, we think this is a reasonable assumption to make.
c. We made projections for changes in the number of default tariff
customers, fixed tariff customers and total customer numbers on an
annual basis from 2017 to 2023, and excluded WHD customers, for whom
we assume the cap impacts are not additional.
d. We used projected future default tariff customer and fixed tariff customer
numbers to scale expected annual default tariff customer and fixed tariff
customer impacts over time.
e. We estimate other monetised impacts based on a per customer basis and
scale based on projected customer numbers.
f.

We adjust fixed tariff customer impacts for the potential lag in any
adjustment to fixed tariff prices.

g. We have converted all monetised impacts into 2018 prices based on
inflation of 2.7%.40
h. We have discounted all monetised impacts to a present value in 2018
using the discount rate for social time preference (3.5%), as
recommended by HM Treasury in the Green Book.41 We have calculated
the net present value (NPV) of these impacts over the period of the cap
based on two cap periods of January 2019 to December 2020, and
January 2019 to December 2023.
i.

We have summed NPVs of impacts to generate total NPVs for different
stakeholder groups and for society overall.

j.

We have calculated EANDCB in line with BRE methodology.42

2.40 Prices and per customer impacts are estimated based on the typical consumption
of the average consumer based on Ofgem’s TDCV as of October 2017.43 These are
industry standard values for the annual gas and electricity usage of a typical domestic
consumer, reflecting median consumption levels.
2.41 Throughout this document we report estimated annual monetised impacts of the
cap. We report this throughout the IA based on 2019 customer numbers, initially with

Office for Budget Responsibility (2018) March 2018 Economic and Fiscal Outlook: Economy supplementary
tables.
41
See HMT Green Book pages 26-27.
40

42

BEIS (2018) Better Regulation Framework: Guidance.

Ofgem’s Typical Domestic Consumption Values (TDCV) medium consumption estimates are 12,000 kWh of
gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity as of October 2017.
43
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no adjustment for the expected lag in the updating of fixed tariff prices. We then make
this adjustment to the annual impacts when generating our NPV estimates.
Approach to individual analyses
2.42 The table below sets out, at a high level, our approach to each element of
analysis, based on the evidence and information available to us, including whether we
have conducted a quantitative analysis to monetise impacts or conducted a qualitative
assessment.
Category of
impact
- Direct
customer bill
impact
- Direct supplier
revenue and
profit impact

- Indirect
customer bill
impact from
supplier pricing
response
- Indirect
supplier
revenue impact
from supplier
pricing
response

Overview of assessment approach
The monetised impact on customer bills and supplier revenues and
profits is based on the following inputs:

Tariff data provided by a combination of large, medium and
small suppliers for calendar year 2017.

Energy consumption in 2017 (Typical Domestic Consumption
Values for per customer impact, and mean consumption for
aggregate impact).

Customer numbers provided by a combination of large, medium
and small suppliers for calendar year 2017.

The 2017 baseline cap value.

VAT rate of 5%.

Supplier revenue, cost and profitability data for 2017.
Using this data we have identified the number of customers that will be
directly impacted by the cap in 2018 and in each year going forward (see
Chapter 3) and the average customer saving based on 2017 tariff prices
and the 2017 baseline cap value.
Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation provides more details of the
analysis undertaken.
We present an indicative range of monetised indirect impacts on
customer bills and supplier revenues resulting from the potential
scenarios for dynamic market responses to the cap. This analysis is
based on two potential scenarios reflecting what we consider to be the
limits of the potential market response44:

tariff prices above the cap level (including fixed tariff prices) fall
to the cap, but there is no change to tariff prices below the cap
level; and

all tariff prices converge to the cap level.
For each scenario we analyse the impacts on customer bills for default
and fixed tariff customers, and on supplier revenues on a supplier by
supplier basis. This analysis is undertaken based on the same data used
for the analysis of direct impacts.

These limits assume that suppliers will not reduce fixed tariff prices or be able to maintain tariff prices
above the cap level. In practice it may be possible for suppliers to move disengaged customers off default
tariffs to fixed tariffs. We have not looked to include this in our scenario analysis as we do not consider that
this would be widespread practice, but do identify this outcome as a potential risk in terms of the
effectiveness of the cap in Chapter 8.
44
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Category of
impact

Supplier
administration
costs

Supplier cost of
financing
Consumption
Switching

Price competition
Supplier efficiency

Market exit

Market entry

Innovation and
smart metering

Overview of assessment approach
Due to the level of uncertainty associated with the market response, we
do not quantitatively assess where within the range identified the
impacts of each cap level will lie. We instead consider this qualitatively.
Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation provides more details of the
scenario analysis undertaken.
The monetised impact of administration costs to suppliers of complying
with the cap is analysed by estimating:
 the increase in the frequency of updates, based on data on the
current frequency of price changes and the expected frequency of
cap updates; and
 the average cost per customer per price update, based on a
weighted average of cost estimates provided by suppliers.
We then aggregated this across all customers to estimate the total
annual cost.
Our qualitative analysis of the impact on suppliers’ weighted average cost
of capital and equity values is based on evidence from relevant academic
literature.
We quantitatively assess the impact of changes in tariff prices on total
household energy consumption. This analysis is based on estimated price
elasticities of demand for energy sources from relevant existing studies.
We estimate the monetised impact of changes in tariff prices and the
price differential on customer switching rates.
We have considered a number of sources of evidence on the relationship
between savings and switching to inform this analysis. Where possible,
we have quantitatively derived the relationship between available savings
and switching. We have also used qualitative evidence to further our
understanding of the relationship between savings available and
switching. We have also considered other relevant drivers of incentives to
switch, such as brand preference and the ‘safeguarding effect’.
Our analysis of the impact of the cap on price competition is based on
quantitative analysis of the direct and indirect impact of the cap on price
differentials as well as qualitative analysis based on economic theory.
We qualitatively assess the potential impact of the cap on supplier
efficiency. This assessment is based on outcomes in terms of profitability
on a supplier by supplier basis from our scenario analysis and analysis of
supplier cost data compared to our efficient cost benchmark.
Our analysis of the suppliers that may be at risk of sub-normal profits
and therefore potential market exit is based on profitability analysis from
our scenario analysis and our consideration of potential efficiency
improvements.
We qualitatively analyse the potential impact of the price cap on the
number of suppliers and nature of suppliers that may enter the market
based on international evidence, economic theory and stakeholder
consultation.
We qualitatively analyse the potential impact of the price cap on
suppliers’ investment in innovation, the introduction of innovative tariffs
and the rollout of smart meters based on international evidence,
economic theory and stakeholder consultation.
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Category of
impact
Wholesale market
impacts
Third party
switching services
Government and
Ofgem

Environmental
impacts

Overview of assessment approach
We qualitatively analyse the potential impact of the default tariff cap on
suppliers’ wholesale energy hedging strategies, wholesale market
liquidity, the cost of purchasing wholesale energy and price volatility.
We estimate the monetised impact of the potential change in customer
switching rates on third party switching service revenues. This analysis is
based on the switching analysis (see above) and uses data from our
consumer surveys and our annual switching monitoring data.
We estimate the monetised administrative costs of implementing and
monitoring the price cap based on Ofgem budget forecasts.
Monetised VAT impacts are based on consumption analysis and using a
VAT rate of 5%.
We estimate the monetised impact associated with the change in
greenhouse gas emissions that arises from potential changes in energy
consumption as a result of the default tariff cap. This is based on price
elasticity analysis of the impact of the cap on energy consumption and
BEIS guidance on valuing the emissions from greenhouse gas
emissions.45

2.43 More detail regarding our methodology for assessing each area of impact can be
found in the relevant sections of this impact assessment, and within the appendices.

Sources of evidence
2.44 Our analysis of the impact of the default tariff cap is based on data and
information gathered from a number of sources, including:

45



data collected from suppliers through formal information requests



existing energy market data held by Ofgem including data from the
implementation of previous price caps



responses to our May consultation and our five working papers



other data provided to us by stakeholders, including price comparison websites
and consumer groups



academic literature and international evidence



other publicly available information.

BEIS: IAG spreadsheet toolkit for valuing changes in greenhouse gas emissions.
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2.45 We reference specific evidence sources used in our analysis throughout this
document.

Key risks and uncertainties
2.46 As noted above, the default tariff cap is likely to lead to complex market
dynamics that are difficult to accurately model. In attempting to provide an indicative
quantification of the potential indirect impacts, we have applied a number of evidence
based assumptions in the analysis. These are detailed throughout our analysis.
2.47 The main material areas of uncertainty where these assumptions have been
applied are associated with:


the modelling of suppliers’ indirect pricing response and



the impact on customer switching rates.

2.48 To reflect the uncertainties relating to the market outcomes in terms of suppliers’
price responses we have undertaken scenario analysis to consider the impacts resulting
from the different potential market responses. These are detailed in paragraph 4.74. We
present our estimates of the monetised indirect impacts of the cap as a range reflecting
the limits generated by these scenarios.
2.49 In addition, we have also conducted sensitivity analysis around our assumptions
relating to the impacts on customer switching to assess the extent to which the
assumptions applied influence our overall conclusions.
2.50 Beyond these uncertainties reflected in our quantitative analysis, there are
further risks and potential unintended consequences of the cap.
2.51

We have considered these risks and uncertainties in Chapter 8.

Structure of our analysis of impacts
2.52 The remainder of this document sets out our analysis of the impact of the
options for the design of the default tariff cap. This is structured as follows.
2.53 In Chapter 3 we set out the expected coverage of the default tariff cap in terms
of the numbers of customers on default tariffs and how this is expected to change going
forward (based on the baseline market trends). We also consider trends in the numbers
of customers on fixed tariffs, WHD customers and customers on non-smart prepayment
meters.
2.54 Chapters 4 to 7 present our analysis of the impacts of our proposed option for
the design of the default tariff cap.
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2.55 In Chapter 4 we estimate the direct and indirect impacts of the cap on suppliers,
including impacts on suppliers’ prices, revenues, costs and profitability. We consider
here how suppliers may react in response to the cap in terms of pricing of fixed tariffs
and efficiency improvements.
2.56 In Chapter 5 we estimate the direct and indirect impacts of the cap on
consumers, including default tariff customers and customers on fixed tariffs that may be
impacted as a result of changes to tariff prices by suppliers in response to the cap. In
this chapter we also consider the impact of changes in tariff prices on levels of customer
switching and energy consumption.
2.57 In Chapter 6 we assess the impacts of the default tariff cap on competition and
innovation. This draws on evidence from Chapters 5 and 6 in terms of price competition
and customer engagement and switching. This chapter also considers impacts on nonprice competition and innovation.
2.58 In Chapter 7 we assess the impacts of the cap on other stakeholders, including
the impact on the wholesale market, on third party switching services, on government
and regulators and the impact on the environment.
2.59 In Chapter 8 we present our sensitivity analysis around the key assumptions we
have applied, as set out in paragraphs 2.39 to 2.42, relating to: the timescale for the
cap; the pricing response by suppliers; the impact on switching rates; and the impact
on energy consumption.
2.60 In Chapter 9 we present our conclusions in relation to the impact of the default
tariff cap and why the proposed option has been chosen.
2.61 We follow this with appendices which present additional evidence and analysis to
support the impact assessment.
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3. Coverage of the default tariff cap
This chapter sets out the coverage of the default tariff cap, the estimated number of
customers affected and how this may change over time.

Scope of the default tariff cap
Customer eligibility
3.1
In order to analyse the potential impact of the default tariff cap, it is important to
understand the number of customers eligible for protection. The number of eligible
customers is proportional to the scale of the overall impact, influencing a range of areas
such as the impacts on: supplier revenues and profitability; consumption; emissions and
ultimately the scale of the total benefits for customers.
3.2
The Act places the requirement on Ofgem to design and implement a tariff cap
on domestic energy SVTs and default tariffs. The Act will not apply to:


customers on capped PPM tariffs, as these customers are covered by the
PPM safeguard tariff, introduced in April 201746 and



domestic customers on (non-default) fixed tariffs.

3.3
Within the retail supply market, the number of customers eligible for the default
tariff cap is constantly fluctuating. This is due to a range of factors, including the
number of customers actively switching away from default deals and the number of
customers rolling onto default tariffs at the end of a fixed term tariff.
Assumptions around customer number projections
3.4
Due to the uncertainty around how customer numbers will change over time, we
have applied a simplifying assumption that the underlying trends in the numbers of
customers on eligible tariffs seen in recent years continue over the period of the cap.
3.5
We have assumed that the initial number of capped customers are those
customers eligible for the default tariff cap in December 2018. While in addition, we
estimate potential changes in the number of these eligible customer numbers out to
December 2023. We have also not included savings to an estimated 800,000 WHD
customers who are on the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff. We assume, in the
absence of the default tariff cap these customers would continue to be covered by
similar price protection.
3.6
Our estimates are based on the latest information available from our tariff
customer number data up to April 2018. This data is based on customer numbers for a
combination of large, medium and small suppliers for the calendar year 2017, held on
an account basis. To derive the number of individual customers, or households, from
46

Ofgem: Safeguard tariff (or 'price cap').
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this data, we assume that the total number of individual customers or households is
equal to the sum of all dual fuel and single electricity customers.
3.7
Customers on PPM tariffs are not eligible for the default tariff cap as they are
already covered by the PPM safeguard tariff. However, as these customers transition to
SMETS2 smart prepayment meters, they will become ineligible for the PPM safeguard
tariff and may migrate on to the default tariff cap. Due to the uncertainties involved, we
have not quantified how these movements could impact the number of eligible
customers. This could result in our analysis underestimating the number of eligible
customers over time, and therefore the customer savings that could be achieved.

Projected number of eligible customers
Projected number of eligible customers
3.8
As of April 2018, approximately 11.3m individual customers47 were on tariffs
eligible for the default tariff cap. This data is based on the number of dual fuel and
electricity accounts48 taken from our customer monitoring data.
3.9
We estimate that in total approximately 10.7m customers would be on eligible
tariffs when the cap comes into force.
3.10 In Table A11.3 below we detail our projections of the number of customers on
eligible tariffs up to December 2023. We explain how we estimated these numbers in
the subsequent section.

Table A11.3: Estimated default tariff customers excluding PPM
customers (“Customers on eligible tariffs”)49
Date

Eligible
customers

Dec 2016 Dec 2017 Dec 2018 Dec 2019 Dec 2020 Dec 2021 Dec 2022 Dec 2023
12.8m

11.6m

10.7m

10.0m

9.3m

8.7m

8.2m

7.7m

Actual

Actual

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Projected

Source: Ofgem analysis

Customers on default tariffs paying by either direct debit or standard credit. Additional default customers
exist on prepayment meters, and are already protected by the prepayment meter cap. This data also excludes
those customers who are already capped by the WHD Safeguard Tariff. Mixed tariff types are not included.
Data based on customer numbers for 22 of the largest suppliers in the market.
48
For total customers impacted on a market basis, we have used the sum of all dual fuel and electricity
accounts to form our estimate. This includes all those customers on tariffs which are eligible for protection,
but includes those customers on tariffs potentially priced below the level of the default tariff cap.
49
Projected decrease of around 6.4% of eligible customer base per year. Numbers rounded to nearest
100,000. Eligible customers include all customers on default tariffs, including those on tariffs which are
potentially priced below the level of the default tariff cap.
47
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Forming a projection
3.11 In order to estimate the potential number of customers eligible for the default
tariff cap at implementation and in subsequent years, we firstly examined the baseline
scenario of what might happen to customer numbers if no additional price protections
were implemented, outside of those currently in place.
3.12 Between Q2 201650 and Q1 2018, the total number of customers on default
tariffs reduced by approximately 2.0m.51 This reflects the combined impact of:
increasing numbers of customers switching away from default tariffs; and increases to
the total number of customers due to population growth. This represents a percentage
change of approximately 6.4% per annum over the last two years. In the absence of the
default tariff cap, we assume this trend will continue at an unchanged rate. These
changes are in line with the longer term trend that we have observed in recent years,
where we have begun to see more customers switch away from more expensive
tariffs.52
3.13 Figure A11.2 shows how the number of customers on default tariffs has fallen
since June 2016, and our projection of this continued decrease based on this underlying
trend continuing.

Figure A11.2: Eligible customers for default tariff cap
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Source: Ofgem analysis

50
51
52

The first month of data we have available is April 2016.
Ofgem: Supplier tariff data.
Ofgem: State of the market report 2016. Page 21.
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Fixed tariff customers
3.14 The default tariff cap could also potentially impact those customers on fixed term
tariffs. As outlined in Chapter 4, in response to the default tariff cap, suppliers could
seek to increase the prices of their fixed tariff offerings in order to recoup revenues lost
from decreases in the prices of eligible default tariff customers.
3.15

As of April 2018, at least 9.9m53 individual customers were on fixed tariffs.54

3.16 Figure A11.3 illustrates how the number of customers on fixed tariffs is expected
to change over time. In forming this projection, we assume that the 6.4% of eligible
customers per year that switch away from default tariffs will transition to fixed term
tariffs.

Figure A11.3: Fixed tariff customers since December 201655
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Source: Ofgem analysis

Data is based on Ofgem monitoring data collected routinely. This data is based on a combination of large,
medium and small suppliers in the market covering over 96% of the default tariff market. This data could
therefore potentially slightly underestimate the total number of customers on fixed tariffs.
54
As of April 2018, there are also around 300,000 default fixed term tariffs. These default fixed term tariff
customers are eligible for the default tariff cap as they have not made an active choice to transition onto their
fixed term deals. These customers are included in the estimated 10.7m eligible customers and not in the fixed
tariff projection.
55
Projected increase based on all customers switching away from eligible tariffs. Numbers rounded to nearest
100,000.
53
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Impact on scope of renewable tariff derogation
3.17 Our proposed decision is that by default the tariff cap should apply to all default
tariffs, but we would provide a route for suppliers to apply for derogations for renewable
electricity and/or gas default tariffs that have been chosen by the suppliers' customers.
3.18 In Appendix 10 of this statutory consultation, we outline our proposed exemption
for renewable tariffs. Suppliers could have to apply for a derogation against detailed
criteria which would be assessed by Ofgem, with appropriate applications being
approved for such an exemption on a case by case basis. We have proposed that at this
stage, to be eligible for this derogation, a supplier would need to demonstrate the tariff
delivers the following outcomes:
1. by choosing to be on the tariff, the supplier provides support for renewables,
materially beyond what is provided by subsidies, obligations and other support
mechanisms
2. the supplier incurs materially higher costs than the default tariff cap, specifically
arising from the provision of support provided to renewables and
3. the supplier is able to provide unambiguous evidence that it has met outcomes 1
and 2 for us to monitor whether the supplier is complying with those outcomes.
3.19 At this stage, due the uncertainties involved, we have not looked to estimate the
number of customers on tariffs that could potentially be granted a derogation, and
therefore have not accounted for these in our estimate of the number of customers that
will impacted by the default tariff cap.
3.20 Whilst this could result in our analysis slightly overestimating the number of
eligible customers, we expect the number of customers on tariffs eligible for a
derogation to be small as a proportion of the total coverage of the default tariff cap. For
instance, we have analysed those tariffs which claim to offer 100% renewable
electricity, some of which could potentially seek a derogation.
3.21 As of June 2018, there were only around 18 distinct default tariffs backed by
100% renewable electricity available on the market offered by 16 different suppliers.
Most of these 16 suppliers were small suppliers (i.e. less than 250k customers). In
addition, a significant proportion of these tariffs56 were priced at levels under our
proposed cap level (option 2) and therefore we might not expect these tariffs to be
directly impacted by the price cap and therefore not seek a derogation.

Based on tariff pricing analysis undertaken in June 2018, using our projected levels of the cap for this
period.
56
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4. Impacts on suppliers
In this chapter we estimate the monetised impact of the default tariff cap on suppliers in
terms of direct and indirect impacts on prices, revenues, costs and profitability.
4.1
As noted previously, direct impacts are those impacts that are considered to be
immediate and unavoidable first round effects which occur as a direct result of the
implementation of the default tariff cap. With regard to the impact on suppliers, the
direct impacts do not include the expected reactions of suppliers, consumers or other
parties to the implementation of the default tariff cap.
4.2
Indirect impacts refer to the second-round impacts, and, in this context, relate to
how market participants, including suppliers and customers, may react to the default
tariff cap.
4.3
In considering the impact of the default tariff cap on suppliers, we have assessed
the following:


the impact on supplier prices, including the direct impact on the prices of
default tariffs and the second-round indirect impact on fixed tariffs



the impact on supplier revenues resulting from tariff changes as well as
from changes to energy consumption and consumer switching



the impact on supplier costs, including the direct impact on administration
costs and the indirect impact on supplier costs through impacts on the cost
of capital, equity valuations, and suppliers’ efficiency levels



the impact on supplier profitability.

4.4
As part of our consideration of the impacts on suppliers we also assess the
impact on financeability and the potential for market exit. We have not monetised these
impacts but have assessed them based on quantitative analysis. This assessment is set
out in Chapters 5 and 6.
4.5
Within this section we assess the impacts of our proposed level of the cap
(option 2) and compare these against the impacts of the lower and higher options
described in Chapter 3Error! Reference source not found. (options 1 and 3, r
espectively).

Direct impact on supplier prices
4.6
The default tariff cap will place a ceiling on the price a supplier is able to set for
default tariffs. Therefore, the direct impact of this price cap relates to the extent to
which suppliers need to reduce their default tariffs to the cap level.
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4.7
Based on data on supplier prices and customers for 2017, default tariffs in scope
of our proposed default tariff cap cover 45% of customers in the market, with 15% of
the market covered by the PPM cap and the remaining 40% on fixed tariffs (that they
have actively chosen).
4.8
The average price of a default tariff in 2017 across all domestic energy
customers was £1,125 per year based on the median level of consumption. However,
prices vary across suppliers and tariff types. In 2017, price dispersions between default
tariffs and fixed tariffs in the market were up to £249 for the largest suppliers.
4.9
96% of default tariff customers in 2017 were on default tariffs priced above the
proposed cap level, and would therefore be subject to a price reduction as a direct result
of the price cap if implemented in 2017.
4.10 Through analysis of market data,57 we estimate that, if implemented in 2017, our
proposed cap would have resulted in an average reduction for a dual fuel default tariff
customer currently on a tariff priced above the cap of £95 (in 2018 prices), or 9% of the
average per customer revenue based on TDCV. This is based on analysis of the impact
based on 2017 tariff data and the 2017 baseline cap level. On an individual supplier
basis, the extent to which tariffs would need to reduce would depend on their tariff
prices at implementation of the cap. At an individual supplier level, we estimate that
price reductions would be up to £166 for a typical dual fuel default tariff.58
4.11 We estimate that the option 1 cap level would result in an average reduction in
the price of a dual fuel tariff currently priced above the cap of £137 or 12% of the
average per customer revenue based on TDCV based on our analysis of 2017 data. At
an individual supplier level, we estimate that price reductions would be up to £208 for a
typical dual fuel default tariff.
4.12 For a higher cap (option 3), there would be a lesser impact on the prices of
default tariffs. We estimate that for this option, on average, a dual fuel tariff currently
priced above the cap would reduce by £60 or 6% of the average per customer revenue
based on TDCV. Our analysis also suggests that the impact on default tariff prices at an
individual supplier level would be up to £131.

We further explain our modelling methodology within Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation. Using 2017
tariff prices, revenue, profitability and operating costs data, we have modelled the potential on impacts of the
default tariff cap on prices in 2017.
58
Assuming TDCV median consumption of 12,000 kWh of gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity.
57
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Table A11.4: Estimated direct annual reduction in default tariff prices
for cap level options for an average dual fuel consumer59, in 2018 prices
Cap level

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 3

Average direct
reduction in default
tariff prices60

£137

£95

£60

Range of direct
reduction in TDCV
default tariff prices
across the six largest
suppliers

£99 - £208

£57 - £166

£21 - £131

Source: Ofgem analysis

Direct impact on supplier revenues
4.13 A reduction in the prices of default tariffs currently priced above the level of the
cap is expected to result in a direct reduction in the revenues earned by suppliers from
customers on these tariffs.61
4.14

The direct impact on revenues of the default tariff cap is dependent on:


the prices of default tariffs at the time of the introduction of the cap and



the amount of energy supplied to customers on default tariffs, which is a
function of the number of a supplier’s customers that are on default tariffs
and the average energy consumption of these customers.

4.15 We note that the direct impact on supplier revenues may also be dependent on
the payment method differential option chosen under the cap design. In the instance
that the payment method differential option does not reflect the actual difference in
costs between standard credit and direct debit customers, we would expect that the
impact on supplier revenues would depend on the proportion of a supplier’s customer
base on each payment method. However, our proposed option for the payment
differential reflects the current differential applied by suppliers to each payment method
and therefore, we do not anticipate that this would impact supplier revenues.
4.16 We have analysed the direct impact on supplier revenues at the market level
based on financial data a combination of large, medium and small suppliers for calendar
year 2017. All of our analysis is based on annual data for 2017. At a supplier level, we
received robust data from the six largest suppliers. As a result, where we present
Assuming TDCV median consumption of 12,000 kWh of gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity.
The average direct impact on default tariff prices has been estimated based on the difference between the
weighted average default tariff price pre-cap and post-cap from 2017 tariff data and the 2017 baseline cap
level.
61
Based on our evidence of the price elasticity of demand for energy we would not expect the consumption
effect to offset the impact of lower prices on revenues. See Chapter 5 for details.
59
60
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analysis on the range of impacts on individual suppliers, we have only considered the
largest six suppliers. Additional detail on the approach and methodology for analysing
these revenue impacts is set out in Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation.
4.17 Our analysis of the direct impact on suppliers’ revenues, costs and profits
assumes fixed energy consumption. We note that in response to a change in prices,
customers may change their consumption levels. We assess the possible change in
energy consumption in Chapter 5 as part of our analysis of indirect impacts given that it
is considered to be a second order effect.62
4.18 As noted in Chapter 3, we project that as of December 2018, there will be 10.7
million customers on default tariffs that will be in scope of the default tariff cap. At our
proposed cap level of option 2 an estimated 10.2m default tariff customers will see a
direct price reduction. This is based on the proportion of default tariff customers that
would see bill reductions based on a cap being in place in 2017, applied to our projected
customer numbers for 2019. In paragraph 4.10 we estimated that our proposed cap
level would see an average reduction in prices across default dual fuel tariffs of £95
based on 2017 tariff prices and the 2017 baseline cap level, converted to 2018 prices.
4.19 Therefore, based on a cap level reflected in option 2 and fixed consumption, we
estimate that supplier revenues across the market from default tariffs would fall by
approximately £1,500m per annum, representing approximately 5% reduction in total
revenues across the market. This revenue impact is reported exclusive of VAT whereas
the consumer bill impacts reported in Chapter 5 are inclusive of VAT. We report the VAT
impact on government in Chapter 7.
4.20 The impact on individual suppliers depends on their default tariff prices, the
proportion of their customers on each tariff, and the energy consumption of these
customers. We estimate that for the largest suppliers, revenues could fall by between
4% and 6% of their overall domestic retail energy revenues as a direct result of the cap.
4.21 Those suppliers with higher than average default tariff prices at implementation
of the cap will experience a greater reduction in revenues, in absolute terms, than other
suppliers. As noted in paragraph 4.9, suppliers which already offer a default tariff that is
priced below the cap would not be required to adjust these tariffs. Therefore, for these
suppliers there would be no direct impact on revenues from the introduction of the
default tariff cap
4.22 With a lower cap level (option 1), there would be a greater direct impact on
supplier revenues, with total revenues reducing on average by approximately 6%. We
estimate that this reduction could range between 6% and 10% across the largest
suppliers.

62

Regulatory Policy Committee. 2016. Case histories: Direct and indirect impacts of regulation on business.
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4.23 For a higher cap level (option 3), there would be a smaller direct impact with
total supplier revenues, reducing on average by 3%. Meanwhile across the largest
suppliers the reduction in revenues would range between 2% and 5%.
4.24 Table A11.5 below summarises the direct impact of the default tariff cap on
suppliers’ total domestic energy revenues for each cap level option. The market level
impact has been estimated based on financial data from a combination of large, medium
and small suppliers for calendar year 2017. We have also presented the range of direct
revenue impacts across the six largest suppliers in the market. Our analysis is based on
2017 data and shows the impact the default tariff cap would have had in 2017.

Table A11.5: Estimated annual direct supplier revenue reduction for
each cap level option

Total market direct
revenue reduction

Range of direct
revenue reduction
across the six largest
suppliers

Option 1

Option 2
(proposed cap
level)

Option 3

£m,
2018
prices

£1,500m

£1,080m

£735m

As a
%63

6%

5%

3%

As a
%64

6 - 10%

4 - 8%

2 - 5%

Source: Ofgem analysis

Direct impact on supplier costs
4.25 The efficient benchmark used to set the cap level is based on the costs of an
efficient company. When implemented, the cap will be updated at regular frequencies
based on changes to such costs, including wholesale energy costs, network and
distribution costs. Appendix 1 of this statutory consultation sets out in greater detail the
costs included in our estimation of the tariff cap.
4.26 In this section we assess how actual supplier costs, in some cases reflecting
costs faced by inefficient companies, could be impacted by the default tariff cap.
Drawing on the responses to our May consultation and our own assessments of the
energy market, we have identified a number of different costs, including:


63
64

administrative costs of additional price updates for suppliers

Assessed based on the percentage reduction in 2017 prices.
Assessed based on the percentage reduction in 2017 prices.
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administrative costs relating to costs of compliance and monitoring



suppliers’ cost of financing



suppliers’ equity valuations



wholesale costs, through the impact on suppliers’ hedging strategies.

4.27 We consider the first four points in turn here. Wholesale costs are included within
our efficient cost benchmark and changes in wholesale costs will be reflected in future
cap updates and therefore will be recoverable under the cap.
4.28 We consider, the impact on hedging strategies and the costs associated with
purchasing wholesale energy in our consideration of the impact on the wholesale market
in Chapter 7 of this document.
4.29 The other costs we consider in this section are not included within the efficient
benchmark component of the cap. The administration costs do reflect costs incurred by
an efficient company but are not included in the efficient benchmark as they are
considered to be immaterial relative to the overall cap level, representing 0.1% of the
efficient benchmark. The financing and valuation costs would not be incurred by an
efficient company, and therefore are not appropriate to include in the efficient
benchmark for the default tariff cap.
Administrative costs of additional price updates
4.30 Suppliers incur administrative costs each time they change prices. These
administration costs will be incurred by suppliers with every update we make to the cap
level. Such administrative costs that may be incurred include:


obligations under the Supply Licence Conditions (SLCs) to provide notice to
all customers who will be impacted by the change, leading to suppliers
sending out notifications (physical and electronic) to customers to inform
them of a price change



increases in the volumes of calls from customers wanting to understand the
changes to their tariff, resulting in the requirement for additional call centre
resource to respond to increased customer requests including training and
amendments of response scripts



costs associated with reflecting changes in prices or discounts in suppliers’
billing systems and on their websites.

4.31 Within Appendix 14 of our May consultation, titled ‘initial views on impact
assessment’, we sought evidence to inform our consideration of these impacts (Question
A14.4). We received a number of cost estimates from suppliers relating to the
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administrative costs outlined above. Based on these responses 65, we estimate that the
weighted average administrative cost of each price change on a per customer basis is
£0.87.
4.32 We have identified through our tariff monitoring data, that since 2012, the six
largest suppliers have generally updated their SVT prices on average once every 9 –
1366 months, with a market average update frequency of approximately 1.1 times per
year, or around once every 11 months. As outlined in Appendix 3 of this statutory
consultation, we propose a 6 monthly cap update frequency. On the basis that suppliers
update their default tariff prices in line with the frequency of cap updates, this will
represent an increase in the frequency of price changes by suppliers.
4.33 We estimate that at our proposed cap level (option 2) suppliers making up 96%
of the market would have default tariffs priced above the default tariff cap at the point
of implementation. We expect these suppliers to price at the cap level, rather than
below it. We propose to update the cap level every 6 months. Any cap update that
reduces the cap level will lead to suppliers having to change their tariff prices in order to
comply with the cap.
4.34 Furthermore, given that the default tariff cap will reduce the profit margin
achieved by most suppliers on their default tariffs, they will have less scope to absorb
changes in costs. Where previously these large suppliers might have looked to absorb
changes in costs over, on average, an 11-month period, we expect this to be reduced
such that when the cap is updated upwards most suppliers will increase their prices to
the updated cap level.
4.35 Based on the existing average frequency of price updates by supplier, outlined
above, we estimate that a 6 monthly cap update represents a differential in updates
compared to what we have observed since 2012 of around 5 months or an additional
0.9 times per year compared to what we might expect to observe under the baseline
scenario. The difference in this frequency of update, can be directly attributable to the
implementation of the cap. We have, therefore, estimated the cost of this for suppliers.

We have assumed that the costs submitted by those suppliers who responded form an accurate
representation of the potential costs of the wider market. We note that the suppliers who responded to our
request for further information represent the vast majority of those eligible consumers, representing around
90% of all eligible customers. Costs taken as a weighted average of data submitted, costs ranged from £0.20
to £1.80.
66
Based on all updates to the price of each of the largest six suppliers standard variable direct debit tariff,
from January 2012 up until March 2018. Data from Ofgem routine market monitoring.
65
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Table A11.6: Estimated direct administration cost increase for suppliers
for the proposed cap level (option 2)
Calculation of additional administration costs for 2019
Current price update frequency

11 Months

1.1 times per year

Expected frequency

6 months

2 times per year

Expected increase

5 months

0.9 times per year

Number of customers
Market cost per price change
Increased administration costs

10.7m eligible customers
£0.87 per customer or £9.6m for market
£8.8m

Source: Ofgem analysis

4.36 Based on the estimated 10.7m customers on tariffs in scope of the cap in
December 2018, we estimate that the movement to bi-annual price updates could
potentially increase industry administration costs by approximately £8.8m67 on an
annual basis across the whole market. As we have calculated these impacts along a per
customer basis, we do not expect there to be any disproportional impact on any specific
supplier types, providing their current frequency of price update was in line with the
wider market average.
4.37 We note that, as with other impacts presented, these costs are expected to
change over time, in line with the reduction in eligible customers for the cap (see
Chapter 3). We have taken this into account in our analysis of the NPV of impacts over
the period of the cap.
4.38
These costs are based on the increased costs in informing customers of price
changes from sending letters and other correspondence with customers, and the
increases in customer queries stemming directly from these price changes, for all
suppliers covered by the default tariff cap.
4.39 As well as applying to customers on tariffs priced at the cap level, the cost of
price changes would also apply to some customers on tariffs priced below the cap level
at TDCV. This would occur in instances when either the standing charge or unit rate
elements of the tariff is priced at the cap level for that element.

Update frequency and costs based on submissions from the six largest suppliers to our May consultation and
previous Ofgem supplier cost data. Costs calculated on a per update per customer basis updated to 2018
prices (£0.87) and scaled to estimate the potential impact on all customers eligible for the default tariff cap.
Costs calculated from supplier responses, accounting for the entire price update process including increased
customer response. Costs of potential supplier specific system updates not included. In practice over time, we
might expect additional customers to switch onto SVTs in our convergence scenario, this could potentially lead
to increases in the annual impact.
67
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4.40 There may, however, be some customers for whom both their standing charge
and unit rate are priced below the cap, and therefore who would not see price changes
at each cap update. However, due to the complexity of identifying those customers who
might be affected our analysis assumes that all customers eligible for the default tariff
cap would experience 6-monthly price changes. This could potentially lead our analysis
to overestimate the additional administration costs.
4.41 Given that customers on tariffs currently above the proposed cap level represent
96% of all default tariff customers, we expect the inclusion of customers on tariffs
priced below the cap will at most overestimate the impact on administration costs facing
suppliers by 4%.
Potential administration costs from system updates and monitoring and compliance
4.42 We are also aware of a number of other potential impacts which could lead to
increased administration costs for suppliers. These include:


the potential for suppliers to update billing systems, to enable them to
account for changes in prices or discounts stemming from the default tariff
cap



the potential for increased costs in monitoring and compliance for suppliers
as they ensure their tariffs remain compliant with the default tariff cap
maximum charge restrictions.

4.43 We received a limited response to our consultation from suppliers in relation to
the scope and materiality of these potential additional costs.
4.44 We expect that the majority of suppliers’ current billing systems are able to
accommodate more frequent price changes. Upon reviewing the current price changes
for suppliers, many had intermittent periods where price changes were implemented
more frequently than we are proposing. For instance, over the last five years five of the
largest six suppliers have at some stage changed their SVT prices more than once in a
6-month period. Given that we expect that billing systems are able to accommodate 6
monthly price changes, we do not expect any material additional cost of doing so.
4.45 In addition, in relation to potential monitoring and compliance costs associated
with the implementation of the cap, we expect that many suppliers currently have
monitoring and compliance functions performing similar roles for the vulnerable and
PPM safeguard tariffs. We might therefore expect that current compliance functions
could cover these additional monitoring actions without significant additional cost.
4.46 Overall, we have identified no compelling evidence that the type of
administration costs detailed above will increase materially as a result of the default
tariff cap. Therefore, we have not monetised these potential cost impacts as part of this
impact assessment. Furthermore, we do not consider that these costs would vary
dependent on the level of the cap.
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Administration costs related to the application for a renewable tariff derogation
4.47 The process of applying for a derogation will generate administrative costs for
suppliers. Given that these costs will be incurred on a supplier basis, rather than
customer basis, and that we expect the number of suppliers that may apply to be in
single figures, we do not expect these costs to be material at the aggregate level.
Furthermore, the derogation process is voluntary and therefore any such costs incurred
are not a direct result of the default tariff cap.
Impact on supplier financing
4.48 In Annex C of this document, we analyse the potential for the default tariff cap to
impact the financing costs of suppliers. We assess both the potential for the default
tariff cap to influence the cost of capital through an increased level of regulatory risk, as
well as the potential for the default tariff cap to influence the creditworthiness of those
impacted firms through revenue impacts.
4.49 We conclude that regulatory risk stemming from the default tariff cap is unlikely
to lead to a material increase in the underlying cost of capital faced by a supplier. By
designing the default tariff cap to track underlying market costs, there is very limited
discretion for the regulator to influence the level of the cap, while any price shocks will,
in time, be factored into the cap level. Therefore, we consider that the design of the
cap, primarily in its transparency and use of exogenous indices for updating, will serve
to limit the materiality of regulatory risk. This will be the case regardless of the option
(level of the cap) chosen.
4.50 In addition, our analysis suggests that while the default tariff cap could
potentially lead to decreases in the creditworthiness of suppliers, these impacts are
expected to be marginal and would likely only impact smaller non-diversified
organisations. This is because we do not expect that revenue impacts are material
enough to influence those larger more diversified organisations, who are often rated at
group level. Furthermore, we would only expect there to be an impact on suppliers’
credit ratings in instances where suppliers are already close to the “tipping point” to a
lower credit rating.68 We further explain our analysis on the impacts on supplier
financing in Annex C of this document.
Impact on equity valuations
4.51 Valuations of both private and public traded companies are inherently
complicated. However, one central tenet of valuing any company is the expected future
earnings of that company over time. Analysts often place a value on an asset using the
future expected cash inflows and outflows generated, discounted into a current
valuation applicable to the present day. It is, therefore, possible that through the

Whether organisations actually experience any impacts on their investment ratings is also dependent on
whether these organisations are rated by credit ratings agencies.
68
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default tariff cap’s direct impact on the revenues and profit margins of suppliers, their
valuations could be impacted.
4.52 Impacts on valuations can become apparent far before the actual implementation
of any policy. We note that in the context of the default tariff cap, initial impacts on
valuations can materialise at the announcement of the initial policy or even before. It is,
therefore, possible that recent decreases in equity valuations of those publicly traded
supplier bodies, stem partially from the default tariff cap’s announcement. 69
4.53 Furthermore, these adjustments to valuations are based on analyst and financial
market expectations of the default tariffs cap’s impact. To the extent that these
expectations are inaccurate, further impacts on valuations could materialise either prior
to the cap being implemented or following implementation.
4.54 However, we expect changes to equity valuations to be accounted for in our
estimate of the potential impact on supplier revenues and profits, therefore we do not
account for this impact separately as it would constitute double counting.

Direct impact on supplier profitability
4.55 We have proposed to set the cap at a level (option 2) at which our analysis of
costs suggests it is possible for an efficient supplier to achieve normal profits.70 We are
proposing that the cap includes an EBIT margin of 1.9%71 and therefore in our impact
assessment we use this as our long-run measure of profit. In Table A11.7 below, we
summarise the potential direct impact on the profitability of suppliers.
4.56 Based on analysis of financial data for 2017, we have estimated that the EBIT
margin for the overall market72 would be 3% upon implementation of the cap. This is
based on the EBIT margin for 2017, adjusted down to take into account of the reduction
in revenue resulting from the WHD customers that are subject to the vulnerable
customer safeguard tariff. Based on an assumption of even distribution of WHD
customers across suppliers, we estimate that for the six largest suppliers’ EBIT margins
will range from -5% to 8% pre-cap.
4.57 The impact on revenues and costs of the implementation of the tariff cap will
directly impact the profitability of suppliers in the market.
4.58 We estimate that for our proposed cap level (option 2), the overall market EBIT
margin will reduce to approximately -1%, representing a reduction of approximately 4
percentage points relative to the counterfactual EBIT margin. This considers only the

The Independent (2017) ‘Theresa May wipes billions of pounds from energy industry shares after price cap
announcement’.
70
A normal level of profit is defined in economic theory as the level of profit required for a business to remain
in the market.
71
Based upon the normal EBIT margin for suppliers that do not use intermediaries to manage their wholesale
trading activities as estimated by the CMA.
72
Excluding Warm Home Discount SVT customers.
69
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direct impact on supplier revenues of the cap, and, as noted above, includes the EBIT
margins of suppliers that made a loss in 2017.
4.59 The impact on administration costs is not factored in to our profitability impact
analysis, but we consider that it would not have a material impact on profitability given
that administrative costs for suppliers represent approximately 0.1% of the efficient
benchmark.
4.60 The impact on profitability will vary across suppliers depending on a number of
factors, including:


the supplier’s pre-cap default tariff price relative to the default cap level



the supplier’s proportion of total revenue generated from default tariffs



the supplier’s individual EBIT margin at implementation of the cap



the supplier’s cost level in comparison to the efficient cost level set within
the cap.

4.61 On an individual supplier basis, following the implementation of the cap we
estimate that EBIT margins for the six largest suppliers will range between -11% and
5%. Our analysis shows that for the six largest suppliers, all will experience a direct
reduction in EBIT margins as a direct result of the default tariff cap. We estimate that
EBIT margins will reduce by between 3 and 6 percentage points across suppliers.
4.62 For smaller suppliers the impact on profitability will be more mixed. A number of
small suppliers currently have default tariffs priced below the proposed cap level. As a
result, we would not expect these suppliers to experience a direct impact on revenues
or profitability from the cap. Other small suppliers may be more greatly impacted,
depending on their business model and customer base, e.g. renewable suppliers.
4.63 We have analysed the direct impact on supplier profitability of the alternative cap
level options.
4.64 As we set out in paragraph 4.22 above, for a lower cap level (option 1) there
would be a greater reduction in supplier revenues. Therefore, for option 1 we estimate
that there would a greater direct negative impact on supplier profitability.
4.65 In contrast, for a higher cap level (option 3), supplier revenues would not be as
impacted. We estimate that profitability at the market level would reduce to 0.8% (a
lower reduction than that for our proposed cap level).
4.66 Our analysis of the direct impact on profitability for the proposed cap level and
the higher and lower cap level options is summarised in Table A11.7 below.
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Table A11.7: Summary of estimated direct impacts on supplier
profitability for each cap level option
Option 1

Option 2
(proposed cap
level)

Option 3

Post-cap
EBIT
margin

Market
level

-2%

-1%

1%

Range
across 6
largest
suppliers

-13% to 3%

-11% to 5%

-10% to 6%

Reduction
in EBIT
margin

Market
level

6 percentage points

4 percentage points

3 percentage points

Range
across 6
largest
suppliers

5 to 9 percentage
points

3 to 5 percentage
points

2 to 5 percentage
points

Source: Ofgem analysis

Indirect impacts on suppliers’ prices, revenues and profitability
4.67 We have assessed the following indirect impacts of the default tariff cap on
suppliers, which we then consider in turn:


the potential supplier pricing responses, covering changes to uncapped tariff
prices and changes to default tariff prices that would be priced below the
cap level in the absence of the cap



potential supplier efficiency improvements



potential changes in customer consumption



potential changes in customer engagement and switching.

Supplier pricing responses
4.68 Our analysis presented in Table A11.7 suggests that one of the direct impacts on
suppliers of the implementation of the cap would be a reduction in profitability levels,
resulting in lower EBIT margins. At the same time, the reduction in default tariff prices,
and the reduction in the price differential between default tariffs and fixed tariffs, could
lead to a reduction in customer engagement. This latter impact is discussed further in
Chapter 5 below. These impacts will affect suppliers’ pricing strategies following the
implementation of the price cap on default tariffs.
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4.69 A reduction in suppliers’ profit margins, particularly if pushed below normal
profit, may lead suppliers to seek to offset revenue losses from default tariffs by
increasing fixed tariff prices. Lower levels of customer engagement could reduce the
competitive constraint on fixed tariffs, enabling suppliers to increase prices and hence
revenue.
4.70 As we present in paragraphs 4.55 to 4.66 above, our analysis suggests that five
of the six largest suppliers will be operating at negative or subnormal profit levels
following the implementation of the default tariff cap. Similarly, we expect that some
small suppliers will be operating at subnormal profits as a direct result of the cap. If
these suppliers are unable to offset the reduction in profitability, either through
increased fixed tariff prices or through reduced costs (either by improving efficiency or
cutting controllable costs), then they will make losses. This could result in some
suppliers exiting the market.
4.71 We have analysed the potential indirect impacts of the default tariff cap based on
our review of evidence from international case studies, the theoretical impacts of prices
caps, and supplier level data. It should be noted that our analysis of the indirect impacts
of the default tariff cap on suppliers’ prices, revenues and profits does not capture the
impact of any changes in energy consumption or switching rates on supplier revenues,
due to the complexities and uncertainties associated with the market dynamics. These
impacts are considered separately below in paragraphs 5.54 to 5.78 and 5.80 to 5.97
respectively.
4.72

Our analysis is based on the following theoretical set-up in our analysis:

∑(π) = p + qT
Whereby:
 Π is profit
 p is fixed tariff profitability
 q is the default tariff profitability
 T is the expected number of years a customer stays on a default tariff
4.73 Based on 2017 data from suppliers’ financial accounts collected through our RFI
responses and our analysis of the direct impact on each individual suppliers’ prices,
costs, revenues and profitability, we have assessed the impact of the default tariff cap
on a supplier by supplier basis. More detail on our approach to this analysis is included
in Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation.
4.74 Within our analysis we consider two potential market outcome scenarios. The
two scenarios reflect the potential indirect impacts of the default tariff cap on suppliers,
additional to the direct impact of the cap we have set out in the preceding sections. We
assess how the impacts of the cap would vary dependent on these. The scenarios
considered are:
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Scenario 1 - Prices fall to cap: All default and non-default fixed tariffs above
the cap level fall to the cap. Fixed tariff customers continue to pay the same
price for their fixed tariffs. This captures a situation where all suppliers
continue to price their fixed tariffs in the same way, as well as a situation
where some suppliers increase their fixed tariff prices, but as a result lose
their customers to competitors who continue to maintain their fixed tariff
prices.



Scenario 2 - Prices converge to the cap: All tariff prices (both default and
non-default fixed) converge to the cap level, including those that would
otherwise be priced below the cap.

4.75
We consider that these two scenarios reflect the likely limits of how the market
might respond. The actual response is likely to fall somewhere in between these limits,
and will depend on the level of the cap, individual suppliers’ current financial position
and the extent to which they will be impacted by the cap, as well as overall market
forces.
4.76 In particular, at the three cap levels we are considering in this impact
assessment, we do not expect that all suppliers would converge prices to the cap level
as those, particularly smaller suppliers, able to compete at lower prices would be
expected to continue to do so. Therefore, our scenarios should be seen as indicative
only.
4.77
We also note the possibility of other indirect impacts on supplier prices not
included within the range of these scenarios. For example, it is possible that suppliers
increase fixed tariff prices to above the cap level in order to offset all revenue
reductions from the introduction of the cap. However, we consider this to be relatively
unlikely as price is the main driver of switching73 and therefore there would be little
incentive for customers to switch from a default tariff to a higher priced fixed tariff. 74
For this reason we consider that any use of this pricing strategy would only apply to a
small proportion of the market.
4.78 We have modelled the potential indirect impact on supplier prices, revenues and
profitability of each cap level option in our two scenarios. We present our estimates of
the impact on revenues and profitability of each of the cap level options in Table A11.8
below.

See evidence set out Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation.
It is possible that, in some instances, consumers will choose to switch to a higher priced tariff where
consumers are incentivised by non-price factors, such as premium service offers.
73
74
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Table A11.8: Indicative annual indirect impact on supplier prices,
revenues and profitability for each cap level and scenario, in 2018 prices
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Scenario 1:
Prices fall
to the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Scenario 1:
Prices fall
to the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Scenario 1:
Prices fall
to the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Average
reduction in
default tariff
prices (dual fuel)

-£136

-£134

-£95

-£92

-£60

-£56

Average change
in fixed tariff
prices (dual fuel)

-£2

+£48

£0

+£89

£0

+£124

-£1,539m

-£1,081m

-£1,097m

-£272m

-£747

+£436m

Average post cap
EBIT margin

-3%

-1%

-1%

3%

1%

5%

Change in EBIT
margins

-6%

-4%

-4%

-1%

-3%

+2%

Total change in
revenue

Source: Ofgem analysis

4.79 Our analysis of the potential indirect impacts on suppliers for each of our
scenarios suggests there could be a wide disparity of outcomes depending on the cap
level chosen and how suppliers react to the cap.
4.80 For our proposed cap level (option 2), in a scenario whereby suppliers reduce
prices to the cap level but do not increase fixed tariff prices, the market would make
subnormal profits.75 Conversely, in scenario 2, where prices converge, the market would
achieve normal profits.
4.81 The impact, however, varies significantly across suppliers. In our scenario 1,
where prices fall to the cap but tariff prices below the cap level see no change, at our
proposed cap level, five of the six largest suppliers would be operating at subnormal
EBIT margins following the implementation of the cap. Scenario 1 assumes that
competitive constraints would prevent these suppliers from increasing fixed tariff prices
without the loss of these customers. In this instance, they may either maintain their
current tariffs, at a loss, or increase fixed tariffs while accepting they would lose these
customers to competitors that continue to offer the lower fixed tariffs. In either case,
suppliers are likely to operate at a loss unless they can sufficiently reduce costs (in the
latter case these efficiencies may be more related to scaling down of overheads). In

75

We assume a normal profit level of 1.9%.
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order to achieve normal profit levels, suppliers that maintained fixed tariff prices would
need to improve profitability by between 1 and 13 percentage points.
4.82 In scenario 2, which assumes prices converge, despite suppliers being able to
increase fixed tariff prices to the cap level without loss of market share, there would still
be four of the largest six suppliers operating at subnormal profit levels, albeit to a lesser
degree when compared to scenario 1. In order to achieve normal profit levels, we
estimate that individual suppliers would have to improve profitability by between 1 and
6 percentage points.
4.83 As we note above, these two scenarios reflect the likely limits of how the market
might respond. We discuss in Chapter 6 how the market response will be driven in part
by the extent of the impact of the cap on switching.
4.84
We consider an increase in fixed tariff prices to be limited at a higher cap level.
This is due to the lesser impact on suppliers’ profits and on customer engagement,
meaning that price competition among fixed tariffs is more likely to be maintained. With
a higher cap level (option 3), more suppliers would also be able to continue to make
normal profits without full price convergence. At a lower cap level (option 1), there is a
greater likelihood of price convergence due to the greater negative impact on suppliers’
profits and on customer engagement through a reduction in the price differential,
meaning there would be less of a competitive constraint on fixed tariff prices.
4.85 In practice, at our proposed cap level (option 2), we anticipate that the impact
will fall in the middle of the two scenarios we have analysed. We estimate that at this
cap level customer switching will reduce by 30%. Significant ongoing switching
behaviour will incentivise price competition amongst suppliers.
4.86 However, we note that any changes to fixed tariff prices will take time to take
effect as, whilst suppliers will be able to increase the prices of their new fixed tariff
offerings, they will be unable to change the prices of existing fixed tariffs. We estimate
that the average fixed tariff lasts for around 18 months76 (slightly shorter among the six
largest suppliers). Therefore, at market level, the impact of these changes will happen
gradually over time.
4.87 This will mean that in the short run, particularly in the first year of the cap,
suppliers may be less able to mitigate the direct impact of the default tariff cap. We
have taken into account the expected profile of fixed tariffs coming to an end in our NPV
analysis of the revenue impact on suppliers.

Based on data from uSwitch website accessed 14 August 2018. Among the 10 cheapest fixed tariffs offered
by the six largest suppliers, this average was slightly lower at around 15 months.
76
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Efficiency improvements by suppliers
4.88 The impact on the incentive for suppliers to improve efficiency is one area to
which the Act states we must have regard in the setting of the cap.
4.89 As noted in paragraph 4.13, the default tariff cap is expected to reduce suppliers’
revenues77. Suppliers are likely to need to use a combination of increases in fixed tariff
prices and reductions in operating costs to achieve normal profits. As a result, the
default tariff cap may incentivise inefficient suppliers to increase efficiency in order to
reduce operating costs per customer. In its energy market investigation, the CMA
judged that inefficiency was one of the drivers of higher prices charged by the six
largest suppliers.78
4.90 At our proposed cap level (option 2), even after convergence of fixed tariff
prices, our analysis suggests that four large suppliers would make sub-normal profits.
For these suppliers, significant efficiencies will be required.
4.91 It should be noted, however, that under competitive market conditions suppliers
should already be incentivised to improve efficiency. Whilst the introduction of the
default tariff cap may increase this incentive, depending on the scale of efficiencies
needed to offset the impact of the cap, the required efficiencies could take time and
investment to implement and take effect, and may not be feasible to achieve within the
cap period.
4.92 There are some suppliers currently achieving sub-normal or negative profits
whilst operating inefficiently. This indicates that for these suppliers, efficiency
improvements may not currently be easily or likely achieved in the short term.
Furthermore, our analysis suggests that there are some suppliers that are relatively
efficient but due to their customer base, have a higher cost base than those used in the
efficient cost benchmark. This may mean that reaching the level of efficiency assumed
in the cap level will not be possible for such suppliers. This may mean that in an
attempt to limit the impact of the cap on profit levels, rather than implement efficiency
savings, suppliers may look to cut controllable costs in other areas such as customer
service.
4.93 Within our analysis we have assessed the extent to which suppliers would need
to improve efficiency to become as efficient as the most efficient large supplier. The
results of our analysis suggest that at our proposed cap level, there will be some
suppliers who despite improving efficiency to the same level as the most efficient large
supplier operating within the market, would still make negative or subnormal profit. In
order for these suppliers to achieve normal profit under the default tariff cap they would
need to increase the price of their fixed tariffs. If competitive constraints within the
market do not allow for these suppliers to increase prices of fixed tariffs without losing
customers, then it is likely that these suppliers seek to cut controllable costs. This may
have an impact on customer service levels or innovation (we assess these impacts in

We also expect the cap to increase suppliers’ administration costs directly, though this impact is considered
to be marginal relative to the revenue impact.
78
CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation.
77
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Chapter 6). Alternatively, this could lead to an increased likelihood of these suppliers
exiting the market.
4.94 We note that the decision on the options for payment method differential may
result in the default tariff cap having a greater impact on suppliers with a higher
proportion of customers on standard credit. Our proposed option for the payment
method differential reflects the current differential between the direct debit and
standard credit applied by suppliers and therefore should not generate an additional
impact.
4.95 However, the lower option (option 2b) for the payment method uplift allocates a
greater proportion of costs to direct debit customers compared to the current differential
applied. Under this scenario we would expect suppliers with a greater than average
proportion of standard credit customers may not be able to sufficiently cover their
operating costs under the default tariff cap. This option could therefore have a
disproportionate impact on these suppliers’ profitability, and potentially result in some
efficient suppliers not being able to finance their operations.
Changes in energy consumption
4.96 As well as through changing prices, suppliers’ revenues and profits could be
impacted by changes in energy consumption in response to changes to tariff prices. Due
to the complexity of the dynamics, we have not accounted for the impact of changes in
energy consumption in our analysis of the impact on suppliers’ revenues and profits
above.
4.97 Domestic energy usage in the very short term is primarily driven by the weather,
due to the majority of household energy consumption being used for the heating of
space and water. However, the price of energy is also a driver of energy consumption.
4.98 As noted in paragraph 4.10, the default tariff cap is expected to lead to a direct
reduction in the price of energy for eligible customers. Through changes by suppliers to
the prices of fixed tariffs, the default tariff cap could also impact the price of energy for
uncapped customers. These changes will impact the level of energy consumption
amongst these customers.
4.99 As outlined in paragraph 4.100 below, we have identified a negative price
elasticity of demand of -0.35 and -0.1, for electricity and gas respectively. Based on
this, we would expect any reductions in price would lead to an increase in energy usage
for default tariff customers. This would offset some of the revenue losses experienced
by suppliers as a result of the fall in prices. Conversely, any increases in the prices of
uncapped tariffs, would be expected to result in a reduction in energy consumption,
contributing to lower revenues.
4.100 Assuming a price elasticity of demand of -0.35 for electricity and -0.1 for gas, we
estimate that combining direct and indirect impacts on tariff prices, based on our two
supplier response scenarios, the default tariff cap could impact supplier revenues by
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approximately -£6m up to £135m through changes in energy consumption inclusive of
VAT.79

Table A11.9: Estimated annual revenue impact from changes to energy
consumption

Scenario 1: Prices
fall to cap
Scenario 2: Prices
converge to the cap

Option 1

Option 2
(proposed)

Option 3

£196m

£135m

£84m

£123m

-£6m

-£114m

Source: Ofgem analysis

Customer switching
4.101 As noted in paragraph 4.3, suppliers’ revenues and profits depend on the number
of customers on each tariff. Changes to switching rates will impact the revenues earned
by suppliers, whether they switch between tariffs with the same supplier, or to an
alternative supplier.
4.102 As we set out in more detail in Chapter 5, there are two routes through which
switching could be impacted by the default tariff cap:


First, the direct impact of the price cap will be a reduced price differential
between default tariffs and uncapped tariffs below the level of the cap. This
differential will be further reduced if suppliers increase the prices of
uncapped tariffs below the level of the cap. This could result in a reduction
in switching as the savings to be gained from switching would be reduced.



Second, the default tariff cap could provide a sense of protection for default
tariff customers meaning that they believe they are no longer over-paying
for their energy and, therefore, do not consider it necessary to shop around
for better deals.

4.103 To the extent that the cap reduces switching, this will generate a benefit to
suppliers through increased revenues as a result of more customers remaining on
default tariffs rather than switching to lower priced fixed tariffs.
4.104 The two scenarios we present in terms of the market impact reflect the limits of
the potential impact on switching: scenario 1 reflects a scenario in which the cap has no
impact on switching and therefore no impact on the prices of fixed tariffs or the number
of fixed tariff customers; while scenario 2 reflects a scenario in which all customers are
This fall in consumption in scenario 2 is due to the proportional impact on fixed and default tariff prices. A
given absolute increase in fixed tariff prices represents a larger proportional price increase than the same
absolute reduction in default tariff process would represent in terms of proportional price decrease. The former
therefore generates a larger reduction in energy consumption than the increase generated by the latter.
79
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on tariffs priced at the cap level. This would reflect a scenario whereby there would be
low levels of switching in the market, though we might expect some customers to
continue to switch for non-price factors.
4.105 The revenue impact of changes to switching rates is therefore already accounted
for in these scenarios, and we therefore do not account for it separately in our analysis
of the impact on suppliers.
4.106 In practice, however, it is likely that the outcome will be somewhere between
these limits. This is reflected in our consideration of the impact on switching in Chapter
6.

Summary of impacts on suppliers
4.107 Whilst the direct impacts on suppliers can be estimated with some degree of
certainty, the complexity of potential impacts on the retail energy market in terms of
suppliers’ pricing responses and customer switching, and the dynamic interaction
between these two factors, means there is uncertainty regarding the indirect impact of
the cap on suppliers.
4.108 We have estimated the potential range of impacts of the cap on supplier
revenues based on the two potential market outcome scenarios, and within this,
estimated the impact of supplier pricing responses, changes to switching rates and
consumption. However, due to its complexity, we have not attempted to model the
dynamic interaction between these impacts and therefore these should only be seen as
indicative estimates.
4.109 Table A11.10 below presents these estimates for the cap levels considered. At a
market level, the impact on suppliers will depend on both the cap level, and the extent
to which the competitive constraints on suppliers would allow them to recoup revenue
losses from default tariffs through increases in fixed tariff prices without losing a
significant number of customers to competitors.
4.110 At the proposed cap level (option 2), the negative direct revenue impacts are
such that some suppliers will need to rely on being able to increase fixed tariff prices or
achieve significant efficiency savings and/or reductions in operating costs per customer
in order to achieve normal profits.
4.111 We estimate that our proposed cap level (option 2) will result in a significant
reduction in supplier revenues as a direct impact of the cap. Depending on the extent to
which they are able to adjust fixed tariff prices to offset the direct reduction in
revenues, the resulting market level profit margin could range from between -1% and
3% assuming no efficiency improvements.
4.112 If suppliers are able to improve efficiency to the level of the most efficient large
suppliers, then the market level profit margin would increase to normal profit even
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without any increases to fixed tariff prices, as reflected in scenario 1 in Table A11.10
below.
4.113 Based on a lower cap level of option 1, even with all fixed tariff prices rising to
the cap level there would be a negative market level EBIT margin. This would rise to an
EBIT margin of 1% if all suppliers reach the efficiency of the most efficient large
supplier.
4.114 At a higher cap level as in option 3, at a market level the EBIT margin would be
just below normal profit assuming no change in fixed tariff prices, whereas suppliers on
average could achieve profit margins of 5% if they were able to converge prices
completely. However due to the lesser impact on switching and engagement at this
higher cap level we consider that competitive constraint would prevent prices
converging for many suppliers.80

Table A11.10: Indicative annual supplier impacts for each cap level
option and scenario, in 2018 prices
Cap levels

Scenario

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 1

Option 3

Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
cap level
converge
cap level
converge
cap level
converge

Direct impact
-£1,500m

-£1,500m

-£1,080m

-£1,080m

-£735m

-£735m

Costs

£9m

£9m

£9m

£9m

£9m

£9m

EBIT

-3%

-1%

-1%

3%

1%

5%

-

+£21m

-

+£37m

-

+£62m

Fixed tariff revenue

-£40m

+£397m

-£17m

+£771m

-£12m

+1,109m

Consumption
impact

+£22m

+£14m

+£15m

-£1m

+£9m

-£13m

Net revenue impact

-£1,539m

-£1,081m

-£1,097m

-£272m

-£747m

+£436m

EBIT

-3%

-1%

-1%

3%

1%

5%

Cost efficient EBIT

-1%

1%

-1%

4%

2%

7%

Revenue

Indirect impact
Default tariff
revenue

The extent to which a single supplier is able to converge prices depends on the degree to which its own
customer base is engaged.
80
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4.115 The aggregated impacts hide significant differences in the impact on revenue and
profitability across suppliers. Our analysis suggests that some suppliers are impacted
more negatively than others dependent on:


the supplier’s pre-cap default tariff price relative to the default cap level



the supplier’s proportion of total revenue generated from default tariffs



the supplier’s individual EBIT margin at implementation of the cap



the supplier’s cost level in comparison to the efficient cost level set within
the cap



the extent to which the supplier can achieve efficiency improvements can be
achieved



the extent to which the supplier can retain customers whilst increasing fixed
tariff prices, for example through brand loyalty.

4.116 Furthermore, we note that suppliers’ ability to increase fixed tariff prices will be
limited by the length of time remaining of their existing fixed tariff contracts, which will
have to end before tariff prices can be increased. This means that they will be less able
to mitigate the negative impact of the cap, particularly in the first year of
implementation.
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5. Impacts on consumers
This chapter presents our analysis of the direct and indirect impact on customer bills,
the impact on customer switching and the impact on energy consumption.

Direct impact on default tariff customers
5.1
In Chapter 3 we set out the context for the implementation of the default tariff
cap in terms of customer tariffs and how these have changed over time.
5.2
We expect that our proposed cap level (option 2) will directly reduce bills for
approximately 10.2 million customers currently on uncapped default tariffs.
5.3
This figure excludes an estimated 800,000 customers currently in receipt of the
WHD whose bills are already capped by the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff. These
customers will be transferred onto the default tariff cap when it is introduced at the
direct debit level of the cap. We assume as our counterfactual that in the absence of the
default tariff cap, the vulnerable customer safeguard tariff would have been in place for
WHD customers only until the December 2019 but that beyond this these customers
would continue to be covered by similar price protection.81
5.4
Maybe instead we need to explain again here that we compared the cap as it
would have been in 2017 with tariff prices in 2017 and assumed this differential would
exist in future years, essentially assuming SVT prices would increase in line with costs.
Based on this analysis, we estimate the saving will be £95. This approach to the
analysis is necessary as we don’t know what suppliers’ prices would have been in future
without the cap in place. In any given year the actual savings may be above or below
this level, but we think on average going forwards this estimate is reasonable.
5.5
Based on a comparison of prices tariff prices from 2017 and the 2017 baseline
cap level, we have estimated that our proposed cap level (option 2) will reduce energy
bills per dual fuel customer per year by an average of £95 (in 2018 prices) or 9%,
based on TDCV. In total, we estimate a direct customer bill saving of approximately
£1,134m per annum across all default tariff customers.
5.6
For different levels of the default tariff cap we would expect different levels of
savings for consumers. At a higher cap level of option 3, we expect that the average
saving for dual fuel customers would be around £60, and that in total, customers would
save around £772m. While under a lower cap level of option 1, significantly higher
savings for default tariff customers would be generated, with the average saving for
dual fuel customers around £137, and total customer savings of around £1,574m

81

We estimate that these customers save around £60m per annum at our proposed cap level (option 2).
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Table A11.11: Estimated direct annual customer savings, in 2018
prices82
Cap levels
Total customer savings

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 3

£1,574m

£1,134m

£772m

Source: Ofgem analysis

5.7
Based on our estimate of the efficient benchmark of £99683 at TDCV, we
estimate that in 2017 default tariff customers were collectively paying £1,427m more
than they would in a fully competitive market where suppliers were fully efficient and
priced at efficient costs.84 This takes into account the direct impact of the cap on default
tariff customers only.
5.8
Individual consumer savings will vary based on the characteristics of these
customers and their current billing arrangements. Individual savings for customers
could vary depending on:

5.9



the type of fuel they use (dual fuel, single gas or single electricity)



the prices of their tariffs prior to protection under the default tariff cap



the region in which the customer is located



the payment method (direct debit or standard credit) used by the individual
customers



the individual customer’s consumption rate, as the value of the total bill
reduction for customers will vary with the level of a customer’s
consumption.

We address each of these below.

Customer savings dependent on fuel type
5.10 Suppliers have different pricing strategies for different fuel types. This means
that the average savings for customers using different fuels will vary, with gas
customers typically saving more as a result of the cap than electricity customers. This is
due to electricity prices typically being priced at a lower margin compared to gas.

These figures vary from the supplier revenue impacts as the customer bill impacts include VAT at 5%.
This represents average efficient costs across suppliers taking account of uncertainty.
84
This is estimated based on the difference between average default tariff prices and our efficient cost
benchmark, at TDCV, in 2017 and customer numbers for 2018.
82
83
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5.11 Table A11.12 reflects the average (based on TDCV) impact on customer bills of
the reduction in default tariffs priced above the level of the cap, to the cap level. This is
based on analysis of 2017 tariff prices and the 2017 baseline cap level.

Table A11.12: Estimated annual direct consumer savings by fuel type85
Option 1

Fuel type

Average
default
tariff
customer
saving

Option 2 (proposed option)

Total
default
tariff
customer
bill saving

Average
default
tariff
customer
saving

Total
default
tariff
customer
bill saving

Option 3
Average
default
tariff
customer
saving

Total
default
tariff
customer
bill saving

Dual Fuel

£137

£1,133m

£95

£813m

£60

£544m

Single
Electricity

£64

£263m

£42

£176m

£25

£110m

Single Gas

£101

£179m

£81

£145m

£64

£117m

-

£1,575m

-

£1134m

-

£772m

Total
Source: Ofgem analysis

Customer savings dependent on counterfactual tariff prices
5.12 Savings will also depend on the tariffs that customers would be on in the
absence of the cap. Table A11.13 below illustrates the distribution of savings to
customers on default tariffs based on the cap level options. This includes customers on
tariffs that would have been priced below the cap level who will see no direct bill impact.
5.13 Our analysis suggests that at our proposed cap level (option 2) the majority of
customers 96% currently on default tariffs will see a bill reduction, and that among
those whose bills are expected to fall, the majority will save between £40 and £140
based on TDCV.
5.14 At a higher cap level (option 3) there is a greater number of customers who will
receive relatively lower savings, whilst at our lower cap level (option 1) higher savings
will be achieved.
5.15 Default tariff prices vary across the market, dependent on number of factors
such as the customers’ supplier and individual tariff.
5.16 In Chapter 1 we highlighted that the largest suppliers in the market generally
have more expensive default tariffs. In Table A11.13 below, we present how the

85

All savings calculated at TDCV.
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expected savings of the default tariff cap will differ for customers based on their supplier
type, all other things being equal.

Table A11.13: Estimated annual dual fuel direct savings (supplier type),
in 2018 prices
Average saving per default tariff customer based on TDCV
Supplier group

Overall market

Six largest suppliers

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed
option)

Option 3

£137

£95

£60

£99 to £208

£57 to £166

£21 to £130

Source: Ofgem analysis

Customer savings dependent on consumption levels
5.17 The savings figures presented so far, are based on the TDCVs. These are annual
industry standard values for the annual gas and electricity usage of a typical domestic
consumer. For individual customers, savings will vary with their level of consumption.
5.18 At zero consumption, the default tariff cap will limit the bills of customers by
capping the level of the standing charge.
5.19 The default tariff cap also caps the unit cost of gas and electricity. This limits
customers’ bills dependent on their usage.
5.20 A lower average rate of consumption among customers compared to the average
TDCV would result in customers benefitting from lower savings compared to the average
customer covered by the default tariff cap. High consumption customers will save the
most in absolute terms, as they are using a higher amount of discounted energy.
5.21 In addition, we also note that a small number of single electricity customers
could potentially experience bill increases. This is due to the different pricing levels
which we have observed for electricity compared to its underlying efficient costs and
suppliers tending to make lower returns on single electricity consumers. Depending in
the level of consumption, these customers could experience a bill increase if their unit
rate and standing charge are changed to the cap level.
Customer savings for low income and potentially vulnerable customers
5.22
We have assessed the distributional impacts of the cap on customers that could
be considered vulnerable, for example due to income, age, disability or illness. Linked to
this, we have assessed the distributional impact on the nine protected characteristics
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under the Public Sector Equality Duty set out in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. 86
87

5.23 In our May consultation we asked respondents whether they had reason to
believe the default tariff cap could disproportionately impact any of the nine protected
characteristics under the Equality Act 2010. We received six responses to this question.
Of these three reported no identified impact, whilst the remaining three identified the
overlap between vulnerability, including those on the Priority Services Register, and the
protected characteristics, for example age and disability.
5.24 The extent to which savings levels for potentiality vulnerable customers will vary
is highly dependent on their individual customer profile.
5.25 As part of its energy market investigation the CMA conducted a survey to better
understand the characteristics of disengaged customers in the domestic retail energy
market. The results suggested that disengaged customers were more likely to be those
on low incomes, those who have fewer qualifications, live in rented accommodation or
who are above 65 years of age.
5.26 Analysis by the CMA also suggested that many of these customers were also
more likely to see higher potential gains from switching, indicating they are more likely
to be paying higher energy prices. Therefore, we might expect that these customers
would benefit from higher levels of saving compared to the average customer, as their
tariff levels could be assumed to be more expensive than the average default tariffs. 88
5.27 However as noted in paragraph 5.8, savings levels are also highly dependent on
each consumer’s level of consumption. Were these consumer groups to have, on
average, lower levels of consumption than the general population, this might impact the
savings available to these customers. Within our May consultation, we highlighted how
the consumption profiles of certain customer groups who could be considered
vulnerable, differs to that of the average population.
5.28 Figure A11.4 below shows a positive correlation between household income and
energy consumption, with households within the lowest income deciles spending less on
consumption. Across 2017, an average household within the UK spent approximately
£1,100 annually on gas and electricity.89 This compares to approximately £900 and
£980 respectively, for the two lowest household income deciles. These averages include
those customers on default tariffs and fixed term tariffs non eligible for the default tariff
cap.

As part of our decision making, we have had regard to the Public Sector Equality Duty set out in section 149
of the Equality Act 2010.
87
These protected characteristics are age; disability; gender reassignment; marriage and civil partnership;
pregnancy and maternity; race; religion of belief; sex; and sexual orientation.
88
CMA Energy Market Investigation. Figure 9.2.
89
Based on ONS Household Spend Statistics for UK financial year ending 2017. Table 6.
86
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Figure A11.4: Household energy consumption by income decile90
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Source: Ofgem analysis

5.29 In our publication on providing protections to vulnerable customers, we outlined
how those customers with lower incomes are more likely to be on higher priced SVTs.91
This indicates that the lower expenditure on energy by low income customers is
primarily driven by lower consumption, rather than cheaper prices.
5.30 Therefore, we might expect that the absolute savings levels for lower income
customers, and potentially that of other vulnerable customers, to be lower than that of
the average customer in the market. However, the evidence92 suggests that these
savings will represent a higher proportion of these customers’ income.
5.31 In response to our May consultation, three suppliers identified the overlap
between vulnerability, including those on the Priority Services Register, and the
protected characteristics and highlighted a risk to suppliers’ service levels for vulnerable
customers if the cap level does not allow for the higher cost of servicing these
customers. To the extent that suppliers’ profits are reduced as a result of the cap, they
may seek to cut costs through reductions in service levels, which could impact
vulnerable customers. We assessed this potential impact in Chapter 6.
5.32 Other than the impacts discussed above that could vary dependent on age and
disability we do not consider there would be a disproportionate impact on any of the
other protected characteristics. This is because we have no evidence to suggest that any
of these groups, on average, have different energy consumption, or a different
propensity to be engaged in the market, compared to any other customer group.

90
91
92

Office for National Statistics: Table 6 Detailed household expenditure by gross income decile.
Ofgem: Providing financial protections to more vulnerable customers.
Ofgem: Providing Financial Protections for Vulnerable Customers, page 16.
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5.33 We have also considered the impact on vulnerable customers of our proposal
regarding the payment method uplift.
5.34 Standard credit customers are more likely to be classed as fuel poor 93 compared
to direct debit, and therefore the potential savings for these customers would vary
based on our final decision on the level of payment method uplift. A lower level of uplift
would result in these consumers saving higher amounts.
5.35 However, although standard credit customers are proportionally more likely to be
fuel poor than those paying by direct debit, in absolute terms there are significant
numbers of fuel poor consumers who pay by direct debit. Therefore, we do not consider
cross subsidisation between standard credit and direct debit customers to be justified
from an equality perspective.
5.36 We have assessed the impact of the payment method uplift options on customer
savings in more detail in paragraphs 5.37 to 5.40 below.
Customer savings for different payment methods
5.37 Customers paying for energy by standard credit tend to have a higher priced
tariff than customers paying for energy by direct debit.94 There are a number of
potential reasons for these cost differences, such as additional working capital costs;
additional bad debt costs; and other additional administrative costs, such as the
administrative cost of bad debt, and use of call centres and other administrative
processes. We calculate that in 2017, an efficient supplier would have incurred an
additional £140 of costs per standard credit customer (including EBIT and tax).95
5.38 We have considered different options for the consideration of these costs in our
design of the cap. Applying different levels of uplift for standard credit customers will
lead to different levels of savings for customers on different payment methods.
5.39 Our proposed option (option 2) reflects a payment method uplift of £83 at
implementation of the default tariff cap. This payment uplift allocates some, but not all,
of the additional costs of standard credit customers across payment methods. Although
this payment uplift is not fully cost reflective, it does reflect the current differential
applied by suppliers. Therefore, allocating costs in this way will result in an equivalent
saving for standard credit and direct debit customers relative to the prices they
currently pay.
5.40 The alternative option considered (option 2b) reflects a lower payment method
uplift. At this level we would expect an average additional savings of £32 at TDCV for
dual fuel customers paying by standard credit compared to dual fuel direct debit
customers. However, as noted above, we do not consider this would generate sufficient

93

BEIS: Fuel Poverty Statistics, Page 56.

94

See Appendix 8 of this statutory consultation.
See Chapter 5 for discussion on the calculation of the payment method uplift.

95
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distributional benefits to justify to justify the reallocation across customers based on
their method of payment.
Regional variations in customer savings
5.41 The cap level will vary across Great Britain, because the costs of transporting the
energy from the generation source to the customer (network charges) vary by region.
The default tariff cap methodology sets the default tariff cap at different levels for
customers in each of the 14 electricity network charging regions to reflect differences in
network charges.
5.42 Regional variations in the level of the cap are intended to accurately reflect the
differences in the costs of serving different regions. This means that the level of savings
for customers in each region will not be affected by different levels of network charges.
5.43 However, we are aware of the potential for the expected savings for customers
to differ within certain geographic regions, driven by the potential for customers in
different regions to have atypical customer profiles. Due to a lack of granular data on
the regional breakdown of different tariff structures, it has not been possible for us to
estimate the region specific impacts of customer savings.

Indirect impact on customers due to suppliers’ price responses
5.44 In this section we outline our assessment of how the default tariff cap could
indirectly impact the customer bill in the event of suppliers changing prices in response
to the cap. We have analysed this based on the two supplier price response scenarios
detailed in paragraph 4.74, repeated below for ease of reference.96


Scenario 1 - Prices fall to cap: All default and non-default fixed tariffs above the
cap level fall to the cap. Fixed tariff customers continue to pay the same price for
their fixed tariffs. This captures a situation where all suppliers continue to price
their fixed tariffs in the same way, as well as a situation where some suppliers
increase their fixed tariff prices, but as a result lose their customers to
competitors who continue to maintain their fixed tariff prices.



Scenario 2 - Prices converge to the cap: All tariff prices (both default and nondefault fixed) converge to the cap level, including those that would otherwise be
priced below the cap.

5.45 Based on our analysis relative to our proposed cap level (option 2) we estimate
that in total there will be approximately 10.7m customers on tariffs (either fixed tariffs
or default tariffs) priced below the level of the cap at implementation.
5.46 The extent to which these customers will be impacted by changes to their bills is
dependent on the pricing strategy implemented by suppliers as part of their response to
the cap.

96

See Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation for more detail on the approach to this analysis.
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5.47 In scenario 1, where prices fall to the cap, we estimate the average net increase
in customer bills or “dis-benefit” per customer per year for fixed tariff customers could
be equal to up to £93 based on TDCV. This figure includes estimated savings of £2 on
average to fixed tariff customers on tariffs priced above the proposed cap level, who we
assume will benefit from a reduction in their tariffs to the cap level in either scenario.
5.48 The equivalent figure could be approximately £43 a year on average for the
limited number of customers on eligible default tariffs priced below the cap level at
implementation that may see an increase in prices in the price convergence scenario.
5.49 In total, at our proposed cap level (option 2), we estimate an indirect customer
impact in isolation of between -£810m and £17m per annum for all customers. This
figure reports the impact based on full adjustment of fixed tariffs. In practice fixed
tariffs will take time to adjust. This is taken into account in our NPV calculation.
5.50 Table A11.14 below presents the breakdown of these potential price increases.
The positive figures in the below table relate to where indirect price changes of fixed
tariffs above the cap decreasing to the level of the cap.

Table A11.14: Indicative annual indirect customer impact by tariff, in
2018 prices
Cap levels

Scenario

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 3

Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
cap level
converge
cap level
converge
cap level
converge

Average indirect
impact on default
tariff customer (TDVC)

£0

-£40

£0

-£44

£0

-£41

Total default tariff
indirect impact

£0

-£22m

£0

-£39m

£0

-£65m

Average indirect
impact on fixed tariff
customer (TDVC)

£5

-£46

£2

-£87

£1

-£123

£41m

-£417m

£17m

-£810m

£12m

-£1,164m

Total fixed tariff
indirect impact
Source: Ofgem analysis

Impact on customer service levels
5.51 Responses by suppliers to the default tariff cap may also impact customers
through impacts on non-price factors. A reduction in suppliers’ revenues and
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profitability, and additional pressures stemming from the default tariff cap to cut costs,
could constrain the ability of suppliers to reinvest to fund innovation and improvements
in customer experience. These factors could lead to lower levels of customer service and
less innovation in customer service and/or tariff offerings.
5.52 However, licence conditions and the Standards of Conduct that are part of our
regulatory regime, should mitigate that risk.97 These standards are enforceable broad
principle-based rules that apply across a range of supplier-customer activities. They
highlight our fundamental expectations regarding how suppliers (and their
representatives in the case of domestic suppliers) must ensure that each customer is
treated fairly.
5.53 In addition, we expect other mitigations such as the customer complaint
handling data collected by Citizens Advice, which is well publicised, will be used to
ensure that customer service levels are not unduly impacted after the implementation of
the default tariff cap.

Indirect impact on customers through changes to switching
Switching in energy markets
5.54 Comparing energy tariffs and switching energy supplier or tariff regularly can
help customers to get the best gas or electricity tariff for their usage levels and the best
service offer. We monitor switching levels as an indicator of the level of competition
within the domestic retail energy market.
5.55 The number of switches varies seasonally and also varies due to factors such as
the level of marketing and important news announcements which stimulate customer
engagement. However, despite fluctuations, as shown in Figure A11.5 below, there is a
clear trend of increasing customer switching over recent years. In 2017 the total
number of domestic gas and electricity account switches was over 9 million,
representing a 20% rise on 2016 levels.

97

Ofgem: Supplier standards of conduct.
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Figure A11.5: Total monthly gas and electricity switches98

Source: Ofgem analysis

Drivers of switching
5.56 Basic economic theory suggests that rational customers respond to price signals,
choosing the cheapest price for a homogenous good. In a market with a product as
homogenous as energy, where only certain offerings such as customer service and
brand differentiate market participants, we might expect significant numbers of
customers to engage in the market, and ultimately switch to the cheapest deals.
5.57 However, despite significant savings being available to customers, the number of
customers switching remains limited. Approximately 12 million customers are on default
tariffs, and the number of customers actively engaging and switching tariffs on an
annual basis makes up only a small proportion of customers. The rolling annual
switching rate99 as of June 2017 stood at approximately 17%.100 Among the six largest
suppliers, the average duration of a fixed tariff is approximately 18 months.101
Therefore, if all customers sought the best deal once their fixed contract came to an end
then approximately 66% of customers on these contracts would switch each year.
5.58 The drivers of switching are complicated and multi-faceted. Within Appendix 2 of
this statutory consultation, we outline the analysis which we have undertaken to better
understand how switching could be impacted by the default tariff cap. This enables us to
take account of different responses from different customers resulting from our
proposals.

Ofgem: Retail market indicators.
Rolling annual switching rates in a particular month are given by the ratio between the total number of
switches and the average number of consumers in the 12 months before.
100
Ofgem: State of the market report, page 25.
101
Based on data from uSwitch website accessed 14 August 2018. Among the 10 cheapest fixed tariffs offered
by the six largest suppliers, this average was slightly lower at around 15 months.
98
99
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Impact of default tariff cap on switching
5.59 In our analysis we have presented two scenarios in terms of the market impact
of the cap. These reflect the limits of the potential impact on switching: scenario 1
reflects a scenario in which the cap has no impact on switching and therefore no impact
on the prices of fixed tariffs or the number of fixed tariff customers; while scenario 2
reflects a scenario where all customers are on a tariff priced at the cap level. This would
reflect a scenario whereby there would be low levels of switching in the market, though
we might expect some customers to continue to switch for non-price factors.
5.60 In practice, however, it is likely that the outcome will be somewhere between
these limits. To inform our view on where within these limits the market outcome will
fall, we have analysed the potential impact of each cap level on switching rates.
5.61 We have examined the available data sources (detailed below) to assess this
relationship, and quantified the potential impact on switching stemming from a change
in price differentials following the default tariff cap. We provide a more detailed
overview of this analysis within Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation. This analysis
is based on:



tariff and switching data provided by suppliers confidentially to us to support
the default price cap analysis



switching data from our recently conducted Cheapest Market Offer Letters102



our monitoring and compliance data on pricing and customer numbers for
suppliers from the PPM cap



historical data on Great Britain’s price differentials and switching rates



international case studies on price protections and switching effects in other
countries



data from our collective switching trials.103

5.62 In analysing the impact of the default tariff cap on switching, we have drawn on
a range of sources, detailed in Appendix 2. Our quantitative analysis is mainly based on
the results of Ofgem trials and surveys, price comparison website data and market data.
5.63 However, empirical evidence from previous interventions also provides useful
insights. We have anecdotal evidence that there was a reduction in switching rates
following the introduction of the prepayment meter cap – although some cited greater
changes than others. International evidence (see Annex B) also suggests that the
implementation of price caps can reduce switching, with a lower cap having a greater
impact.

102
103

Ofgem: Cheapest Market Offer Letter.
Ofgem: Collective Switching Trial.
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5.64 To estimate the impact on switching from the default tariff cap we first analysed
the potential impact of a default tariff cap on switching as if implemented in 2017.
These estimates rely on the use of 2017 data, including the 2017 default cap level, the
potential supplier response, switching levels and tariff prices for 2017.
5.65 We have first considered the impact of the direct change in default tariff prices
on switching rates.
5.66 From our analysis of tariff prices, we estimate that at our proposed cap level
(option 2) the default tariff cap could reduce the price differential between default tariffs
and the cheapest fixed tariffs on the market from £260 to £145.104 Our analysis
suggests that this could reduce switching rates by between 5% and 35%, with a central
estimate of 30%. Based on our projected baseline switching rate for 2019, this suggests
a switching rate of 12% in 2019.
5.67 This indicates a significant potential reduction in switching as a result of the
default tariff cap, though there would remain approximately 8.5m account switches per
annum, roughly equivalent to the number of switchers in 2016.
5.68
This reduction in switching suggests that suppliers would be able to increase
fixed tariff prices without losing all their customers. However, if suppliers were to
increase their fixed tariff prices to the cap level, then while lower priced fixed tariffs
continued to be offered by other suppliers in the market, they could lose market share
by increasing their fixed tariff prices to the cap level. Assuming the average reduction in
switching applied to these suppliers, our analysis suggests suppliers could see a
reduction in their market share of 7%105 by pricing their fixed tariffs at the cap level.
5.69 In comparison, at a lower cap level (option 1), we estimate that the direct
impact on default tariff prices could reduce switching by between 15% and 50%.
5.70 50% with a central estimate of 40%. This suggests a more substantial impact on
switching and would allow suppliers to increase fixed tariff prices to the cap level
without losing as many customers, increasing the likelihood of them doing so.
5.71 At a higher cap level (option 3), we estimate that switching could reduce by
between 0% and 25%, with a central estimate of 15% as a result of default tariff prices
falling to the cap level. At this cap level the impact on switching is less pronounced,
suggesting that there would be more pressure on suppliers to maintain lower fixed tariff
prices, or else lose market share to those that do offer lower prices.

Differential based on both the average price of an SVT of the six largest suppliers in June 2017, our
proposed cap level, and the average value of Ofgem retail monitoring data’s Cheapest tariff (Basket) taken
from across 2017.
105
To convert customer accounts to number of customers we apply an assumption that 0.76 of all domestic
account switches are dual fuel accounts, and therefore a single customer. And that the total number of
customers is approximately the summation of all dual fuel and single electricity accounts.
104
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5.72 In practice the impact on individual suppliers will depend on the relative
engagement of their own customer base and the extent of non-price factors such as
brand loyalty which could prevent customers switching away.
Table A11.15: Estimated reduction in switching and market share from direct
reduction in default tariff prices

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed)

Option 3

Reduction in switching

40%

30%

15%

Potential loss of market
share for a
representative supplier
pricing at cap level

10%

7%

4%

Source: Ofgem analysis

5.73 This analysis suggests that at our proposed cap level (option 2), the reduction in
switching could allow some price convergence, meaning that a number of customers
could face higher bills than they would in the absence of the cap. But the existence of
switching in the market would allow some suppliers to compete under the cap and gain
market share.
5.74 At a lower cap level (option 1), relatively lower estimated switching rates would
suggest that fewer customers would switch and more customers would face higher bills
than they would with no cap in place, resulting in an outcome closer to our price
convergence scenario (scenario 2).
5.75 Whereas at a higher cap level (option 3), any suppliers that increased their fixed
tariff prices would face a greater risk of losing customers to lower priced competitors,
meaning a market outcome with more suppliers maintaining lower fixed tariff prices
(scenario 1).
5.76 The pricing response by suppliers could have a further impact on switching rates
and customer engagement. As noted above, the impact on individual suppliers will vary.
Large suppliers tend to have more disengaged customers;106 therefore, they are more
likely to be able to increase fixed tariff prices without losing customers, while smaller
suppliers with less brand recognition and generally more engaged customers, may need
to maintain low prices in order to compete.
5.77 We therefore consider a potential outcome to be a situation whereby large
suppliers converge prices to the cap level, whilst small suppliers maintain lower fixed
tariff prices. For the reasons identified in the preceding paragraph, contracts offered by
small and large suppliers are not direct substitutes, therefore for any given price
differential, the impact on switching will depend on whether the switch is to a small or
Ofgem: Consumer engagement in the energy market. Page 40. In 2016, consumers who are with a smaller
or medium sized supplier are almost five times more likely to have switched recently as those with one of the
larger companies.
106
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large supplier. We have accounted for this in our analysis based on evidence on
switching between different sized suppliers.
5.78
We have analysed the potential impact on switching of this market outcome. We
assume that smaller suppliers maintain their fixed tariffs at the prices they would
charge in the absence of the cap, whilst large suppliers converge prices. Based on this
we estimate a reduction in switching of 5% to 50% at our proposed cap level, with our
central estimate for our converge scenario taken as our 50% upper bound. This is on
the basis that we apply this to our converge scenario which represents the most
extreme impact on switching.107 This corresponds to an estimated switching rate of
8.5% in 2019, substantially below the current level. We consider the upper end of this
range to reflect a situation in which only a few small suppliers were able to compete at
lower prices.
5.79 Based on the evidence available to us, our analysis indicates that the impact of
this outcome on switching would not vary substantially across the cap levels considered
– ranging from a central estimate of a 40% reduction in switching under a higher cap
level (option 3) to a 55% reduction in switching under a lower cap level (option 1). This
suggests those customers switching to small suppliers are less sensitive to marginal
differences in the price differential at the levels we are considering.

Impact on energy consumption
Domestic energy and gas usage
5.80 Domestic energy consumption makes up a significant proportion of UK energy
demand. BEIS108 has estimated that the domestic sector accounted for 28 per cent of
total 2016 final energy consumption. The typical UK household consumed an estimated
3,800 kWh of electricity and 12,600 kWh of gas over a year, based on 2017 data.
5.81 Domestic energy usage in the very short term is primarily driven by the weather,
due to the majority of household energy consumption being used for the heating of
space and water. However, over the longer term, a number of other factors influence
demand, such as household characteristics, appliance efficiency and the price of energy
itself.
The impact on energy consumption
5.82 The default tariff cap is expected to lead to a direct reduction in the price of
energy for the majority of eligible customers. We assume within this impact
assessment, all others things being equal, that any reductions in price could be
expected to lead to an increase in energy usage for these customers.

Within the headroom section of this statutory consultation, we outline our methodology for estimating the
potential impact on switching.
108
BEIS: Energy Consumption Report 2018 Figures.
107
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5.83 Conversely, as outlined in paragraph 4.74, under our supplier response
scenarios, some customers could see increases in bills. For these customers, this could
potentially lead to a reduction in energy consumption. The overall net change in
consumption will depend on:


the number of customers impacted



the size and direction of any price changes experienced by these customers



their price elasticities of demand.

5.84 We have quantitatively assessed the potential impact on consumption resulting
from a change in customer bills of both default and fixed term tariffs, based on
estimated price elasticities of demand for energy.
The price elasticity of demand for electricity and gas
5.85 The net impact on energy consumption will depend on the price elasticity of
demand for both gas and electricity. Evidence suggests that for most customers, price
elasticities for energy are low, with consumption changing only slightly in response to a
change in bills. Price elasticities have been analysed in a range of studies which we
describe below.
5.86 For gas price elasticities, while there is a degree of variation in the price elasticity
estimates depending on the methodological approach applied to assess it, a range of
studies compiled by University College London109 imply that domestic demand for gas is
inelastic. Estimates for domestic gas price elasticity range between -0.1 and -0.28. The
study notes that in the short run110, “real” elasticities are likely towards the lower end of
the outlined range.
5.87 Similar results are also found for electricity. A survey of studies conducted by
Espey and Espey (2004)111 highlighted estimates for domestic electricity price
elasticities of -0.35 and -0.85 in the short and long run respectively.
5.88 We note that there is significant variability in the price elasticity estimates for
gas and electricity outlined within the studies we identified. These studies highlighted
the difficulty in separating price influences from other drivers of consumption. The
findings are also likely to be affected by factors such as the time period considered,
geography and samples used.
5.89 We have assumed the short run price elasticity of demand for gas to be
approximately -0.1, using the lower end of the range identified by University College
London, within the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) study. While for

BEIS: Gas Price Elasticities
Short-run elasticities isolate only the behavioural changes in response to price, and not the effect of any
investments that occur in response to sustained price changes.
111
Epsey and Epsey (2004) Turning on the Lights: A Meta-Analysis of Residential Electricity Demand
Elasticities.
109
110
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electricity we have used -0.35, based on the short run elasticity identified by the metaanalysis by Espey and Espey.
5.90 These short run elasticities are used to describe the direct consumer response to
a price change. These do not include longer term factors such as changes in consumers’
investment decisions (possibly from the purchasing of additional electrical consumer
goods due to cheaper costs of running them). Over the longer term, we might therefore
expect a higher price elasticity of demand.
5.91 We note that these elasticities are for the average customer. In practice,
individual customers and customer groups will have a range of elasticities driven by
their own personal circumstances. For instance, we have seen evidence that vulnerable
customers are likely to spend a greater proportion of their disposable income on
energy112, and that in some cases they may ration their energy usage due to financial
constraints.
Quantifying the impact on consumption
5.92 One of the primary factors which is will influence the overall change in
consumption is the number of customers impacted. On average at a cap level of option
2, we believe that around 10.2m default tariff customers will see savings. As outlined in
paragraph 5.8, savings for individual customers will differ based on their individual
customer profiles. However, we estimate that the average dual fuel bill will be reduced
by £96 and the average gas and electricity single fuel tariff will decrease by £42 and
£81 respectively.
5.93 However, we might expect that up to an additional 10.7m customers experience
price increases stemming from a supplier response. However, we note that many of
these consumers would not experience price increases, due to being with suppliers who
are less impacted by the default tariff cap. For those customers experiencing price
increases, we estimate potential price increases in the region of up to £87 for the
average customer.
5.94 Based on our assumed price elasticities of demand for both gas and electricity
respectively, and the expected net customer bill impacts of our proposed cap level
(option 2), we have estimated the net impact of the cap on energy consumption. We
estimate that domestic consumption could increase by between up to 1,721 gWh or
~148 ktoe depending on the supplier response scenario applied. This reflects up to
0.37% of total domestic consumption on an annual basis. These savings are
summarised in Table A11.16 below.

112

Ofgem: Providing Financial Protections for Vulnerable Customers, page 16.
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Table A11.16: Indicative annual change in energy consumption113

Cap levels

Scenario

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 1

Option 3

Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
cap level
converge
cap level
converge
cap level
converge

gWh

2,432

1,515

1,721

- (57)

1,144

-(1,547)

Ktoe

209

130

148

-(5)

98

-(133)

% change in UK energy
consumption

0.52%

0.33%

0.37%

-(0.01)%

0.25%

-(0.33)%

Monetised customer bill
impact114

£196m

£123m

£134m

-£6m

£83m

-£115m

Source: Ofgem analysis

5.95 The results reported in Table A11.16 above are based on the estimation of
individual changes in both gas and electricity consumption for all customers impacted 115.
We note that over the longer term, a number of additional factors will influence the net
change in consumption, principally, the supplier price response.
5.96 We do not include the impact on energy consumption on customer bills within
our quantified impact on customers as, while at a higher rate of energy consumption
customer bills will increase, customers will gain welfare benefits as a result of the
increase in consumption, such that the net welfare impact on individual customers
would be small. However, there may be additional societal benefits of increased energy
consumption such as health benefits of homes being better heated. We have not
quantified these impacts, but they would contribute to the benefits of the price cap.
5.97 We consider the potential negative impacts of increased energy consumption on
the environment in Chapter 7.

Summary of impacts on customers
5.98 Whilst the direct impacts on consumers can be estimated with some degree of
certainty, the complexity of potential impacts on the retail energy market in terms of

This fall in consumption in scenario 2 is due to the proportional impact on fixed and default tariff prices. A
given absolute increase in fixed tariff prices represents a larger proportional price increase than the same
absolute reduction in default tariff process would represent in terms of proportional price decrease. The former
therefore generates a larger reduction in energy consumption than the increase generated by the latter.
114
Impacts are monetised based on the post cap average price per kWh of both electricity and gas.
115
Using both the price elasticity of demand (PED) for domestic gas and electricity usage, we have estimated
the impact of the bill savings for all Dual Fuel, Single Gas and Single Electricity accounts seeing bill reductions
by the default tariff cap, as well as the potential price increases which customers may face indirectly.
113
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suppliers’ pricing responses and customer switching, and the dynamic interaction
between these two impacts, means there is uncertainty regarding the indirect impact of
the cap on consumers.
5.99 We have attempted to estimate the potential range of impacts of the cap on
consumers based on the two potential market outcome scenarios, for a range of
different levels of the cap, and within this estimated the impact of supplier pricing
responses, changes to switching rates and consumption. However, due to its
complexity, we have not attempted to model the dynamic interaction between these
impacts and therefore these should only be seen as indicative estimates. Table A11.17
below presents these estimates for the cap levels considered.

Table A11.17: Estimated annual consumer impact summary, in 2018
prices116
Cap levels

Scenario

Option 2 (proposed
option)

Option 1
Scenario
1: Prices
fall to cap

Scenario
2: prices
converge
to the cap

Scenario
1: Prices
fall to cap

Scenario
2: prices
converge
to the cap

Option 3
Scenario
1: Prices
fall to cap

Scenario
2: prices
converge
to the cap

Direct impact
Default tariff
customers

£1,574m

£1,134m

£772m

Indirect impact
Default tariff
customers

-

-£22m

-

-£39m

-

-£65m

£41m

-£417m

£17m

-£810m

£12m

-£1,164m

Net default tariff
impact

£1,574m

£1552m

£1,134m

£1,096m

£772m

£706m

Net impact for all
consumers

£1,616m

£1,135m

£1,151m

£285m

£784m

-£457m

Fixed tariff
customers

Source: Ofgem analysis

5.100 The default tariff cap will have substantial benefits for default tariff customers,
with an estimated 96% of default tariff customers seeing bill reductions117 and an
average saving of £95 among these customers.

Positive values within the table relate to bill savings for consumers, while negative numbers relate to
potential bill increases.
117
Based on 2017 tariff data.
116
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5.101 We recognise that, in response to the reduction in their revenues that this
generates, fixed tariff customers may pay more under the cap, and some customers on
default tariffs priced below the cap level may also see an increase in their bills.
5.102 This is because, whilst we consider it likely that some suppliers will continue to
price below the cap level, there could be a decrease in customer switching due to the
protection the cap provides and the reduced price differential between default and fixed
tariffs, meaning that more customers may choose to roll on to default tariffs rather than
switch to lower priced fixed tariffs.
5.103 Despite this, our analysis suggests that the net impact on customers will be
positive. Furthermore, the net impact hides the additional distributional impacts of the
cap that are not reflected in the monetised impacts. Customers on default tariffs are
more likely to be vulnerable and on lower incomes. When considering the welfare
impacts, we would put a greater weight on the social value of savings to these
customers compared to those of higher income groups, who tend to be more engaged
customers. The monetised net customer bill impact does not adjust for this
distributional weighting and therefore underestimates the benefit to consumers.
5.104 There may also be social benefits from, particularly low income and other
vulnerable customers being able to better heat their homes due to lower energy prices.
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6. Impact on competition and innovation
This chapter presents our analysis of the impact of the default tariff cap on price and
non-price competition, and innovation in the market.
6.1
The Act states that Ofgem must have regard to “the need to set the cap at a
level that enables holders of supply licences to compete effectively for domestic supply
contracts.”
6.2
We have considered the potential impact of the default tariff cap on competition
across a number of areas, including:


the impact on price competition



the impact on non-price competition



the impact on market entry and exit.

We consider each area separately in the following sections.
6.3
In addition to the impacts on competition in the market, we have considered the
impact of the default tariff cap on innovation and innovative and differentiated tariff
offerings, specifically the supply of renewable tariffs.
6.4
Due to the high degree of uncertainty surrounding the reaction by the market to
the introduction of the tariff cap, we have not attempted to quantify the impact of the
cap on competition and innovation within the market. We have therefore analysed the
potential impact qualitatively by using analysis to inform our view of the impact where
appropriate.
6.5
Within our assessment of the potential impacts on competition and innovation,
we have drawn upon the CMA’s impact assessment guidance.118

Impact on price competition
6.6
The introduction of the default tariff cap will limit the maximum price that
suppliers are able to charge using default tariffs.
6.7
In its energy market investigation, the CMA considered the introduction of a cap
for all SVT customers as a potential remedy for the higher prices paid by SVT
customers. However, the CMA took the view that such a price cap on SVTs would run
Competition & Markets Authority (2015) Competition impact assessment. Part 2: guidelines. This sets out
the need for policy makers to assess proposals in terms of whether the measure will: directly or indirectly limit
the number or range of suppliers; limit the ability of supplier to compete; or limit suppliers’ incentives to
compete vigorously.
118
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excessive risks of undermining the competitive process and result in worse outcomes for
consumers in the long-run.119 It was considered that this risk might occur through a
combination of a number of factors, including:


reducing the incentives for suppliers to compete



reducing the incentives of customers to engage in the market



increasing regulatory risk.

6.8
In this section we assess how the default tariff cap may impact incentives for
suppliers to compete. In relation to this we have drawn on our analysis of how the
default tariff cap may impact consumer engagement within the market. This is covered
in greater detail in Chapter 5 above. We have considered the impact on regulatory risk
separately in Annex C.
6.9
In assessing the impact on competition of the default tariff cap, we have first
considered the state of competition within the market. We then analyse the direct
impact of the cap on the market, and the potential subsequent indirect impacts.
6.10 At present, there is a two-tier market whereby suppliers compete for engaged
customers on the basis of non-default fixed tariffs, whilst less engaged customers are
on higher priced default tariffs.120
6.11 We consider that default tariffs do not compete against other default tariffs but
rather default tariffs compete against the (typically) lower priced fixed tariffs which
customers could switch onto. As a result, there are potential large price dispersions
across tariffs and suppliers currently available in the market. Price dispersions represent
the savings that customers could achieve by switching tariffs or suppliers. Evidence
suggests that customer switching has a positive relationship with price differentials, i.e.
the higher price differentials within the market, the higher the switching rate. 121
6.12 However, there is disengagement in the market which means that for larger
suppliers who tend to have stickier customers, or may attract customers on non-price
factors e.g. brand, can typically price default tariffs higher than smaller suppliers.
6.13 Amongst fixed tariffs, we consider that there is currently price competition.
However, we note that there is also a degree of non-price competition whereby larger
suppliers can price higher as a result of brand recognition and/or brand loyalty, or
specialist suppliers can price higher for differentiated products, e.g. renewable tariffs.
6.14 As a result of competition in the market, fixed tariffs are typically priced low to
attract customers. In some instances, fixed tariffs may be priced at a loss, with the
119
120
121

Competition & Markets Authority (2016) Energy market investigation. Final report.
House of Commons (2018) Domestic Gas and Electricity (Tariff Cap) Bill. Explanatory notes.
See Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation for details.
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intention that suppliers will recoup this loss when customers roll off of the tariffs onto
higher priced default tariffs.
6.15 By placing a cap on default tariffs, the price differential between default tariffs
and fixed tariffs is immediately reduced. This creates less of an incentive for customers
to switch and results in a general reduction in consumer engagement. We note that a
reduction in price dispersion may not account for all of the reduction in customer
switching. Indeed, switching may reduce as customers feel protected by the default
tariff cap and disengage from the market. Chapter 5 sets out in more detail our
assessment of the impact the default tariff cap will have on switching.
6.16 For all of the tariff cap level options we have considered, we have estimated that
customer switching will reduce based on the relative reduction in price dispersions
across the market. Table A11.18 below presents the price dispersions and switching
levels estimated for each cap level option.
Table A11.18: Summary of the direct impact on price dispersion and consumer
switching at different cap levels

Option 1

Option 2 (proposed)

Option 3

Price dispersion within
the market

£110

£145

£180

Reduction in price
dispersion

£150

£115

£80

Reduction in consumer
switching (%)

-40%

-30%

-15%

Source: Ofgem analysis

6.17 This reduction in switching and general consumer engagement means that
following the default tariff cap, we can expect that there will be an increase in the
number of default tariff customers (as previous fixed tariff customers would not switch
once rolled onto a default tariff).
6.18 Simultaneously, the default tariff cap will directly reduce the returns for suppliers
to offer fixed tariffs, in terms of the potential future revenues from customers rolling
onto default tariffs.
6.19 The impact on customer engagement and the relative returns from fixed and
default tariff customers will impact the dynamics of competition in the market, as well
as the optimal pricing strategy for individual suppliers. There will be a trade-off for
suppliers between offering a lower priced fixed tariff at low or negative profitability in
order to maintain or increase market share, and converging fixed tariff prices to the cap
level, losing some customers to competitors who are able to offer lower priced fixed
tariffs but increasing the margin on the retained customers.
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6.20 In practice, we expect that an individual supplier’s optimal pricing strategy will
depend on the overall impact of the cap on customer engagement, the engagement of
the supplier’s own customer base and non-price factors which may help attract or retain
customers.
6.21 As set out in paragraph 4.74, we have developed two scenarios to reflect the
range of responses that suppliers may adopt in response to the default tariff cap. These
two scenarios are:


Scenario 1 - Prices fall to cap: All default and non-default fixed tariffs above the
cap level fall to the cap. Fixed tariff customers continue to pay the same price for
their fixed tariffs. This captures a situation where all suppliers continue to price
their fixed tariffs in the same way, as well as a situation where some suppliers
increase their fixed tariff prices, but as a result lose their customers to
competitors who continue to maintain their fixed tariff prices.



Scenario 2 - Prices converge to the cap: All tariff prices (both default and nondefault fixed) converge to the cap level, including those that would otherwise be
priced below the cap.

6.22 At a lower cap level of option 1 we would expect that there will be more suppliers
for whom the optimal pricing strategy would be price convergence, with fewer suppliers
offering low price fixed tariffs.
6.23 Conversely, at a higher cap level (option 3), there would be less of a reduction in
price differentials between fixed and default tariffs, and thus a lower reduction in
customer switching and engagement. As a result, we would expect it is more likely a
scenario where prices fall to the cap would occur. Suppliers would, generally, maintain
fixed tariff prices at a low price, as increasing prices would result in too many customers
switching to a lower priced alternative.
6.24 As long as the level of the cap allows some price differential between default and
fixed tariffs (and thus there is some level of customer switching within the market), we
would expect there to be some level of price competition amongst fixed tariffs
6.25 Therefore, at our proposed cap level (option 2), we anticipate that the impact will
fall towards the middle of the two scenarios we have analysed.
6.26 As presented in Table A11.18 we estimate that customer switching will reduce by
30%, and therefore that there will be a level of customer engagement retained within
the market which will incentivise price competition amongst suppliers. However, as
noted in paragraph 6.20, we expect that suppliers will respond differently, and as a
result there may be different impacts on price competition for different supplier groups.
6.27 For larger suppliers, who typically have stickier and less engaged customer
bases, we expect that they will be incentivised to converge fixed tariff prices to a certain
extent (but not fully). Meanwhile, we expect that price competition amongst small
suppliers will remain, as these suppliers typically have lower proportions of customers
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on default tariffs and a more engaged customer base and therefore a customer base
which is more reactive to price changes.
6.28 We therefore consider that, overall, at our proposed cap level (option 2), there
will remain some level of price competition within the market, albeit at a reduced level
when compared to the baseline scenario.

Impact on non-price competition
6.29 The implementation of the default tariff cap, through its impact on supplier
revenues and profitability, could also impact the extent to which suppliers compete on
other non-price factors. We have primarily focused our consideration of non-price
factors on quality of service, although we note that in some cases innovation in tariff
offerings may also be relevant. We have considered the impact on innovation separately
in paragraphs 6.66 to 6.84 but we note that there may be some cross-over between
non-price competition and innovation.
6.30 We have drawn upon evidence from international case studies relating to the
impact on non-price competition as a result of the introduction of price protections in
retail energy markets. Our findings from international case studies are presented in
Annex B.
6.31 Our case study evidence suggests that the default tariff cap could generate
opposing drivers to non-price competition within the market.
6.32 As we have set out in Chapter 5, we expect to see customers becoming less
engaged in the market and a reduction in customer switching following the introduction
of the cap. As a result, this may mean that suppliers face weaker incentives not only to
compete on price but also non-price factors.
6.33 In Chapter 4 we consider the potential for suppliers to achieve cost savings
through efficiency improvements. As we also note, at our proposed level of the cap, a
number of suppliers will need to reduce operating costs in order to achieve normal
profits, even with convergence of fixed tariff prices. Making such reductions through
genuine efficiencies may be challenging due to the scale of efficiencies required. As a
result, there is a risk that suppliers cut other controllable costs, for example costs
associated with serving customers. Depending upon the extent to which suppliers cut
costs, there could be an adverse impact on the level of service quality. This is a concern
that was voiced by consumer groups in the responses to our May consultation.
6.34 In particular, suppliers that employ business models that result in a higher cost
base, for example one with a greater focus on service quality or targeting a higher cost
customer base, may find that they are no longer able to recoup costs through revenues
following the implementation of the default tariff cap. This may result in suppliers being
unable to profitably operate these same business models under the default tariff cap.
6.35 However, in the design of the default tariff cap we have allowed for some
diversity in business models across suppliers. As a result, we expect that suppliers with
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higher cost business models would be able to profitably operate under the default tariff
cap as long as they do so efficiently.
6.36 Conversely, it is possible that under the price cap, competition may become
more focused on quality as a way for suppliers to differentiate themselves when default
tariff prices are set at the cap level. This occurred in the Illinois (see Annex B) domestic
retail energy market, where switching has been maintained, despite competitive tariffs
being relatively more expensive than regulated tariffs.
6.37 In its energy market investigation, the CMA considered that there was no
significant risk that a price cap on all SVTs would reduce the quality of service received
by customers. It noted that in response to the CMA’s Second Supplemental Remedies
Notice, suppliers stated that the Standards of Conduct (which suppliers are obliged to
deliver) mitigate against the risk of significant reductions in the quality of service.
Furthermore, suppliers also noted that the pressure of competition and the incentive to
maintain or increase market share would mitigate against falling customer service
quality.122 However the extent to which the CMA’s assessment would hold may depend
partly on the level of cap applied. We would expect that for some suppliers, customer
service levels could fall towards the minimum level required under the Standards of
Conduct if non-price competition fell.
6.38 Overall, a reduction in non-price competition as a result of the introduction of the
default tariff cap, all else being equal, would be a negative outcome for consumers.
6.39 The extent to which non-price competition is impacted could depend on the cap
level set. A higher cap (option 3) might allow for suppliers to differentiate themselves
and compete to a greater extent through non-price factors, if it allows suppliers to
recover investment in these areas through higher prices. Whereas a tighter cap level
(option 1) would put greater pressure of costs associated with non-price competition
and to the extent that consumer engagement is reduced for all factors (price and nonprice) this could reduce incentives for suppliers to compete on non-price factors as well
as on price.

Impact on market entry and exit
6.40 Within our State of the energy market 2017 report123 we stated that we consider
easy market entry and exit to be one of the features of a competitive energy market.
6.41 The domestic retail energy market has historically been concentrated to a
significant extent to six large suppliers. However, more recently the six largest suppliers
have seen their market share being eroded by smaller suppliers and new entrants. As of
2017, the six largest suppliers accounted for approximately four-fifths of domestic retail

122
123

Competition & Markets Authority (2016) Energy market investigation. Final report.
Ofgem (2017) State of the energy market: 2017 report.
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supply (81% and 82% in gas and electricity respectively),124 with the remaining fifth of
the market being covered by medium and smaller suppliers.
6.42 The cap could encourage suppliers to innovate more rapidly to remain
competitive, and encourage the entry of firms with innovative new business models. But
it could also reduce incentives to enter the market because of reduced opportunities to
earn super-normal profits.
6.43 As we have mentioned in the preceding sections, the default tariff cap will reduce
the profitability of suppliers, and reduce price and non-price competition within the
market. To the extent that particular firms experience these two impacts, it may result
in firms exiting the market.
6.44 We have assessed the potential impact on market entry and exit of our proposed
cap level as well as a lower and higher cap level (option 1 and option 3 respectively).
Impact on market entry
6.45 Over recent years the GB domestic retail energy market has attracted a
considerable number of new entrants. For example between June 2016 and June 2017,
the total number of domestic energy suppliers increased by 16 to 60.125
6.46 We are currently undertaking a review of the supplier licence regime to ensure
that appropriate protections are in place against poor customer service and financial
instability. Depending on the outcome of this review, it could impact on market entry.
This work is currently underway and given the overlap with the default tariff cap, any
impact on market entry for either programme of work should be attributed
appropriately. This review should also be accounted for within the baseline against
which the default tariff cap is assessed.
6.47 Our analysis suggests that following introduction of the default tariff cap new
entrants with no unique selling point may be discouraged from entering the market.
Through discussion with market participants, we understand that there would likely be a
reduction in market entry from “plain vanilla” suppliers – i.e. those suppliers with no
unique selling points e.g. renewable energy. There has already been a decline in plain
vanilla suppliers entering the market, as it has been perceived that the market
opportunity for these suppliers has already been exhausted by such suppliers which are
already active in the market. This trend has been occurring independently of the default
tariff cap, but we expect that it may be further exacerbated by it.
6.48 We have recognised the potential for a cap to negatively impact the ability for
new entrants focused on technology-led tariff options to enter the market. For instance,
for innovative business models that are dependent on flexible pricing e.g. time of use
tariffs, or other multi-rate tariffs, there could be instances where prices rise above the
maximum allowed under the cap level and would not be allowed as a default tariff under
124
125

Ofgem (2017) State of the energy market: 2017 report
Ofgem (2017) State of the energy market: 2017 report.
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the tariff cap. However, we have sought to mitigate against this as part of our design of
the cap. In an effort not to discourage new innovations coming forward in the market,
we will look to make an allowance for time of use and other multi-rate tariffs other
restricted meter tariffs. This is an area which will continue to be monitored under our
future retail market work.
6.49 Furthermore, there are some suppliers who enter the retail energy market as
part of a wider energy strategy. For such suppliers, the potential impact of the default
tariff cap on profitability may not be a concern for a limited period of time. Therefore, it
is possible that we continue to see such firms enter the market, to the extent that their
wider strategy is not affected by limited or negative profit in the retail energy market.
6.50 However, the impact may be greater if the potential entrants anticipate that the
cap will be in place for 5 years until the end of 2023 or if potential entrants have the
perception that price regulation will be more common in the future (beyond 2023). This
reflects stakeholder views, raised through consultation responses and workshops, that
the main factor that may discourage market entry is uncertainty, though the default
tariff cap is only one driver of uncertainty in the market.
6.51 The impact on market entry will depend on the cap level, through its influence on
switching. If customers remain engaged, reflecting a scenario where prices fall to cap
but fixed tariffs do not increase substantially, which is more likely at a higher cap level
(option 3), there may remain an incentive for potential entrants who can differentiate
themselves and operate efficiently to enter the market. Where there is a more
substantial impact on consumer switching, reflecting a scenario whereby prices
converge to the cap, which is more likely at a lower cap level (option 1), we would
consider there to be lower incentives to enter as new entrants are unable to attract
customers.
Impact on market exit
6.52 Within the cap level, we have built in the allowance for an efficient level of cost.
The default tariff cap should therefore allow suppliers which operate efficiently, and
which face composition of costs in line with those used to set the default tariff cap, to
achieve normal profit.
6.53 However, there are some suppliers that are operating inefficiently, or that are
operating efficiently but which face higher efficient costs compared to those used to set
the cap.126 For these suppliers the implementation of the default tariff cap may result in
these suppliers not being able to make normal profit. Furthermore, some suppliers may
struggle to reduce their costs to an efficient level.
6.54 Our analysis of the impact of a default tariff cap set at our proposed level (option
2) on supplier prices, costs, revenues and profitability (Chapter 4) suggests that there
For instance, the cost of servicing varies across customers. On average, consumers that pay by standard
credit are more costly to service than those that pay by direct debit. Similarly, consumers who manage their
account purely online are cheaper to service than those that request paper billing and/or are more likely to
require telephone support.
126
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are suppliers that may experience sustained losses if they were not to react to the
introduction of the default tariff cap, i.e. by increasing the prices of fixed tariffs or
reducing costs.
6.55 Among the six largest suppliers, at both our proposed cap level and a lower cap
level (options 2 and 1 respectively), the number of suppliers operating at subnormal
profits increases in comparison to our baseline if suppliers do not react to the cap.
Whereas at a higher cap level (option 3), there would be no impact on the number of
suppliers operating at subnormal profits.
6.56 However, the scale of losses should also be considered when assessing the risk
of market exit. Across all our cap level options, the EBIT margins of the largest
suppliers’ would be expected to decrease if they do not respond to the cap. At a lower
cap level (option 1) the scale of losses will be greater, leading to a greater likelihood of
market exit compared to a higher cap level which could result in profit levels that could
be sustained in the short term, until the cap is lifted or greater efficiencies can be
achieved.
6.57 We have also considered the potential impact of the cap, under scenario 2 where
prices converge, on market exit. In this scenario, we would expect to see a similar
number of firms making subnormal profits, with four of the six largest suppliers
operating at subnormal profit levels at our proposed cap level. However, the scale of
losses is less, meaning that there is a lower, though still material, risk of exit.
6.58 However, it should be noted that our analysis has only assessed the potential
impact of the default tariff cap on suppliers’ GB domestic retail supply businesses. Many
of the energy suppliers are vertically-integrated and/or part of a larger corporate
business. For such businesses, the risk of exit may be limited as they could, at least in
the short-term, cross-subsidise between business entities. Furthermore, the likelihood
of market exit will be driven by suppliers’ expectations of how long the cap will be in
place for. If suppliers expect the cap to be in place for two years only, then market exit
is less likely. However, if they expect that the cap will be in place until 2023, or that
some form of market wide price protection will be in place over the longer term, then
market exit will be more likely.
6.59 In the event that market exit does occur, there may be four channels through
which market exit occurs. These are:


a supplier sells the domestic energy supply business to another company outside
of the domestic energy supply market



a supplier merges with or is acquired by another energy supplier



Supplier of Last Resort (SOLR) – a process whereby the customer base of firms
exiting the market will be allocated to other suppliers operating in the market
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Special administration – a similar process to SOLR but only relevant for larger
suppliers.

6.60 In the first instance of market exit, whereby a supplier sells its domestic energy
supply business we consider would have a limited impact on the market and consumers.
The selling of an energy supply business to another company not currently operating
within the domestic energy market should not have a significant impact on market
dynamics and thus competition between firms. Furthermore, it is likely to have a limited
impact on customers as they will not transition between firms and should largely have
their contracts upheld.
6.61 In contrast, the other methods of exit are more disruptive. In all cases, the
customers of the firm exiting will be reallocated to another supplier. This will result in a
transition and change of supplier for relevant customers, which could result in confusion
or concerns for those customers affected. There may also be costs to the market for this
allocation e.g. in communicating the change of supplier. At a market level, this will
impact the dynamics of the market and would increase the market share of the
suppliers involved.
6.62 However, market exit is a usual feature of competitive markets and there are
mechanisms in place to manage exit, in particular to manage the smooth transition of
customers to a new supplier in order to minimise disruption should it occur.
6.63 In the event that all or some of the firms we have identified as at risk exited the
market, this could lead to an increase in market concentration. The extent to which this
occurs will depend on which supplier(s) customers are reallocated to. In the event that
any increase in market concentration reduces competition in the market, this could
result in negative outcomes for consumers either through reduced choice and/or
increased prices.
6.64 All other things being equal, any exit from the market will reduce the number of
suppliers operating within the market, and increase concentration of the market.
6.65 Due to high levels of uncertainty we have not modelled the potential impact of
reallocating customers.

Impact on innovation
6.66 Innovation in the energy sector relates to both improved product and service
quality and enhanced process effectiveness. 127
6.67 Evidence from international case studies128 suggests conflicting potential impacts
on innovation. In Australia, the regions without price controls in place experience
greater levels of innovation when compared against those regions with price controls.
Conversely, evidence from Illinois highlights the importance of non-price factors in
127
128

BIS (2014) Innovation Plan.
See Annex B for greater detail of the international case studies we have considered.
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customer decisions to switch which suggests there remains an incentive for suppliers to
continue to invest in innovation to improve customer experience.
6.68 Furthermore, the Cornwall Insight report on technological change and innovation
under the default tariff cap129 found that innovation under the PPM safeguard tariff has
increased as suppliers are looking to compete on other factors besides price. For
example, many small suppliers have increased the availability of online account
management for PPM customers and have increased the rate of smart meter rollout for
these customers. However, we note that the PPM safeguard tariff covers a far smaller
proportion of customers in the market and therefore the impact on suppliers’ revenues
is much smaller.
6.69 We have considered the impact of the default tariff cap on innovation from two
perspectives: existing suppliers and potential new entrants.
6.70 Similar to customer service impacts, due to reduced revenue and profit levels,
the default tariff cap could result in existing energy suppliers reducing investment in
innovation.
6.71 Innovation requires investment which can only be recouped in the longer term.
Responses to our May consultation suggested that the extent to which innovation
investment is impacted by the default tariff cap depends on how long suppliers
anticipate the cap to be in place. If suppliers expect that the cap will be in place until
the end of 2023, then there will likely be a greater impact on innovation as suppliers’
expectation of revenues and profit will be lower in the longer term.
6.72 Innovation may also be brought forward by new entrants looking to disrupt the
market, for example through new business models or new tariff types and structures. In
paragraphs 6.48 to 6.49, we have considered the potential impact on market entry for
these types of firms and conclude that we do not consider this would be significantly
impacted by the default tariff cap.
6.73 Furthermore, we note that many of the innovative technologies that are in
development and could cause significant changes in the energy market in the future are
dependent on smart meters to be effective. For example, time of use tariffs and Next
Generation Intermediaries (NGIs).130 Those innovations which do not rely on smart
meters they may still benefit from a wide rollout of smart meters. It is generally thought
that smart meters are the first step in improving customer engagement in the energy
market and facilitating behaviour change. 131
6.74 If the default tariff cap results in a slower rollout of smart meters, then there will
likely be a knock-on effect on the introduction and take-up of the technologies enabled

Cornwall Insight (2018) Which? Technological change and innovation in the GB energy market – how might
it be impacted by the default tariff price cap?
130
NGIs are switching services which can automatically switch suppliers on the behalf of customers, as well as
app based switching services.
131
Cornwall Insight (2018) Which? Technological change and innovation in the GB energy market – how might
it be impacted by the default tariff price cap?
129
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through smart meters. As a result, the benefits of these technologies would be
experienced later in comparison to the baseline scenario of there not being a default
tariff cap in place. We have provided for conservative smart metering costs within the
design of the default tariff cap. Therefore, we do not consider there will be an impact on
smart meter rollout as a result of the default tariff cap. However, we recognise the high
level of uncertainty associated with smart metering costs and have therefore committed
to review these in 2019. We have set out our consideration of smart meter rollout in
greater detail in Appendix 7 of this statutory consultation.
6.75 As with competition on non-price factors, it is expected that the impact on
innovation will be affected by the level at which the default tariff cap is set. For a lower
cap level (option 1) our analysis suggests that suppliers will experience a greater
reduction in profit levels. As a result, we anticipate that suppliers are more likely to seek
to cut costs where possible, including investment in innovation.
6.76 For a higher cap (option 3), our analysis suggests that there would be less of an
impact on supplier profit levels. While it may be the case that some suppliers who are
operating at negative or below normal profit levels may seek to reduce controllable
costs, we would expect that at a higher cap level, investment in innovation is less
impacted.
6.77 Overall, we consider the cap could encourage suppliers to innovate more rapidly
to remain competitive, and encourage the entry of firms with innovative new business
models. But it could also reduce incentives to enter the market because of reduced
opportunities to earn super-normal profits.
6.78 Any impact on innovation in the market is likely to have a follow through impact
on consumers. Consumers can benefit from innovation, for example through improved
customer experience, more efficient switching processes and consumer choice.
Impact on the supply of renewable tariffs
6.79 It is possible that a default tariff cap impacts the supply of renewable default
tariffs. Where suppliers face higher costs in the supply of renewable tariffs, the
implementation of the default tariff cap could restrict the supply of these tariffs. This
would be the case if suppliers are not able to recoup these higher costs within the cap
limit due to the efficient costs for renewable tariff providers being higher than the
efficient costs used to set the level of the cap.
6.80 We recognise that by potentially restricting the provision of renewable tariffs,
this would result in a negative environmental benefit and for customers, who may seek
out renewable tariffs.
6.81 The Act allows us to exempt default tariffs, where chosen by domestic customers
that appear to support the renewable production of gas or generation of electricity and
we have therefore proposed a derogation for renewable tariffs.
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6.82

We explain this in more detail in Appendix 10 of this statutory consultation.

6.83 As a result, we consider that there will be a limited impact on the supply of
renewable tariffs under the default tariff cap.
6.84 We have, however, identified a potential unintended consequence of the default
tariff cap in relation to renewable tariffs. We cover unintended consequences in Chapter
8 of this document.
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7. Wider impacts
This chapter presents our analysis of the wider impacts of the default tariff cap on other
stakeholders and on the environment.
7.1
In this section we have set out our assessment of the impacts the default tariff
cap could have on other stakeholder groups and the environment.
7.2

The wider impacts we have considered are split into the following categories:


impact on the wholesale energy market



impact on third party switching services



impact on public sector bodies



impact on the environment.

7.3
It should be noted that these impacts are not standalone, and should be
considered in the wider context of the supplier and consumer impacts we have identified
in Chapters 4 and 5 above. Within our assessment we have considered the dynamics
between stakeholder groups and wider impacts, and how the impact on one group may
flow through to another.

Impact on the wholesale energy market
7.4
Wholesale costs make up the most significant proportion of a customer’s bill,
accounting for approximately 37% of a dual fuel bill.132 As a result, wholesale costs
account for the most significant proportion of our estimation of the efficient benchmark
and overall cap level. Therefore, any change in the price of wholesale energy, the cost
of purchasing wholesale energy, or the market dynamics within the wholesale market
could have a significant impact on the retail energy market.
7.5
We have considered how the default tariff cap will impact the wholesale market
through the following channels:


impact on supplier hedging strategies and wholesale market liquidity



impact on the cost of purchasing wholesale energy



impact on price volatility.

7.6
We consider each impact separately in the following paragraphs. Unlike other
impacts, we have not considered the potential impact of different cap levels on the
132

Ofgem, Understand your gas and electricity bills.
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wholesale energy market. The potential impact is dependent on how the cap is designed
and how wholesale costs have been accounted for within the cap rather than the level
the cap is set at.
Impact on supplier hedging strategies and wholesale market liquidity
7.7
The design of the default tariff cap will likely change the way in which supplier
hedge energy prices. At present, the majority of energy suppliers hedge energy prices
by purchasing energy in advance. Suppliers will forecast the amount of energy they
require in advance and purchase it accordingly.
7.8
Historically, the larger suppliers have tended to hedge SVT customers for more
than 12 or 24 months in advance, whilst smaller suppliers have typically adopted
shorter hedging strategies.133 Further, there will be some suppliers active in the market
who will not hedge their wholesale energy but rather buy the energy they require from
the market on a daily basis.
7.9
Within the design of the price cap, we have adopted a 6-2-12 semi-annual
hedge, i.e. we will update the wholesale index every 6 months based on assessment of
forward contract costs over a given 12 months with 2 months between when the
forward contracts are observed and the cap is implemented. This is in line with the
approach taken by the CMA for the PPM safeguard tariff.
7.10 As a result, we expect that suppliers will, in general, adopt the hedging profile of
the cap. This will reduce the risk of exposure of suppliers to costs outside of the default
tariff cap. For the larger suppliers, this may involve moving towards a shorter hedging
period.
7.11 If the majority of suppliers hedge in accordance with the cap, this may result in
later-dated products becoming less popular amongst suppliers and therefore not traded
as they are at present. This could have a knock-on impact in terms of reducing
wholesale market liquidity. However, we do not consider this likely to occur. We expect
that suppliers may only alter their hedging strategy for their default customers. We do
not expect there to be an impact on how suppliers purchase energy for their fixed tariff
customers and therefore expect that this will maintain demand for longer hedging
products and limit the impact on market liquidity.
7.12 The cap may have a more material impact on suppliers who currently take a
different approach to hedging, e.g. by having shorter hedge periods or renewable
energy suppliers. In the instance that these suppliers seek to mimic the default tariff
cap but adopt a longer hedging strategy they may face higher wholesale costs (e.g.
higher transaction costs). At present small suppliers tend to adopt shorter hedging
strategies so this may disproportionately impact them.
7.13 Further, some small suppliers may have challenges following our 6-2-12
approach. Accessing the assessed products may be more challenging given the
relatively low number of customers they may have on default tariffs (and low
133

This is based on discussions with suppliers and responses to our May consultation.
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consumption volumes), compared to the standard size these products are traded in. In
general, we consider the likelihood of this to be relatively low, and would only impact a
small proportion of the market if it did materialise.
7.14 In response to our May consultation, some suppliers raised concerns that the
method for setting wholesale costs under the cap would mean that suppliers will be
purchasing energy in one tariff cap period for the next cap period without the knowledge
of what level the future period price cap will be (i.e. basis risk). We address this in more
detail in the wholesale appendix (Appendix 4). The responses suggested that this could
result in suppliers under- or over-recovering costs depending on the cap level. We have
included additional contingency to allow for risk and uncertainty related to wholesale
markets. Further, we note that at present suppliers are purchasing energy in advance,
without full knowledge of the future price. We therefore consider this is not unlike the
current baseline scenario.
Impact on the cost of purchasing wholesale energy
7.15 There are additional costs associated with the purchase of energy beyond the
cost of the energy purchased itself. These include the cost of shaping, imbalance and
transaction costs.
7.16 Based on analysis we have undertaken; we understand these costs to be
material. As a result, these costs have been factored into the wholesale allowance in the
default tariff cap.
7.17 Therefore, we do not anticipate that there will be any additional impact on
suppliers as a result of these costs under the default tariff cap. Nor do we anticipate
that the default tariff cap will increase these costs.
7.18 We note that in the instance that there is a price shock e.g. as a result of an
extreme weather event, there may be a sudden increase in wholesale energy prices and
costs. Under the price cap, suppliers will be unable to increase retail prices to account
for the sudden increase in wholesale prices. This may result in suppliers unable to
recoup wholesale costs within the default tariff prices. However, we note that historically
suppliers do not typically increase prices as an immediate response to a wholesale price
shock.
7.19 However, we have mitigated against this risk in the design of the cap. As
explained in paragraph 7.14 above, there will be a specific contingency allowance for
wholesale costs, which would help to mitigate against suppliers being unable to fully
recoup wholesale costs under the default tariff cap. Furthermore, we have opted to
update wholesale costs on a 6-monthly basis. This is a relatively short update period
and will result in more frequent price updates than is typical at present. As a result of
these two factors, we believe the risk of price shocks impacting suppliers has been
mitigated under the design of the cap. We propose to include a provision within the
licence conditions to allow us to, subject to consultation, make changes to the models
used to update the wholesale cost component of the cap. This will provide us some
additional flexibility to carry out any urgent changes to the way that trends in the key
categories of exogenous costs are passed through to suppliers if required.
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7.20 We note that there may be some impact on suppliers’ hedging strategies as the
market transitions into the price cap. It is likely that suppliers that have adopted longer
hedges will have already purchased some of their energy for delivery in the first cap
period, whereas other suppliers will purchase energy nearer the point of delivery. Over
the past year, wholesale energy costs have been increasing substantially. If suppliers
have hedged differently to our approach for assessing wholesale costs for the first cap
period, there may be a difference between allowed costs and those that they have
incurred. This will likely be to the benefit of suppliers who had taken long hedges if they
had purchased the energy when prices were lower. However, suppliers who buy energy
closer to the time of delivery may face higher costs.
Impact on price volatility
7.21 There is the potential for wholesale prices to change considerably between
default tariff cap periods. As we state in paragraph 7.4 above, wholesale costs are the
single largest cost area of an overall customer bill. Large movements in wholesale costs
from one cap period to another could result in greater price volatility in consumers’ final
bills between cap periods. However, our proposed approach for assessing wholesale
costs does provide some smoothing and protection for customers from seasonal prices.
7.22 As a result, we do not consider that there will be a material negative impact from
price volatility.

Impact on third party switching services
Third party switching organisations
7.23 Third party switching organisations are intermediaries that provide an interface
for consumers to compare, buy and sell energy supply tariffs. Price comparison websites
(PCWs) bridge the gap between buyers (consumers) and sellers (suppliers) of energy,
allowing consumers to compare personalised quotes from multiple suppliers at the same
time, and ultimately switch their tariff.
7.24 PCWs are increasingly important in providing domestic customers with a means
of engaging with the energy sector. The use of PCWs as a facilitator of switching has
increased dramatically over recent years. We have tracked the use of these tools as part
of our ongoing customer engagement surveys. The proportion of customers using these
tools to complete a switching process and switch energy supplier has risen from
approximately 27% of all domestic switches in 2010, to approximately 50% in 2017.134
7.25 In addition, customers also use PCWs as a means of comparing information prior
to independently engaging in a switch themselves. The CMA energy market survey135
highlighted that 62% of respondents who switched energy supplier in the last three

Ofgem: Based on consumer survey analysis from 2014 and 2017 Consumer engagement in the energy
market report. Data from 2010 to 2014 based on all those who have ever switched, data from 2014 to 2017
based on all those switched within last 12 months.
135
CMA: Energy Market Investigation, Price Comparison Websites.
134
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years used a PCW to find out information to help facilitate their switch. This is a
significant proportion of the approximately 9m total switches which took place in 2017.

Figure A11.6: Prevalence of use of price comparison tools136
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7.26 PCWs and similar intermediaries earn revenue through commission, paid by
energy suppliers, for each switch generated on the back of an initial comparison through
their platform. This commission varies by firm and platform, but is most commonly a
one off fee in the region of £15 to £35 in 2015 prices.137
Impact of the default tariff cap
7.27 The implementation of the default tariff cap could reduce the savings available to
customers from switching tariff and/or suppliers given that customers will already be
benefitting, on average, from lower default tariffs. As a result of this, as explained in
Chapter 5 above, the levels of customer switching are expected to decline after the
implementation of the default tariff cap.
7.28 As outlined in Chapter 5, we have provided an indicative range of the potential
impact on switching resulting from our proposals, based on a meta-analysis we have
conducted covering a number of analytical studies of drivers of switching.
7.29 We estimate that the introduction of the default tariff cap at our proposed cap
level (option 2) could lead to a potential decrease in switching of between 30 - 50%. As
outlined in Chapter 5, we estimate that approximately between 3.6m to 6.1m fewer
electricity and gas customer accounts may switch in the first year of the default tariff
cap being in place.

136
137

Ofgem: Based on consumer survey analysis.
CMA: Energy Market Investigation, Price Comparison Websites.
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7.30 Assuming that approximately 50%138 of all switches are facilitated by the use of
a PCW, this could lead to a reduction of approximately 1.8m to 3.05m PCW account
referrals on an annual basis.
7.31
We also note however, that we expect a lower proportional impact on those
customers switching towards smaller suppliers, as we would still expect many of these
suppliers to offer competitively priced tariffs after the implementation of the default
tariff cap. We might expect that those customers who typically switch to smaller
suppliers would be more likely to use a price comparison website, and subsequently,
this could reduce the potential impacts on third party organisations.
7.32 This would equate to approximately £25.3m to £42.1m of lost commission for
PCWs, using a central estimate of £25 per switch for a dual fuel customer, and £15 for a
single fuel customer. Table A11.19 below shows the impacts across different tariff
types. As many of these third party switching organisations are diversified across a
range of sectors outside of energy, this will reduce the effects of these revenue impacts,
as they will have revenue streams from outside of energy supply.

Table A11.19: Monetised impact on third party switching (Option two)
Estimated decrease in use of
third party switchers
Dual Fuel Customers

Monetised impact

690,000 to 1,150,000

-£18.3m to -£30.5m

Electricity

250,000 to 414,000

-£4.0m to -£6.6m

Gas

188,000 to 312,000

-£3.0m to -£5.0m

Source: Ofgem analysis

7.33 As we note in paragraph 7.26, third party switching organisations and other
intermediaries earn commission from suppliers for switching customers – meaning that
a loss of revenues for third party switching services represents a reduction in costs for
suppliers (and therefore a gain). As a result, this loss in revenue should be interpreted
as a transfer between suppliers and third party switching services. In the assessment of
the overall net impact of the default tariff cap, this impact would net off to equal zero.
However, our analysis of the impact on suppliers does not capture the impact on
supplier costs. We have therefore not included the loss to third party switching services
within our overall assessment of the net benefit of the default tariff cap, nor in the net
wider impact.

Based on the proportion of all switchers using a PCW to facilitate a switch, as taken from Ofgem consumer
survey analysis.
138
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Impact at different cap levels on third party switching organisations
7.34 The impact of the default tariff cap on third party switching organisations will
also depend on the initial level of the cap. At our lower cap level (option 1), we might
expect the potential reductions in switching to be more significant, while at our higher
level (option 3), we expect it to be less. Table A11.20 below shows how these different
potential impacts on switching would impact the revenues of third party switching
organisations at different levels of the cap.

Table A11.20: Monetised annual impact on third party switching
Option 1
Monetised impact

Option 2 (proposed)

£34m to £46m

£25m to £42m

Option 3
£13m to £34m

Source: Ofgem analysis

Impact on public sector bodies
7.35 We have considered the impact of the default tariff cap on public sector bodies
through two main channels: the impact on government VAT receipts from domestic
energy customers; and the cost to public sector bodies of implementing and
administering the default tariff cap.
7.36 We note that there may be a further impact on government arising from a
reduction in corporation tax receipts as a result of the default tariff cap reducing the
profitability of energy suppliers. However, due to the high degree of uncertainty on the
overall impact on supplier profit levels we have not quantified this impact.
Impact on government VAT receipts
7.37 Domestic energy consumer bills are subject to a VAT rate of 5%. 139 Our
estimated supplier revenue impacts presented in Chapter 4 are reported exclusive of
VAT whereas the consumer bill impacts reported in Chapter 5 are inclusive of VAT.
7.38 As stated in Chapter 4, the default tariff cap will lead to an average dual fuel bill
reduction of £95 for default tariff customers. The reduction in the unit price of energy
will lead to a reduction in the VAT which customers pay on their energy bills.
7.39
Based on the direct savings by 10.3 million default tariff customers set out in
paragraph 7.37, we estimate that for our proposed cap level (option 2) VAT receipts
associated with these customers’ bills would be reduced by £52 million per annum.
7.40 For a lower cap level (option 1), we estimate that the direct impact on VAT
receipts will be £75 million per annum. Meanwhile, at a higher cap level (option 3) we

139

Gov.uk, ‘Guidance: VAT rates on different goods and services’.
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estimate there would be a lower direct impact on VAT receipts, with VAT receipts
reducing by £37 million per annum.
7.41 However, we would also expect the indirect impacts set out below to result in
changes in the VAT paid by domestic energy customers:


Changes in the prices of uncapped tariffs: As noted above in Chapter 4, we
expect that in response to the introduction of the default tariff cap, some
energy suppliers will increase the prices of fixed tariffs. A proportion of this
increased price per unit of energy will result in an increase in the VAT which
customers pay on fixed tariffs.
We have analysed the impact on VAT receipts from changes in the prices of
uncapped tariffs based on our two supplier pricing scenarios; where prices
fall to the cap, and where prices converge to the cap level. These two
scenarios are set out in more detail in Chapter 4.



Changes in the energy consumption of some customers: We have analysed
in Chapter 6 above the potential impact the default tariff cap could have on
the consumption levels of domestic customers. We expect that as a result of
the average reduction in the unit prices of default tariffs, customers on these
tariffs will increase their consumption levels by 17%.
We would also expect that due to an increase in the prices of some
uncapped tariffs, that uncapped tariff customers may reduce their energy
consumption in response to the increase in prices.

7.42 We are implicitly assuming in this analysis that all energy bill savings are saved
by consumers or spent on more energy. However, if consumers spend the savings on
other goods, VAT receipts would be likely to increase overall due to the lower rate of
VAT of 5% levied on energy.
7.43 We have quantified the potential indirect impact on VAT receipts through the
changes in the energy consumption and scenarios of fixed tariff prices in our analysis.
7.44 Table A11.21 below sets out the direct and indirect impact on VAT receipts for
each of our cap level options and for our two supplier response scenarios.
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Table A11.21: Summary of the direct and indirect annual impacts on
VAT receipts for each cap level and scenario, in 2018 prices
Option 1

Option 2
(proposed
cap level)

Option 3

Direct impact on VAT receipts

-£75m

-£54m

-£37m

Indirect impact
on VAT
receipts (net
impact)

Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
the cap

-£77m

-£55m

-£37m

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge to
the cap

-£54m

-£13m

£22m

Source: Ofgem analysis

7.45 In our estimation of the indirect impact on VAT receipts we have assumed that
the entire amount of bill savings some consumers experience is spent on energy
through increased consumption. However, we note that there is uncertainty in relation
to how consumers will spend the money they save as a result of the default tariff cap. It
is possible that consumers spend this money elsewhere, and do not consume more
energy or spend the entire amount of savings on it. As a result, we may have over- or
under-estimated the net impact of the default tariff cap on VAT receipts.
Direct administration costs to public sector bodies
7.46 As outlined within our May consultation, there will be direct costs to public sector
bodies stemming from the implementation of the default tariff cap. The majority of
these costs will be borne by Ofgem, in the development, implementation and
compliance monitoring of the default tariff cap.
7.47 We have included below our estimates of these direct costs to Ofgem. The costs
have been split in to two areas:


Firstly, the total costs involved in the design and implementation of the
default tariff cap. These costs include all direct staff and consultancy costs
incurred during the design and implementation phase, up to and including
December 2018. We estimate these costs at approximately £3m.



Secondly, on a recurring basis, we expect ongoing costs related to
monitoring, maintenance and any follow up work required after cap
implementation. We estimate these costs at approximately £1m annually on
a recurring basis.
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Table A11.22: Annual costs of administration to Ofgem140
Year

2018/19

Cost

2019/20
£4m

2020/21
£1m

2021/22
£1m

2022/23
£1m

£1m

Source: Ofgem analysis

7.48 In addition to the direct costs to Ofgem of implementing and monitoring the cap,
there could potentially be some administration costs for government departments
whose operations interact with the default tariff cap, for example for BEIS through its
work with energy suppliers and smart metering.
7.49 We have not estimated these costs as they are not expected to be substantial,
and any costs are expected to be ad hoc in nature and therefore would be difficult to
accurately predict ex ante.

Environmental impacts
7.50 Within this impact assessment we estimate the impact of the default tariff cap on
greenhouse gas emissions through potential changes in energy consumption. We have
also qualitatively assessed the impact on renewable energy generation. Our analysis of
the environmental impact is limited to these impacts, which are considered to be the
primary drivers of the environmental impacts of the cap.
7.51 We have not completed a full environmental impact assessment of the
implementation of the cap as the policy does not have an environmental objective and
therefore conducting a full environmental impact assessment is considered to be
disproportionate.
7.52 As outlined above in Chapter 6, the default tariff cap is expected to lead to a
reduction in bills for a number of customers, and potentially could lead to changes in
total domestic energy consumption and, therefore, the levels of emissions.
Impact on emissions
7.53 We have estimated the impact on total greenhouse gas emissions. In total, we
estimate that approximately141 -0.03 to 0.38 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent
(MtCO2eM) would be expelled as a result of a change in consumption, based on our
proposed cap level of option 2. This is the equivalent of between -0.02% to 0.36% of
total UK domestic emissions.142
7.54 These emissions are valued at approximately -£30,000.00 to £16m, based on
the traded and non-traded prices of carbon.143 In line with the consumption estimates in
Ofgem: Based on consumer survey analysis.
BEIS: Valuation of Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas.
142
Total UK emissions of (MtCO2e) equal to 106.7 across 2016.
BEIS: Emission estimates 2016, Table 3.
143
BEIS: IAG spreadsheet toolkit for valuing changes in greenhouse gas emissions.
140
141
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Chapter 5, we also expect the potential impact on the levels of emissions will vary
alongside different levels of the cap.
7.55 In Table A11.23 below we present the expected impacts on emissions based on
both our indicative lower and upper bound levels of the cap. Positive values denote an
increase in emissions and valuations.

Table A11.23: Estimated scale and value of increase in emissions
Option 1

Option 2 (proposed option)

Option 3

Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge to
the cap

Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge to
the cap

Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
the cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge to
the cap

MtCO2e

0.55

0.34

0.38

-0.02

0.24

-0.34

Emission
Value (£)

£21m

£13m

£16m

£0m

£11m

-£15m

Fuel type

Source: Ofgem analysis
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8. Risks and uncertainties
This chapter presents our consideration of the main risks and uncertainties surrounding
the impacts of the implementation of the default tariff cap.
8.1
The default tariff cap is likely to lead to complex market dynamics that are
difficult to predict. To reflect these dynamics, we have undertaken modelling of potential
second order impacts of the default tariff cap on suppliers’ pricing behaviour of both
capped and uncapped tariffs; as well as analysis of customer behaviour, specifically the
impact on switching rates and energy consumption.
8.2
Whilst this analysis is based on the evidence available to us, there is uncertainty
regarding how the market will respond in practice.
8.3
We reflect the uncertainty associated with how suppliers adjust their prices in
response to the price cap within our main analysis. This uncertainty is reflected in the
range of estimated indirect impacts generated from our two supplier pricing response
scenarios which reflect what we consider to be the limits of the potential outcomes.
8.4
However, there are additional risks of the default tariff cap and uncertainties as
to precisely how the cap will impact different stakeholders.
Impact on switching rates
8.5
There is uncertainty regarding the impact of the cap on switching rates. The
need to maintain incentives for customers to switch is a matter to which we must have
regard in designing the cap.
8.6
Our analysis of the impact on switching is based on a number of data sources
(see Chapter 5) that provide a range of estimates of the impact on switching based on
the size of suppliers under consideration and the price differential between suppliers.
Our main analysis is based on central estimates of the impact on switching.
8.7
Within this sensitivity analysis we consider the extent to which our analysis of
the impacts of the cap level options would vary based on the higher and lower estimates
of the impact on switching from the evidence and data sources we considered.
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Table A11.24: Estimated reduction in switching - sensitivity analysis144
Cap Level

Scenario

Option 2 (proposed cap
level)

Option 1
Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Option 3
Scenario 1:
Prices fall to
cap

Scenario 2:
Prices
converge

Low

15.00%

15.00%

5.00%

5.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Medium

40.00%

45.00%

30.00%

35.00%

15.00%

30.00%

High

50.00%

55.00%

35.00%

50.00%

25.00%

40.00%

Source: Ofgem analysis

8.8
If the switching impact was at the higher end of the range suggested by the
studies we have considered,145 then there would be a greater risk, at any given cap
level, that prices converge (Scenario 2) due to the relationship between customer
engagement and price convergence explained in Chapter 5. This would lead to higher
average bills for fixed tariff customers and lower overall customer engagement, but
would also reduce the risk of market exit by suppliers as they would be more able to
increase fixed tariff prices without losing customers as a result of them switching to
cheaper tariffs. The relative impacts depending on the supplier price response scenario
are presented in Table A11.25.
8.9
Conversely, at the lower end of the range of the potential decrease in switching
rates, at any given cap level, there would be a lower likelihood of price convergence and
a greater likelihood that suppliers maintain their fixed tariff prices. For our proposed cap
level (option 2) a lower estimate of the reduction in switching of 10% reflects a
relatively small impact on customer engagement and switching, and that there would be
little scope for suppliers to increase fixed tariffs with customers switching away to
cheaper tariffs. This would mean fixed tariff customers are better off.
8.10 However, for those suppliers that may rely on increasing fixed tariffs prices in
order to achieve a normal rate of return, a higher rate of switching would limit their
ability to do so without losing customers. At our proposed cap level, five of the six
largest suppliers would not be able to achieve normal profit if they were not able to
increase fixed tariff prices, unless they improved their efficiency beyond the efficiency
level of the most efficient large supplier.
8.11 Therefore, if it was assumed that suppliers could not increase fixed tariff prices
due to the cap having little impact on switching rates, a higher cap level might be
chosen.

144
145

Impacts rounded to the nearest five percent.
See Appendix 2 of this statutory consultation for more details.
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Table A11.25: Estimated net impact on suppliers for each cap level
option and scenario
Cap levels

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 1

Option 3

Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2: Scenario 1: Scenario 2:
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
Prices fall to
Prices
cap level
converge
cap level
converge
cap level
converge

Scenario

Net supplier revenue
impact
Supplier EBIT

-£1,539m

-£1,081m

-£1,097m

-£272m

-£747m

£436m

-3%

-1%

-1%

3%

1%

5%

Source: Ofgem analysis

Timescale for the cap
8.12 The impact of the cap will depend on the length of time it is place for. In our
analysis we report the impact of the cap on an annual basis. In our quantitative analysis
we assume these impacts will be maintained at the same level annually regardless of
the timescale of the cap. However, the overall NPV of the cap will vary based on the
timescale for the cap. The NPV of the cap over different time periods are set out below.

Table A11.26: Monetised impact (in NPV terms) of the default tariff cap
on stakeholders
Option 1

Option 2 (proposed
cap level)

Option 3

January
2019 –
Decembe
r 2020

January
2019 –
December
2023

January
2019 –
December
2020

January
2019 –
Decembe
r 2023

January
2019 –
Decembe
r 2020

January
2019 –
December
2023

Default
tariff
customers

£2,898m

£6,289m

£2,088m

£4,531m

£1,420m

£3,082m

All
customers

£2,339m –
£2,949m

£4,784m –
£6,429m

£1,010m £2,109m

£1,626m –
£4,590m

-£148m £1,435m

-£1,134m £3,124m

Suppliers

-£2,718 –
-£2,126m

-£5,882m –
-£4,276m

-£1,948m –
-£896m

-£4,206m
–£1,353m

-£1,343m
– £167m

-£2,907m £1,174m

Wider

-£235 – £224m

-£553m– £540m

-£174m –
-£139m

-£408m –
-£344m

-£112m –
-£50m

-£256m – £133m

Source: Ofgem analysis
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8.13 We do not consider that a different assumption regarding the length of time the
cap will be in place for will materially influence the decision on the proposed option
based on the NPV it generates. This is because the relative scale of the impacts across
the options would remain the same.
8.14 However, there are some qualitative considerations that we need to take into
account.
8.15 Expectations regarding the length of time the cap will be in place for could
impact suppliers’ decisions relating to market entry and exit, and innovation in the
market. If there is an expectation that the cap will be in place for a longer period than
the two years assumed in our main analysis, this could decrease the likelihood of
market entry, increase the likelihood of market exit and reduce investment in
innovation.
8.16 We have considered these elements qualitatively within our analysis and within
our decision on the proposed option.
Impact on customer service
8.17
As noted in our analysis, a reduction in suppliers’ revenues and profitability, and
additional pressures stemming from the default tariff cap to cut costs, could constrain
the ability of suppliers to reinvest to fund innovation and improvements in customer
experience. These factors could lead to lower levels of customer service and less
innovation in customer service and or tariff offerings.146 In addition, respondents to our
consultation identified that more frequent price changes may also have a negative
impact on customers’ experience and could increase the likelihood of disengagement by
customers.
8.18 In relation to customer service levels, licence conditions and the Standards of
Conduct that are part of our regulatory regime, should mitigate that risk. These
standards are enforceable broad principle-based rules that apply across a range of
supplier-customer activities. They highlight our fundamental expectations regarding how
suppliers (and their representatives in the case of domestic suppliers) must ensure that
each customer is treated fairly.
8.19 In addition, we expect other mitigations such as the customer complaint
handling data collected by the Ombudsman and Citizens Advice, which is well publicised,
will be used to ensure that customer service levels are not unduly impacted after the
implementation of the default tariff cap.
Impact on customer bills
8.20 We are conscious of the potential incentive effects of the default tariff cap on
suppliers’ tariff offerings. For instance, prior to implementation, suppliers might look to
146

Ofgem: Decision on WHD Safeguard Tariff. page 11.
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transition customers off capped default tariffs and place them onto active choice fixed
price deals that would be higher than their future potential capped tariffs, in order to
mitigate the impacts of the cap. However, we note that the Standards of Conduct that
are part of our regulatory regime should mitigate that risk.
8.21 As we highlight in Chapter 4, there is also a material risk that customers on
tariffs below the cap level may see prices increase. This includes both fixed tariff
customers and default tariff customers.
8.22 As we note in Chapter 6, whilst we expect that some suppliers will increase fixed
tariffs in response to the cap, some suppliers will continue to offer lower fixed tariffs.
Fixed tariff customers are engaged customers, therefore in response to higher prices on
some tariffs, they are able to decide whether to switch supplier to a lower priced tariff,
or make an informed decision to stay with their current supplier, either on fixed tariff or
default tariff due to non-price factors.
8.23 Among default tariff customers, single fuel electricity customers are most likely
to be on tariffs priced below the cap level due to the historic tendency for these
electricity tariffs to have lower margins applied than gas tariffs. Therefore, the reason
that these customers may see bill increases is that they are currently not over-paying
for their energy.
Impact on competition
8.24
As we explain in Chapter 6 at our proposed cap level there is a risk that some
inefficient suppliers may not be able to achieve normal profits if either competitive
constraints prevent them from increasing fixed tariff prices to offset lost revenue from
default tariffs or they are unable to sufficiently reduce operating costs. In the instance
of sustained losses, there is a risk that these suppliers may exit the market. In the
event of exit by suppliers covering a large proportion of the market, this could
potentially lead to a substantial increase in market share by a single large supplier and
a reduction in market concentration.
8.25 At the other end of the market, there is a risk that the price cap may increase
the incentive for small suppliers to stay small. There are a number of thresholds created
by obligations for suppliers over a certain size, for example suppliers with over 50,000
customers being required to contribute to policy costs. To the extent that the cap limits
the revenues suppliers can achieve from additional customers, it may create an
increased incentive for suppliers to remain small. However, given the cap is temporary,
we do not expect that it will have a significant impact on suppliers’ growth ambitions.
Impact on renewable tariffs
8.26 In accordance with the Act, the derogation for renewable tariffs we have
proposed is set at a tariff level rather than a supplier level and that a derogation can
only apply to non-default tariffs that customers have actively chosen to be on. As a
result, a supplier will still need to offer a default tariff which will be included within the
default tariff cap. In the case where suppliers face higher costs in supplying renewable
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energy, it is possible that this default tariff will not be financially viable as a fully
renewable tariff. Therefore, the default tariff cap may force renewable energy suppliers
to offer a non-renewable default tariff.
8.27 We note that should any sufficiently negative unintended consequences arise
from the implementation of the default tariff cap, Ofgem retains the flexibility to adjust
the headroom allowance applied to efficient costs. Such adjustments aim to enable
Ofgem to respond to any material problems highlighted by annual assessments of the
cap.
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9. Conclusion: Proposed cap level
This chapter presents our overall conclusions regarding the impacts of the default tariff
cap and how this informs our proposed option for the design of the cap.
9.1
We recognise that the decision regarding the level and design of the default tariff
cap involves trade-offs. A low cap would provide greater savings for consumers, and
create strong incentives for inefficient suppliers to reduce their costs. However, the
lower the cap level, the greater the risk of a reduction in switching, and the less able
suppliers will be to finance their activities.
9.2
In coming to our conclusion regarding the proposed cap level, we have
considered our analysis of the impacts of each option for the level of the cap, and the
extent to which these affect the matters in the Act.
9.3
The proposed design of the cap means that when it comes into force, it will cap
prices at around £1,136 for typical single rate dual fuel customers paying by direct
debit, and £1,219 for those paying by standard credit. These will generate savings for
customers based on their tariff prices when the cap is implemented.
9.4
At this level, the cap will provide a substantial level of protection to existing
default tariff customers – ensuring default tariffs more closely reflect their underlying
costs of supplying energy. Based on our analysis147, we estimate that 96% of default
tariff customers would pay less under this default tariff cap level.
9.5
We recognise that customers who would be on fixed tariffs in the absence of the
cap may face higher bills as a result of the cap. However, this reflects the distributional
impacts of the cap. Customers on default tariffs are more likely to be vulnerable and on
lower incomes. When considering the welfare impacts, we would put a greater weight on
the social value of savings to these customers compared to those of higher income
groups, who tend to be more engaged customers. The monetised net customer bill
impact does not adjust for this distributional weighting and therefore underestimates
the benefit to consumers.
9.6
Through its impact on supplier revenues, we expect the cap will create strong
incentives to reduce inefficiency, which would benefit consumers in the long run. In its
energy market investigation, the CMA concluded that the largest suppliers were
inefficient, with higher costs than they would expect if competition was more
effective.148 The proposed cap level would reduce market revenue by approximately 4%
which for the majority of suppliers would result in sub-normal profits without some
reduction in operating costs. As we note in Chapter 4, for some suppliers, achieving the
scale of efficiencies required may be challenging. Nonetheless, we expect suppliers to
make efforts to improve efficiencies in order to achieve a sustainable profit margin.
9.7
As we recognise in Chapter 5, the cap may have a negative impact on consumer
engagement and switching. However, at our proposed cap level, we expect some small147
148

Based on 2017 tariff prices
CMA (2016), Energy Market Investigation.
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and medium-sized suppliers to continue offering cheaper contracts for customers to
switch to, thereby maintaining competition for the most engaged customers.
9.8
Our proposed cap level is set above the proposed efficient benchmark, with
allowance for uncertainty in costs. Therefore, we expect efficient suppliers to be able to
finance the cost of default tariffs. However, we note that a number of suppliers will need
to achieve efficiency improvements and/or alter their pricing strategy for fixed tariffs in
order to finance their activities.
9.9
At a lower cap level of option 1, default tariff customers would achieve greater
savings. However, this would likely have a greater reduction on switching and would
increase the likelihood of price convergence across the market, which would mean little
price competition among suppliers. Furthermore, by reducing the allowance above the
efficient benchmark, there would be a greater risk that efficient suppliers would not be
able to finance their activity.
9.10 At a higher cap level of option 3, there would be less of a negative impact on
consumer engagement and switching, however default tariff customers would receive
less protection in the short run and there would be less of an incentive for suppliers to
improve efficiency, resulting in less benefit to future default tariff customers in the long
run.
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Annex A: Summary of response to Policy Consultation
Overview of the consultation responses
Question A14.1: What is your view on the overarching approach that is proposed for
conducting the impact assessment? In particular, on the scope of the assessment, and
material issues that we have not referred to. Please provide details of any relevant
sources of data and evidence that you think should be considered.
We received a total of 12 responses relating to our overarching approach to the impact
assessment. Most consultation responses were supportive of the approach we proposed
in principle, though many highlighted that the level of detail provided was insufficient to
enable a firm understanding of the proposed content of the draft impact assessment.
Respondents highlighted the following areas that they wanted to see addressed or
included in the draft impact assessment:


A full and quantified cost benefit analysis



Consideration of the impact on non-default tariff customers and on price
dispersion



Consideration of the impact on suppliers’ incentives to move their customers off
default tariffs



Consideration of the impact of the cap on a supplier by supplier basis, taking into
account the different cost profiles faced by suppliers



Consideration of the impact on market entry and exit



Consideration of the impact on competition, in line with the CMA Competition
Impact Assessment Guidelines



Consideration of the impact on innovation



Consideration of the impact on future default tariff customers



Consideration of the impact on switching



Consideration of the impact on the wholesale market



Consideration of the impact on price comparison websites



Consideration of the distributional effects of the cap



Consideration of the environmental impact of the default tariff cap
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We consider all these in our assessment of the impact of the default tariff cap. In a
number of instances respondents provided views or data relating to the potential
impacts. This information has been taken into account in our analysis of these impacts.
One consultation response suggested a need for quantitative analysis of the impact on
competition. Due to the complexity of the retail energy market dynamics and the
uncertainty regarding how these dynamics will be impacted by the price cap, we
consider that meaningful quantitative analysis of the impact on competition is not
possible. We have, therefore, assessed this impact qualitatively based on our analysis of
the potential impact of the cap on suppliers’ revenues and profits and on customer
switching.
Another consultation response requested that the cost of unwinding the cap is
considered and included in the analysis. This has not been explicitly captured as this will
represent a loosening of regulation and therefore any price changes or costs incurred
following the removal of the cap would be voluntary and not mandated.
Regarding the assumed time period for the cap, on which the impact assessment is
based, one respondent was unsupportive of the assessment of the cap over the period
from January 2019 to December 2023, as it stated that it is wrong for Ofgem to assume
that the cap will be in place beyond 2020. We agree, and therefore have presented a
central case based on a cap period of 2018 to 2020. However, we also include analysis
to cover a possible scenario in which the cap is in place until 2023.
One respondent suggested that the likely impact of the other policy initiatives currently
being rolled out to encourage customer engagement should be considered and an
assessment made of how these may impact the extent of the market covered by the cap
over its lifetime. We consider this as part of our assessment of projected customer
numbers over time. This takes into account recent trends in switching. However, we
have not attempted to predict how current initiatives would impact this trend. This is
both due to the uncertainty associated with this, and the relatively short period over
which the cap will be in place, during which we do not consider it likely that there would
be a significant deviation from the existing trend.
Question A14.2: Do you consider that suppliers will incur a change in administration
costs as a result of the default tariff cap? If so, please provide estimates with supporting
evidence. Please specify whether any administration costs are fixed or variable. If
variable, on what basis do these costs vary? For example, on a per customer basis.
We received six responses relating to the administration costs as a result of the default
tariff cap. These provided information and estimates of the value of costs that may be
incurred, and suggested that administration costs may be higher than we had initially
considered.
We have drawn on the information and data provided in our analysis of the estimated
administration costs facing suppliers.
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Question A14.3: Are you aware of any unintended consequences, in the form of
detrimental impacts on customers that were observed as a result of the existing
safeguard tariffs? If so, please provide details of these unintended consequences.
We received five responses relating explicitly to our question about unintended
consequences. One respondent highlighted potential negative impacts on customer
experience of more frequent price changes. Others highlighted the potential impact on
customer service, engagement, switching and smart meter roll out, and the potential for
suppliers to exit or have reduced incentives to engage in the market.
We have considered these in the impact assessment.
One respondent raised a potential risk of customers switching to a prepayment meter if
the default tariff cap is higher than the PPM cap. This is not expected to be an issue as
the proposed default tariff cap is lower level than the PPM cap. Furthermore, we would
expect that if customers were to switch they would switch to a cheaper tariff than PPM.
We take account of the potential impact of the cap on switching in the impact
assessment.
The potential impact on multi-rate tariffs was also raised. The cap is being designed to
provide for multi-rate tariffs and other innovative tariffs.
Question A14.4: Do you have reason to believe the default tariff cap could
disproportionately impact any of the nine protected characteristics under the Equality
Act 2010? Please provide any supporting evidence.
We received six response relating to the impact on the nine protected characteristics.
Half of these identified no detrimental impact on the protected characteristics.
The other half of responses suggested that there is relationship between some of the
protected characteristics and vulnerable customers or those on the Priority Service
Register. These responses highlighted the potential impact of the cap on suppliers
servicing vulnerable customers, and the need to ensure these suppliers are not
disadvantaged. We consider this in our impact assessment.
Question A14.5: Do you have any additional information or data on the impact of the
implementation of the existing safeguard tariffs on switching rates that would inform
this analysis?
We received seven responses providing information on switching impacts. We have
taken this information and data into account in our analysis of the impact of the default
tariff cap on switching rates.
One response highlighted the difference between the PPM cap and the default tariff cap.
We have acknowledged this and we have not sought to directly apply evidence from the
PPM cap to the default tariff cap.
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Annex B: International evidence
11.1
In order to better understand the potential impacts of the default tariff cap, we
have reviewed the impacts of price caps in other international energy markets.
11.2 We have considered international case study evidence from the following
markets:


Australia



Northern Ireland



Illinois, United States



Spain



California, United States

11.3 We provide a summary of the price protections in each country and the evidence
relating to the associated impacts on suppliers and consumers on the following page.
11.4 We have not considered all instances where price protections have been put in
place in countries. We have excluded five countries 149 from our case study analysis
where it was deemed that the case studies would provide limited insight given that the
price protections were not sufficiently similar to the protections being implemented in
the GB domestic retail energy market.
11.5 It should be noted that none of the case studies we have reviewed are an exact
parallel to the default tariff cap being implemented, nor will the market structure and
forces be exactly the same as the GB retail energy market. Therefore, the impacts
identified in the international case studies should be considered alongside the context in
which they have occurred.

The countries we have excluded from our analysis are: France; Denmark; Germany; the Netherlands and
New Zealand.
149
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Case study and context

Supplier impacts and responses

Customer impacts and responses

Key findings for the default tariff cap

Australia
Australia’s approach to retail energy regulation
varies by region, with price controls in three of
Australia’s regions.

Deregulated regions were able to price freely,
with resulting price differentials greater than
those in regulated regions. Regions with tighter
regulated prices had less price differential than
those with looser regulated prices. Competition
also benefitted product differentiation.

Fully deregulated regions experienced higher
switching rates than those with price caps.
Regions with default tariffs set at higher prices
had greater price differentials and switching
than those with default tariffs set at lower
prices.

Northern Ireland
The Utility Regulator sets the standard prices
for Northern Ireland’s electricity and gas
incumbents, with other suppliers able to price
freely, aiming to beat the regulated prices.
Regulated prices are calculated to a regulated
margin of 2.2%

Suppliers have steadily entered the market.
Fixed pricing is up to c.20% beneath the
regulated price. Most suppliers offer a cheap
fixed price and a standard tariff broadly aligned
to the regulated cap.

Switching within the electricity market has
shown a marked increase (to 16% by 2016) in
recent years following a government marketing
push, with a corresponding drop in the
incumbents’ market share. Consumer trust
remains high.

Illinois
The domestic retail electricity market is
characterised by a regulated retail price from
regional vertically-integrated suppliers. Since
1997, new entrants and small suppliers have
been able to offer a non-regulated price,
competing against the regulated ‘price to beat’.
Spain
After the liberalisation of Spain’s energy market
in 2003, tariff caps which had been set below
cost in Spain led to a severe tariff deficit. This
problem was eventually recognised in the 200809 reforms, where prices were then set high
enough (above cost) to encourage competition.
California (1996-2004)
The Californian energy market in the late 1990s
can be characterised by a volatile, short-term
wholesale market, inflexible generation
capacity, coupled with long-term fixed retail
prices for incumbent retailers.

Alternative suppliers entered the market,
peaking at 93 today, supported by wide price
differentials. Whilst large-scale community
aggregation schemes gave them initial success,
market share of competitive suppliers has fallen
since 2014, from 69% to 35%.

Decreases in the regulated price eroded
benefits of using competitive suppliers. In 2012
competitive prices were 20% below the
regulated price. By 2014 the competitive price
was over 20% more expensive than the
regulated price. Switching has remained high,
as people switch back to incumbents.
During the time of the tariff deficit, switching
rates lagged those of other EU markets. In line
with increased market entry and rising
regulated prices, between 2009 and 2012
switching rates steadily rose from 5.2% to
12.1%

Switching rates and innovation are likely to be
negatively affected by the imposition of a tariff
cap due to its effect on price differentials. A
tighter cap has a larger impact on switching and
on product differentiation/innovation (e.g.
distributed energy optimisation) than one with
more headroom.
Regulated incumbent’s SVTs coexists with price
competition beneath the cap and switching.
This appears to work as the regulated price is
set sufficiently high for fixed price tariffs to be
20% lower. Suppliers are also able to manage
customers on both fixed and standard tariffs
(potentially enabling some cross-subsidy to
attract new customers). Moreover, trust is high
and government has actively marketed
switching
The period of 2008-2014 show how
competition and price caps can co-exist for the
benefit of customers. More recently, where
customers have chosen tariffs more expensive
than the regulated rate, it shows the
importance of non-price factors, (i.e. offerings
and service quality) in promoting competition.
Negative margins due to regulated prices were
the key factor behind the lack of market entry
and switching. Reversal of this position initiated
improved switching rates and market entry.

Below cost pricing for the regulated tariff
charged by incumbents deterred new entry.
Significant market entry occurred after the
2008/09 reforms to make prices more costreflective.

When these regulated retail prices eventually
fell below the cost of energy, there was a major
impact on security of supply and the financial
integrity of suppliers. Some incumbent
suppliers went bankrupt.

Following the introduction of deregulation, only
2% of domestic customers switched to
competitive suppliers in the late 1990s. The low
price of the regulated tariff compared to the
high wholesale costs meant that efficient new
entrants could not compete with incumbents
effectively.

This example demonstrates the importance of
ensuring that policy, and the policy-revision
process, can withstand and mitigate external
market shocks. One avenue for this is
headroom to build in financial resilience to
sudden shocks or unforeseen circumstances.
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Annex C: Suppliers’ cost of capital
This annex explains the potential impact of the default tariff cap on a suppliers’ cost of
capital, resulting from both regulatory risk and also the direct financial impact on
suppliers.

Impact of regulatory risk on the cost of capital
12.1 We have considered the possibility that the introduction of the default cap could
lead to increased regulatory risks for suppliers. This relates to risks associated with
changes in laws and regulations, such as the introduction of a default tariff cap that
could impact the costs of financing for suppliers.
12.2 Regulatory risk can have an impact on financing costs for impacted firms. An
increased regulatory risk could potentially impact the returns required from investors of
the impacted firm, increasing its underlying cost of capital.
12.3 The extent to which regulatory risk leads to a material unintended increase in a
supplier’s cost of capital, is dependent on a complex economic and financial relationship
between the structure of the regulatory intervention and its impact on the return
demanded by investors of any impacted supplier.
12.4 We have analysed the potential impact of the default tariff cap on the cost of
capital from a theoretical perspective. Wright, Mason and Miles,150 on behalf of the UK
Economic Regulators, have studied the relationships between regulatory intervention, in
the form of price caps, and impacts on the cost of capital of regulated firms.
12.5 One of the key messages from their analysis, and which was also repeated by
the CMA,151 is that the impact of regulatory risk on the cost of capital only arises when
the regulator’s actions introduce systematic (non-diversifiable) risk. Therefore, only
when regulatory intervention introduces a relationship where the returns of the
regulated firm co-vary with the returns on a market portfolio, does there exist a
situation where intervention would increase the cost of capital of a firm.
12.6 In the context of a default tariff cap, we believe there are a limited number of
potential situations where regulatory risk could impact the cost of capital. For example,
under an extreme positive demand shock to the macro-economic environment,
increases in the underlying wholesale costs of energy could lead supplier returns in the
short term to co-vary with the market. In this scenario suppliers could experience
increases in their shorter term costs of wholesale energy procurement, which could not
be immediately recouped due to the price cap being fixed until the next update period.
This could lead to a risk of cost under-recovery.
12.7 We have not looked to quantitatively estimate these potential impacts due to the
uncertainties involved. The impact of these potential relationships on the underlying
Wright, Mason and Miles: A Study into Certain Aspects of the Cost of Capital for Regulated Utilities in the
U.K.
151
CMA: Energy Market Investigation – Analysis of the cost of capital, paragraph 66.
150
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cost of capital will be dependent on their likelihood and the potential scale which these
impacts could have on the expected returns of suppliers within the market. We note,
however, that there are a number of mitigating factors within the default tariff cap
design, such as elements of cost pass through, which could limit potential risks.
12.8 Wright, Mason and Miles have modelled152 how the inclusion of elements of cost
pass through mitigate the impacts of cost uncertainty as a driver of regulatory risk.
They have shown these factors to mitigate potential impacts on the costs of capital in
these relationships.
12.9 Although such relationships could potentially arise, as outlined within Appendix 3
of this statutory consultation, the default tariff cap will in effect contain a number of
elements which will be updated over time, and will look to pass through changes in the
underlying costs. For instance, operational costs will primarily be indexed against
inflation, while the wholesale cost allowance will be updated based on changes in the
prices of forward contracts on the wholesale market. These mechanisms will serve to
limit the risks of cost under-recovery over the longer term.
12.10 In addition, Wright, Mason and Miles have shown that a number of other factors
of design, which we believe are applicable to the default tariff cap, have been shown to
mitigate the potential for regulatory risk. These include:


the limited discretion of the regulator to update the cap level;



the 6-month frequency of cap updates, reducing the likelihood of significant cost
risk arising from shocks; and



a transparent methodology, clear timeline and process for review, which will
increase understanding regarding the revised level of the cap at each review
point.

12.11 Overall, we consider that regulatory risk stemming from the default tariff cap is
unlikely to lead to a material increase in the underlying cost of capital faced by a
supplier. The design of the cap itself, primarily its transparency and flexible approach to
cost pass through, will serve to limit the materiality of these impacts.

152

CMA: Energy Market Investigation – Analysis of the cost of capital, paragraph 66.
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Impact on financial ratings of suppliers
12.12 We have also considered the potential impact of the default tariff cap on the
credit ratings of certain suppliers, specifically those who are rated by credit ratings
agencies.
12.13 Some public traded suppliers, particularly those larger organisations, receive
credit ratings to assess the creditworthiness of their instruments issued on the financial
markets.
12.14 Taking a recent credit opinion for one of these suppliers, we looked to pinpoint
how the impact of the default tariff cap, could lead to a subsequent change in the
supplier’s credit rating.
12.15 First, we looked to estimate the potential impact of the default tariff cap on the
revenues of a specific supplier suppliers. Based on this revenue impact, we looked to
analyse how different financial ratios (such as Cash Flow-to-Debt and Retained Cash
Flow-to-Debt), could change. Secondly, we analysed how any changes in these ratios
could come to impact the credit ratings of this organisation.
12.16 We have concluded that for those larger organisations, who are often diversified
across a number of business models outside of domestic retail energy supply, we do not
believe that the default tariff cap will negatively impact their credit rating. These
organisations are primarily rated at group level, and therefore, any revenue are unlikely
to be significant enough to negatively influence overall ratings.
12.17 However, we do consider that for smaller suppliers it is possible that the default
tariff cap could impact credit ratings. Where these suppliers are not diversified away
from domestic supply, or are already very close to the edge of a specific rating cut off,
there is potential for a negative ratings impact, resulting from changes in their revenue.
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Annex D: Summary of impacts
13.1 Below we have summarised the impacts of the default tariff cap. These are
presented as both the expected impact across the first year of the default tariff cap, in
2018 prices, without scaling for the transition of fixed tariff customers. In addition, we
have outlined the potential impact up to 2020, on a NPV basis.
Table A11.27: Impact across first year of default tariff cap (in 2018 terms) for
Scenario 1 – Prices fall to the cap

Impacts (£m.)

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Consumer impacts
Direct consumer gain (inc. VAT)

£1,575

£1,134

£772

£42

£17

£12

-£1,500

-£1,080

-£735

-£40

-£17

-£12

Admin costs

-£9

-£9

-£9

Net gain from reduced third party
switching commission

£34

£25

£13

Net gain from consumption (ex. VAT)

£22

£15

£9

-£4

-£4

-£4

Direct VAT receipts

-£75

-£54

-£37

Net VAT receipts

-£77

-£55

-£37

Net emission impact

-£21

-£16

-£11

Third party switching revenue

-£34

-£25

-£13

£1,616

£1,152

£784

-£1,493

-£1,066

-£734

-£136

-£100

-£65

-£12

-£14

-£15

Indirect consumer gain (inc. VAT)
Supplier impacts
Direct revenue impact (ex. VAT)
Indirect revenue impact (ex. VAT)

Wider impacts
Government administration costs

Total impacts
Total consumer impact
Total supplier impact
Total wider impact
Total net impact
Source: Ofgem analysis
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Table A11.28: Impact across first year of default tariff cap (in 2018 terms) for
Scenario 2 – Prices converge to the cap

Impacts (£m.)

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Consumer impacts
Direct consumer gain (inc. VAT)

£1,575

£1,134

£772

-£439

-£848

-£1,230

-£1,500

-£1,080

-£735

£418

£808

£1,171

Admin costs

-£9

-£9

-£9

Net gain from reduced third party
switching commission

£46

£42

£34

Net gain from consumption (ex. VAT)

£14

-£1

-£13

-£4

-£4

-£4

Direct VAT receipts

-£75

-£54

-£37

Net VAT receipts

-£54

-£14

£22

Net emission impact

-£13

£0

£15

Third party switching revenue

-£46

-£42

-£34

£1,136

£286

-£458

-£1,030

-£240

£448

-£118

-£60

-£1

-£12

-£13

-£11

Indirect consumer gain (inc. VAT)
Supplier impacts
Direct revenue impact (ex. VAT)
Indirect revenue impact (ex. VAT)

Wider impacts
Government administration costs

Total impacts
Total consumer impact
Total supplier impact
Total wider impact
Total net impact
Source: Ofgem analysis
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Table A11.29: Impact up to 2020 of default tariff cap (NPV in 2018 prices) for
Scenario 1 – Prices fall to the cap

Impacts (£m.)

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Consumer impacts
Direct consumer gain (inc. VAT)

£2,898

£2,088

£1,420

£52

£22

£15

-£2,760

-£1,988

-£1,352

Indirect revenue impact (ex. VAT)

-£49

-£21

-£15

Admin costs

-£17

-£17

-£18

Net gain from reduced third party
switching commission

£68

£51

£26

Net gain from consumption (ex. VAT)

£38

£26

£16

-£5

-£5

-£5

Direct VAT receipts

-£138

-£99

-£68

Net VAT receipts

-£123

-£89

-£61

Net emission impact

-£39

-£29

-£21

Third party switching revenue

-£68

-£51

-£26

£2,949

£2,109

£1,435

-£2,719

-£1,948

-£1,343

-£235

-£174

-£112

-£5

-£13

-£19

Indirect consumer gain (inc. VAT)
Supplier impacts
Direct revenue impact (ex. VAT)

Wider impacts
Government administration costs

Total impacts
Total consumer impact
Total supplier impact
Total wider impact
Total net impact
Source: Ofgem analysis
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Table A11.30: Impact up to 2020 of default tariff cap (NPV in 2018 prices) for
Scenario 2 – Prices converge to the cap

Impacts (£m.)

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Consumer impacts
Direct consumer gain (inc. VAT)

£2,898

£2,088

£1,420

-£559

-£1,078

-£1,568

-£2,760

-£1,988

-£1,352

Indirect revenue impact (ex. VAT)

£533

£1,026

£1,493

Admin costs

-£16

-£17

-£17

Net gain from reduced third party
switching commission

£94

£85

£68

Net gain from consumption (ex. VAT)

£23

-£3

-£24

-£5

-£5

-£5

Direct VAT receipts

-£138

-£99

-£68

Net VAT receipts

-£101

-£49

-£4

Net emission impact

-£25

£0

£27

Third party switching revenue

-£94

-£85

-£68

£2,339

£1,010

-£148

-£2,126

-£896

£168

-£224

-£139

-£50

-£12

-£25

-£30

Indirect consumer gain (inc. VAT)
Supplier impacts
Direct revenue impact (ex. VAT)

Wider impacts
Government administration costs

Total impacts
Total consumer impact
Total supplier impact
Total wider impact
Total net impact
Source: Ofgem analysis
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Annex E: Direct costs and benefits to business calculations
14.1 The direct cost to business estimate includes the direct revenue impact of the
cap and the administrative costs. In total, we have calculated these costs as an NPV of
approximately £2,178m across the first two years of the default tariff cap up until
December 2020. These costs relate to our proposed cap level (option 2).
14.2 Revenue impacts reflect the vast majority of these costs. Reduction in revenues
from the reduction in default tariff prices to the cap level will directly lead to impacts of
around £1,134m across 2019 and £1,062m across 2020.
14.3
Administrative costs relate to the cost to suppliers of updating prices in line with
cap updates. These costs are estimated at around £8.8m across 2019 and £8.6m across
2020. These impacts are summarised in the table below.
Table A11.31: EANDCB Calculator summary nominal

Cost
Revenue impact on suppliers
Increased administration costs for suppliers
Total

2019

2020
£1,134m

£1,062m

£9m

£9m

£1,143m

£1,071m

Source: Ofgem analysis

14.4 This generates an Estimated Annual Net Direct Cost to Business (EANDCB) of
£916m adjusted to 2014 prices.
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